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Abstract 
 

 This thesis analyses the formation and representation of the reputations of 

three women: Katherine Jones, Viscountess Ranelagh (1615-1691); Dorothy Moore 

Dury (c.1612-1664); and Jean Appelius (fl.1638-1648), whose connection to the 

Hartlib circle has been undervalued. This circle was an intellectual correspondence 

network that was formed in London around 1641, centred around Samuel Hartlib, 

John Dury and Jan Amos Kaminski. It was mainly active between 1641 and 1661 

and included well-known figures such as Robert Boyle, Henry Oldenburg, Benjamin 

Worsley and the Boate Brothers. As shown by Mark Greengrass and others, the 

Hartlib circle’s overarching aim was universal knowledge; thus members 

corresponded on various topics including politics, religious conversion, educational 

reform, science and medicine. The thesis shows that Katherine Jones and Dorothy 

Moore were active members in their own right, examining how they negotiated their 

participation in various activities through the use of effective epistolary 

management. It also explores how these women, alongside Jean Appelius, were 

perceived by other members of the network and how this affected their reputations.  

 The thesis develops an interdisciplinary methodology that combines 

quantitative and qualitative methods. Using network analysis, it proves 

computationally that that these women were central to the inner working of the 

network. Through close reading, it brings attention to the complexity of their 

epistolary strategies, and critiques how representations of their participation bring 

attention to the intersection between gender politics and class/economic status in 

the early modern period. The analysis of Moore and Ranelagh’s letters illuminates 

how they participated in the intellectual culture of the 1640s and 1650s and how 

they attempted to build rapport with their correspondents in order to facilitate 

successful dissemination of their ideas. By contrasting these women’s letters with 

the reception evidence in the Hartlib Papers archive, it shows that they were praised 

for their thinking and participation, but that issues of class and economics could 

bring attention to a woman’s gender and had the potential to damage her 

reputation.  
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Definitions and Conventions 
 

Transcriptions  

 When quoting from the original manuscript I have employed the following 

policy, but when I have quoted from an edition I have quoted the text as it is 

presented in the edition. Throughout this thesis I have retained original spelling 

(including i/j and u/v graphs), capitalisation, and punctuation, and syntax, but the 

lineation has been normalised. I have, however, expanded certain abbreviations that 

may be confusing to modern readers including:   

 

wch  which     wt  what 

wth  with     Ma:tie  Majestie 

ye   the     Sr  Sir 

yt  that     yor, yr   your 

La:  Lady or Ladyship    L:, Lo, Lp  Lord or Lordship.  

 

In these instances, the added letters have been indicated in italic and the 

superscription has been silently lowered. The abbreviations that would be 

recognisable to modern readers like “Mr.” and “Mrs.”, alongside abbreviations of 

monetary denominations have not been expanded.  

 Several of the letters in this thesis show signs of rewriting. In these cases, 

deletions are indicated by a strikethrough (i.e. strikethough), and superscript 

additions and marginal additions are signalled by the use of caret symbols (^ ^) at 

either end of the added text. Those brackets have also been used to indicate the 

change of one letter into another (i.e. l ^b^etter). An illegible word is indicated by 

[...]. Words or letters in square brackets [ ] have been added by me.     

 

Calendar 
 
The “New Style” calendar has been used throughout this thesis, meaning 1 January 

rather than 25 March is taken to be the start of the new year. However, a full 

conversion to the Gregorian calendar, which would involve adding 10 days to the 

English dates, has not been implemented. When it comes to international letters in 

the Hartlib Papers I have retained both English and continental dates, as has been 

practice in previous scholarship. Thus, some letters have dates, which are presented 
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as follows: “17/27 October 1652”. When only one date is supplied, the English 

New Style calendar is implied.  

 

Chymistry  

 

The work of Lawrence Principe has highlighted that in the early modern period the 

terms chemistry and alchemy were used interchangeably. He recommends using the 

contemporary spelling “chymistry” to “mean the sum total of alchemical/chemical 

topics.” This policy has been adopted throughout the thesis.  See Lawrence 

Principe, The Aspiring Adept: Robert Boyle and his Alchemical Quest (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1998), 8-10.       

 

Biblical Quotations 

 

All passages have been taken from The Holy Bible: King James Version, Bible Gateway, 

1993. <http:www.Biblegateway.com> 

 

Citation Style  

 

 The style guide used throughout this thesis is the Chicago Manual of Style 17th Edition. 

One key change is that the use of Ibid. is no longer recommended. In its place the 

short title citation or simply the surname and page number is used depending on 

whether the repeat reference occurs on the same page as the initial reference. 

 

Network Data 

 

The data used to create the network visualisations throughout this thesis can be 

viewed and downloaded from:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZfsTSB7F6jBuCySJks8KdEdj0NzepIz3?

usp=sharing 
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Introduction 
 

 This thesis explores how women writers negotiated their involvement in the 

intellectual culture of the 1640s and 1650s. For women writers, the political 

upheaval caused by various international conflicts including the English Civil Wars 

was of special importance. This conflict allowed Protestant women writing about 

medicine, religion and science to engage with manuscript culture and intellectual 

networks in ways that have been underestimated by historians and literary critics. 

Evidence of this participation manifests itself in various forms of writing: 

correspondence, recipe collections, diaries, poetry, prose. Through examination of 

these forms, scholars including Alec Ryrie, Femke Molekamp and Kate Narveson 

have shown how Protestantism was a lived experience that ensured a person’s wider 

understanding of intellectual culture was mediated through his/her understanding 

of the bible. They have shown how the political upheaval of the 1640s and 1650s 

led to religious fervour and the proliferation of female prophetic and dissenting 

voices rooted in biblical language.1 Other scholars, such as Rebecca Laroche, Elaine 

Leong, Sara Pennell and Lynette Hunter, have used these same forms of writing to 

show how fluid the practice of medicine was conducted by women and men until its 

gradual professionalization from the late seventeenth-century.2 Considering both 

                                            
1 Alec Ryrie, Being Protestant in Reformation Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013); Alexandra 
Walsham, The Reformation of the Landscape: Religion, Identity and Memory in Early Modern Britain and Ireland 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011); Patricia M. Crawford, Women and Religion in England, 1500-
1720 (London: Routledge, 1993); Phyllis Mack, Visionary Women: Ecstatic Prophecy in Seventeenth-Century 
England (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992); Erica Longfellow, Women and Religious Writing 
in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Femke Molekamp, Women 
and the Bible in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013); Kate Narveson, Bible 
Readers and Lay Writers in Early Modern England: Gender and Self-Definition in an Emergent Writing Culture 
(Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), Sylvia Monica Brown, ed., Women, Gender and Radical Religion in Early 
Modern Europe (Amsterdam: Brill, 2007); Johanna Harris and Elizabeth Scott-Baumann, eds., The 
Intellectual Culture of Puritan Women, 1558-1680 (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2010); Patricia Crawford and 
Laura Gowing, Women’s Worlds in Seventeenth-Century England (London: Routledge, 2000); Micheline 
White, ed., English Women, Religion, and Textual Production, 1500-1625 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2011); 
Alexandra Walsham, Charitable Hatred: Tolerance and Intolerance in England, 1500-1700 (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2006); Victoria Brownlee, Biblical Readings and Literary Writings in Early 
Modern England, 1558-1625 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018). 
2 Elaine Hobby, Virtue of Necessity: English Women’s Writing 1649-88 (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1989); Doreen Evenden Nagy, Popular Medicine in Seventeenth-Century England (Bowling 
Green: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1988); Roy Porter, Health for Sale: Quakery in 
England 1660-1850 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989); Lynette Hunter, “Women and 
Domestic Medicine: Lady Experimenters, 1570-1620”, in Women Science and Medicine 1500-1700: 
Mothers and Sisters of the Royal Society, ed. Lynette Hunter and Sarah Hutton (Stroud: Sutton, 1997), 89-
107; Andrew Wear, Knowledge and Practice in English Medicine, 1550-1680 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000); Margaret Pelling, Medical Conflicts in Early Modern London: Patronage, Physicians, 
and Irregular Practitioners, 1550-1640 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003); Elaine Leong and Sara Pennell, 
“Recipe Collections and the Currency of Medical Knowledge in the Early Modern ‘Medical 
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religion and medicine, Carol Pal argues that intellectual culture is best encapsulated 

by the “Republic of Letters” and that this community is best understood as a 

palimpsest of translucent and permeable layers. 3  The horizontal layers are the 

networks based around religious exegesis, scientific enquiry, or political debate, 

while the vertical layers show how these ideas intersect and influence each other. 

Thus, intellectual culture incorporates religion and the Protestant experience as well 

as governance, economics, science, medicine, education and politics.  

 Over the last decade there has been a move to map this pan-European 

intellectual culture. A key project is Reassembling the Republic of Letters, which plans to 

create a state-of-the-art digital system in order to collect “a pan-European pool of 

highly granular data on the Republic of Letters”. The project is in the process of 

designing tools for “collecting, standardizing, navigating, analysing, and visualizing 

unprecedented quantities of epistolary data”.4 They have collaborated with other 

projects including Cultures of Knowledge, and Early Modern Letters Online, which has 

facilitated the gathering of metadata on the Republic of Letters in order to present a 

database of letters (EMLO) or network visualisations (Working Group Two: 

“People and Networks”).5 Given that the largest Anglophone presence within the 

Republic of Letters is the intellectual correspondence network known as the Hartlib 

circle, it is a surprise that aside from studies on individual members and two 

chapters in Pal’s Republic of Women there has been no new research conducted on 

women’s participation as a collective within this circle.6  

 This thesis addresses this gap by analysing the formation and representation 

of the reputations of three women within this network: Katherine Jones, 

Viscountess Ranelagh (1615-1691); Dorothy Moore Dury (c.1612-1664); and Jean 

                                                                                                                      
Marketplace’”, in Medicine and the Market in England and its Colonies, c.1450-1850, ed. Mark S.R. Jenner 
and Patrick Wallis (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 133-52; Rebecca Laroche, Medical 
Authority and Englishwomen’s Herbal Texts, 1550-1650 (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009); Leigh Whaley, Women 
and the Practice of Medical Care in Early Modern Europe, 1400-1800 (London: Palgrave, 2011); Elaine 
Leong and Alisha Rankin eds., Secrets and Knowledge in Medicine and Science, 1500-1800 (Farnham: 
Ashgate, 2011); Michelle DiMeo and Sara Pennell eds., Reading and Writing Recipe Books, 1550-1880 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013); Sara Pennell, The Birth of the English Kitchen, 1600-
1850 (London: Bloomsbury Academic Press, 2016). 
3 Carol Pal, Republic of Women: Rethinking the Republic of Letters in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2012), 12. 
4 Reassembling the Republic of Letters < http://www.republicofletters.net/> [Date Accessed 30 April 
2018] 
5 Cultures of Knowledge: Reworking the Republic of Letters, 1550-1750 < 
http://www.republicofletters.net/> [Date Accessed 30 April 2018]; Early Modern Letters Online 
[project website; part of Cultures of Knowledge]. 2016. University of Oxford. 
<http://emlo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk>; 
6 Pal, Republic of Women, 110-76. 
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Appelius (fl.1638-1648), who between them account for 63 letters and 428 

receptions in the Hartlib Papers.  

 Due to its focus on the transfer of knowledge, the vast majority of sources 

consulted in this thesis are letters. This work draws on the burgeoning field of the 

study of early modern letter-writing.7 This thesis engages with two main approaches 

that have emerged from these studies — linguistics and socio-cultural analysis — in 

order to uncover the agency of early modern female letter-writers. Lynne 

Magnusson’s work was the first to employ linguistic analysis in a literary study of 

early modern letters. In Shakespeare and Social Dialogue, she adapted Penelope Brown 

and Stephen C. Levinson’s linguistic theories of politeness in order to analyse the 

letter-writing practices of the early modern period.8 Gary Schneider’s The Culture of 

Epistolarity analyses the socio-cultural meanings embedded in the process of 

epistolary writing.9 Because my goal is to question how Ranelagh and Moore, as 

active agents, were able to exploit epistolary culture, an understanding of how they 

used the socio-cultural meanings of their letters to their advantage is important. I 

                                            
7 This drive is encapsulated by the edited collections, editions and digital projects that have been 
published over the last 20 years. Examples of the edited collections include Julie D Campbell and 
Anne R. Larsen, eds., Early Modern Women and Transnational Communities of Letters (Farnham: Ashgate, 
2009); James Daybell, ed., Early Modern Women’s Letter Writing, 1450-1700 (Houndmills, Basingstoke: 
Palgrave, 2001); James Daybell and Andrew Gordon, eds., Cultures of Correspondence in Early Modern 
Britain (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016); James Daybell and Andrew Gordon, 
eds., Lives and Letters 4 (2012). Special issue: New Directions in the Study of Early Modern Correspondence; 
James Daybell and Andrew Gordon, eds., Women and Epistolary Agency in Early Modern Culture, 1450-
1690 (Abingdon: Routledge, 2016); James Daybell and Peter Hinds, eds., Material Readings of Early 
Modern Culture, 1580-1700 (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2010). Scholarly editions of letters include Robert 
Boyle, The Correspondence of Robert Boyle, ed. Michael Hunter, Antonio Clericuzio and Lawrence M. 
Principe, 6 vols. (London: Pickering and Chatto, 2001); Dorothy Moore, The Letters of Dorothy Moore, 
1612-64: The Friendships, Marriage, and Intellectual Life of a Seventeenth-Century Woman, ed. Lynette Hunter 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004); Elizabeth Stuart, Queen of Bohemia, The Correspondence of Elizabeth Stuart, 
Queen of Bohemia, ed. Nadine Akkerman, 3 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011); Lady Anne 
Bacon, The Letters of Lady Anne Bacon, ed. Gemma Allen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2014); Elizabeth Anne Boran, ed., The Correspondence of James Ussher, 1600-1656. 3 vols. (Dublin: Irish 
Manuscripts Commission, 2015); Elizabeth Butler, The Letters of the First Duchess of Ormonde, ed. 
Naomi McAreavey (Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, forthcoming). Examples 
of recent digital projects include Bess of Hardwick’s Letters: The Complete Correspondence, c. 1550-1608, ed. 
by Alison Wiggins, Alan Bryson, Daniel Starza Smith, Anke Timmermann and Graham WilliaMs, 
University of Glasgow, web development by Katherine Rogers, University of Sheffield Humanities 
Research Institute (April 2013) <www.bessofhardwick.org>; Early Modern Letters Online [project 
website; part of Cultures of Knowledge]. 2016. University of Oxford. <http://emlo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk>; 
James Daybell, The Material Letter in Early Modern England: Manuscript Letters and the Culture and Practices 
of Letter-Writing, 1512-1635 (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2012); Jonathan Gibson, ‘Significant Space in 
Manuscript Letters’, The Seventeenth Century 12 (1997): 1-9; Janet Altman, Epistolarity: Approaches to a 
Form (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1982). 
8  Lynne Magnusson, Shakespeare and Social Dialogue: Dramatic Language and Elizabethan Letters 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999). Her work has inspired several scholars including 
Graham T. Williams, Women’s Epistolary Utterance: A Study of the Letters of Joan and Maria Thynne, 1575-
1611 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2013).  
9 Gary Schneider, The Culture of Epistolarity: Vernacular Letters and Letter Writing in Early Modern England, 
1500-1700 (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2005). 
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am also attentive to the ways that letters share features with and draw from literary 

texts, such as genre conventions, narrative and tone. This is interpreted alongside 

the linguistic and socio-cultural features of the letter in order to examine how the 

combination of techniques contributes to each writer’s agenda.  

 Building on the approach used by the Reassembling the Republic of Letters 

project and scholars such as Ruth Ahnert and Sebastian E. Ahnert, this thesis offers 

the first application of network analysis tools to the correspondence of the Hartlib 

circle. Since 2013, network analysis has become a flourishing field as a wider array 

of tools has become available to scholars.10 In his book Networks: An Introduction, 

Mark E. Newman describes a social network as a network of “social interactions”.11 

Scholars such as Newman, Albert-László Barabási, Duncan J. Watts and Linton C. 

Freeman have analysed a wide range of real-world networks, arguing that they have 

an underlying order and can be analysed using mathematical tools and models.12 

These tools and models have long been used in various disciplines, such as 

Sociology, Mathematics and Physics, but are beginning to make an impact on the 

disciplines of History and English.13  

 Social network visualisation is especially useful in the analysis of 

correspondence. Gary Schneider describes early modern letters as “sociotexts”: 

demonstrating “material evidence of social connectedness”. Thus, social network 

visualisation is an effective way of highlighting and bringing attention to the social 

ties that letters “initiated, negotiated and consolidated”.14 Two scholars to pioneer 

this approach with regard to early modern correspondence are Ruth Ahnert and 

Sebastian E. Ahnert.15 Among other results, their model allowed them to explore 

                                            
10 Gephi <https://gephi.org/> [Date Accessed 3 March 2015]; Palladio 
<http://hdlab.stanford.edu/palladio/> [Date Accessed 11 April 2018]; J.R. Ladd, Network Navigator 
<http://dh-web.hss.cmu.edu/network_navigator/> [Date Accessed 11 April 2018]; NodeXL 
<https://archive.codeplex.com/?p=nodexl> [Date Accessed 11 April 2018]; NetworkX 
<http://networkx.github.io/> [Date Accessed 11 April 2018].   
11 Mark E. Newman, Networks: An Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 36.  
12 See Newman, Networks and Albert-László Barabási, Linked: The New Science of Networks (Cambridge, 
MA: Perseus, 2002).   
13  See for example, Franco Moretti, Distant Reading (London: Verso, 2013); Jenna Townend, 
“Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches to Early-modern Networks: The Case of George Herbert 
(1593–1633) and his Imitators”, Literature Compass 14.3 (2017): [https://doi.org/10.1111/lic3.12374]; 
Anupam Basu, Jonathan Hope and Michael Witmore, “The Professional and Linguistic 
Communities of Early Modern Dramatists”, in Community-Making in Early Stuart Theatres: Stage and 
Audience, ed. Anthony W. Johnson et al. (London: Routledge, 2016), 63-94. 
14 Gary Schneider, Culture of Epistolarity, 27. 
15 Ruth Ahnert and Sebastian E. Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks in the Reign of Mary I: A 
Quantitative Approach”, ELH 82 (2015): 3-4. See also Ingeborg Van Vugt, “Using Multi-Layered 
Networks to Disclose Books in the Republic of Letters”, Journal of Historical Network Research 1 (2017): 
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the unexpected role played by women in the circulation of Marian era Protestants’ 

letters. Therefore, the same methodology has been adapted in this thesis in order to 

measure the centrality of women in the Hartlib network.16  

 This approach has allowed me to prove computationally how central Lady 

Ranelagh and Dorothy Moore were to the Hartlib circle. It is an approach that is 

tied to the wider feminist recovery research that has been occurring since the 1980s, 

epitomised by the work of Margaret Ezell, Margaret P. Hanney, Betty Travitsky and 

Elaine Beilin.17 Thus, it constitutes an important contribution to women’s literary 

history: this thesis shows that network analysis is an essential tool for feminist 

historians and literary critics as they endeavour to redress historical biases against 

women. This thesis is also linked to the second wave of feminist research in its 

focus on the analysis of recovered texts, but its conclusion points to an emerging 

fourth wave of feminist research that considers intersectionality.  

 Jennifer Nash describes intersectionality as “the notion that subjectivity is 

constituted by mutually reinforcing vectors of race, gender, class and sexuality.”18 

She highlights that initially intersectionality had “a long-standing interest in one 

particular intersection: the intersection of race and gender.”19 The initial proponent 

of this was Kimberlé Crenshaw, who argued that, “Black women are sometimes 

excluded from feminist theory and antiracist policy discourse because both are 

predicated on a discrete set of experiences that often does not accurately reflect the 

interaction of race and gender,” before asserting that, “because the intersectional 

experience is greater than the sum of racism and sexism, any analysis that does not 

take intersectionality into account cannot sufficiently address the particular manner 

in which Black women are subordinated.”20 While this is certainly the case, Nash 

has pointed out that a rigorous method of examining multiple subject position has 

yet to be established. This is a point echoed by Robert Chang and Jerome McCristal 

                                                                                                                      
25-51. Van Vugt uses multi-layered networks to highlight correspondence networks and to 
interrogate the role the sharing of books had in strengthening correspondence ties.   
16 This methodology will be discussed in detail in Chapter One to avoid repetition. 
17 Margaret Ezell, The Patriarch’s Wife: Literary Evidence and the History of the Family (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press. 1987); Elaine V. Beilin, Redeeming Eve: Women Writers of the English 
Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987); Margaret P. Hannay, ed., Silent but for the 
Word: Tudor Women as Patrons, Translators, and Writers of Religious Works (Kent: Kent State University, 
1895); Betty S. Travitsky, ed., The Paradise of Women: Writings by Englishwomen of the Renaissance (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1989).   
18 Jennifer C. Nash, “Re-thinking Intersectionality,” Feminist Review, 89 (2008): 2. 
19 Nash, 2. 
20  Kimberle Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist 
Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” University of Chicago 
Legal Forum 1 (1989): 140. 
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Culp Jr. who highlight the methodological mire by asking: “How does one pay 

attention to the points of intersection? How many intersections are there?”21 One 

further issue that is important for this thesis is the exclusion by intersectional 

literature of “identities that are imagined as either wholly or even partially 

privileged.”22 However, Naomi Zach offers a counter to this exclusion by arguing 

that “all women are intersectional subjects, precisely because of the possibility that 

their womanhood (already a socially disadvantaged position) will intersect with 

other social positions to multiply disadvantage them.” She reaffirms this point by 

bringing attention to the fact that while “some women experience privilege along 

particular axes (whether class, sexuality, light-skinnedness, able-bodiedness, etc.)” 

they still have access to intersectional identities.23 Thus, while Dorothy Moore is 

from the lower gentry and Lady Ranelagh is a member of the minor aristocracy, 

both have intersectional identities. One way to explore these identities within the 

Hartlib circle is through what Leslie McCall calls the intercategorical approach. She 

argues that one can begin with the observation “that there are relationships of 

inequality among already constituted social groups, as imperfect and ever changing 

as they are,” and then take “those relationships as the center of analysis.”24 She 

states that the intention of this approach is to explicate “relationships, and doing so 

requires the provisional use of categories.”25 A recent example of a scholar using 

these categories in an early modern context is Patricia Phillippy’s recent History of 

Early Modern Women’s Writing, which demonstrates the impact of intersectional 

feminism. By presenting debates around the Reformation, textual transmission, 

transnationality and networks as issues that overlap with each other throughout the 

Tudor and Stuart periods, she is illuminating how issues surrounding gender, class, 

race, and sexual orientation can emerge when one takes a multifaceted approach.26 

Throughout this thesis I also use interdisciplinary approaches. These include 

epistolary analysis, network analysis and reception theory, and much like Phillippy, 

this multifaceted approach brought to light intercategorical intersectional issues 

which will be discussed in the conclusion.  
                                            
21 Robert Chang and Jerome McCristal Culp Jr., “After intersectionality,” University of Missouri-Kansas 
City Law Review 71 (2002): 485. 
22 Nash, “Re-thinking Intersectionality,” 10. 
23 Naomi Zach, Inclusive Feminism: A Third Wave Theory of Women’s Commonality (Lanham, MD: 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2005), 7. 
24 Leslie McCall, “The Complexity of Intersectionality,” Signs 30 (2005): 1784. 
25 McCall, 1784. 
26 Patricia Phillippy, “Introduction”, in A History of Early Modern Women’s Writing, ed. Patricia 
Phillippy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 7. 
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Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh 

 Katherine Jones (née Boyle), Viscountess Ranelagh, was born in Youghal on 

22 March 1615.27 She was the fifth daughter and seventh child of Richard Boyle, 

first Earl of Cork (1566-1643), and his second wife Catherine Fenton (c.1588-

c.1630). Among her siblings she was particularly close to the politician and 

playwright Roger Boyle, Lord Broghill (later Earl of Orrery); Richard Boyle, Earl of 

Burlington and later second Earl of Cork, who was one of the largest landowners in 

Ireland at this time; the scientist Robert Boyle, who is best remembered for Boyle’s 

law of pressure; and the writer Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick. Ranelagh’s 

educational background is uncertain, as her father provided “no formal education 

for the daughters beyond that which they obtained from their chaplains who 

doubled as tutors.”28 In September 1624, when she was nine-and-a-half-years old, 

Katherine left her family as she was contracted to marry Sapcott Beaumont and 

thus moved to live with his family in Leicestershire. Katherine lived with the 

Beaumonts from 1624 until 1628. The marriage alliance broke down after Thomas 

Beaumont’s death when the family asked for an extra £2,000 on top of the £4,000 

dowry already agreed. Thus, Katherine returned home for two years until, at age 15, 

she married Arthur Jones, heir to the first Viscount Ranelagh, with a dowry of 

£4,000.  

 Over the first 10 years of their marriage, Katherine and Arthur had four 

children: Catherine (b. December 1633), Elizabeth (b. 1635), Frances (b. 17 August 

1639) and Richard (b. 8 February 1641). However, the pair’s marriage was not a 

happy one; according to Taylor, there were even suggestions of infidelity on 

Arthur’s part. 29  Little is known about Katherine’s movements throughout this 

decade, but what we do know is that she was in London in 1631, and back in 

Ireland by 1633, when she gave birth to Catherine. In 1638, the pair moved to 

                                            
27 This biography is drawn from Michelle DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh (1615-91): 
Science and Medicine in a Seventeenth-Century Englishwoman’s Writing” (doctoral thesis, 
University of Warwick, 2009) and Sarah Hutton, “Jones [née Boyle], Katherine, Viscountess 
Ranelagh (1615–1691), noblewoman associated with the Hartlib circle.” Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography. 19 May. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ 
ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-66365. 
28 Nicolas Canny, The Upstart Earl: A Study of the Social and Mental World of Richard Boyle, First Earl of 
Cork, 1566-1643 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 86-7.  
29 Elizabeth Anne Taylor, “Writing Women, Honour and Ireland: 1640-1715”, 3 vols. (doctoral 
thesis, University College Dublin, 1999), II, 285. 
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England and spent time moving between various London locations and the family 

home in Dorset.  

  This move only lasted just over two years. Katherine was back in Ireland in 

1641, where she and her four children were besieged in Athlone Castle for many 

months after the outbreak of the Irish rebellion. In a letter to her father, she 

recounts her experiences of this time and states that the rebel leader, James Dillon, 

ensured her safe passage from Athlone to Dublin. 30  After escaping the siege, 

Katherine moved to London and lived apart from her husband, forging a space for 

herself to become involved in many intellectual, religious and political activities.  

 She resided first on Queen Street, near St Paul’s Cathedral, with her home 

serving as a place of refuge for displaced family members. She made the most of her 

location and connections in London and very quickly became integrated into 

parliamentarian politics. From 1643, Ranelagh was closely acquainted with the 

Hartlib circle, an intellectual correspondence network based around the intelligencer 

and educational reformer Samuel Hartlib (c.1600-1662). Between the 1640s and 

1650s, she was involved in Hartlib’s projects for educational reform, chymistry, 

medicine, optics and reform in Ireland.31 In September 1656, Ranelagh left England 

to spend two-and-a-half years in Ireland in order to help in the reclaiming of Boyle 

family estates, while also trying to pursue a divorce from her husband. She returned 

to England on 15 February 1659 with two of her daughters, although the trip across 

the Irish Sea was not without difficulty, as the ship got stuck in a bad storm.32 Upon 

her arrival in London, she continued to petition for divorce and was almost 

successful only for the collapse of parliament. 

 Despite regime change upon the Restoration, Ranelagh still had family and 

friends in political positions, including her brothers Richard and Roger, who were 

both given earldoms and served as the Lord Lieutenant of Yorkshire and Lord 

Justice of Ireland, respectively. In 1664, she moved to Pall Mall, where she was 

assigned two houses on the south side by her brother-in-law Charles Rich. 33 

Ranelagh was in London when the great plague hit a year later and she believed it to 

be divine justice. At its height, she moved to Essex where she stayed with her sister 
                                            
30 NLI Ms 43266 fol. 20, Letter, Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh to Richard Boyle, 1st Earl of Cork, 
26 October 1642. 
31 For fuller discussion see Chapters Two and Three. 
32 Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Box 30, Letter 95. Letter, Lady Ranelagh to Richard Boyle, 2nd Earl 
of Cork, undated. 
33 “Nos. 83-84 Pall Mall”, Survey of London, ed. by F.H.W. Sheppard, volumes 29-30 (London: English 
Heritage, 1960). 
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Mary (Rich) and corresponded with her brother Robert (Boyle) to ensure he was in 

good health. In 1668, Robert moved into Katherine’s Pall Mall home, where the 

pair would live together for the last 23 years of their lives.34 Throughout this time 

she kept her interest in natural philosophy alive by having members of the Royal 

Society over for dinner. For example, Robert Hooke dined at Lady Ranelagh’s more 

than thirty times in 1677.35 She was also involved in many of her brother’s projects 

over the next two decades. She commissioned Robert Hooke to make additions to 

her house, including a laboratory for her brother’s use, while also encouraging his 

literary and scientific pursuits and sharing with him her religious and ethical ideals. 

Her importance to Robert is evidenced by the fact that he appointed her one of the 

executors of his will, bequeathing her a ring to wear in memory of him. However, 

she predeceased him by one week on 23 December 1691. Both are buried in St 

Martin-in-the-Fields, London. 

 Over the course of her life, Ranelagh was a prolific writer of letters and 

medical recipes. While only a fraction of her oeuvre survives, what does survive is 

scattered over several archives. The Hartlib Papers archive at Sheffield University 

holds nine letters written by Ranelagh to Hartlib and his associates.36 The British 

Library in London holds 34 letters, including letters sent to her brother Richard and 

the mathematician William Petty, and a receipt book that lists Lady Ranelagh as the 

‘author’.37 The Boyle family papers held at Chatsworth House incorporate 22 letters 

she sent to the first and second earls of Cork.38 The West Sussex Record Office in 

Chichester has a collection of 20 letters written to Roger Boyle, Earl of Orrery, and 

                                            
34 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 69. 
35 Lisa Jardine, The Curious Life of Robert Hooke: The Man who Measured London (London: Harper 
Perennial, 2003), 91. 
36 HP 39/2/56-59 and HP 39/2/50 consists of extracts from four letters in German; HP 39/2/60 is 
a fifth letter written in German; 66/8/1 and 60/4/20 are recipe extracts from two of her letters 
written to Hartlib; 46/9/12 is a copy of a reply Ranelagh sent to John Sadler in 1648; HP 26/13/1A-
2B is a list of questions which Ranelagh sent to Hartlib for him to forward to Sir Cheney Culpeper. 
Digital surrogates for all the Hartlib papers quoted are available online via the Hartlib Papers Project 
website. The letters in this collection are also indexed on Early Modern Letters Online (EMLO). 
37 BL Add. Ms 75354, fols. 50-119 contains 30 letters addressed to Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington 
and Cork; BL Ms 72884. fols. 5-6 is an undated letter written to William Petty; BL Add. Ms 4292, 
fols. 278-79 is a letter to Robert Boyle which discusses the deaths of Henry Oldenburg and Benjamin 
Worsley; BL Add. Ms 17017 is a letter to Laurence Hyde dated 23 November 1676; BL Add. Ms 
46932 is a copy of a letter to Lord Broghill. The receipt book is at BL Sloane Ms 1367. 
38 The letter to her father, the first Earl of Cork is Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Box 21, Letter 61. 
The 21 other letters are to her brother, Richard: Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Box 30 Letters 95, 
96, 98, 99; Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Box 31 Letters 4, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 36, 46, 47, 50, 52, 53, 
58; and Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Box 33 Letters 12, 13, 59 and 63. 
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his wife, Margaret.39 The Royal Society Library holds twelve letters (mostly written 

to her brother Robert), a receipt book used by Ranelagh and Robert Boyle (distinct 

from that in her own name) and her only manuscript treatise entitled “Discourse 

concerning the Plague”, written during 1665.40  

 While the letters housed in archives in England comprise the majority of the 

extant letters, there are 19 elsewhere. The National Library of Ireland and the 

Armagh Public Library hold four letters each.41 The National Archives of Scotland 

houses eight letters from Ranelagh to Margaret Hamilton, Countess of Panmure 

and Anne Hamilton, Duchess of Hamilton.42 Finally, the Beinecke Library at Yale 

University has one bundle of Hartlib papers, which houses two letters from 

Ranelagh, and the Cushing/Whitney Medical Library holds one letter that Ranelagh 

wrote to the Earl of Clarendon.43 Overall, when one excludes duplicate copies and 

integrates letters that are only extant in print, the total number of known letters is 

over 130, an impressive collection that spans over 50 years of Ranelagh’s life.  

  In addition to her letters, there are also references to Ranelagh in the 

correspondence of her contemporaries. The vast majority of these can be found in 

the Hartlib Papers, numbering 218 instances.44 Further references to Ranelagh occur 

in letters held in the following collections: the British Library (21), the National 

Library of Ireland (36), Chatsworth house (21), the Bodleian Library (20), the 
                                            
39 West Sussex Record Office, Petworth House, Orrery Ms 13219. A microfilm copy of these letters 
can also be consulted in the National Library of Ireland. 
40 In total, nine of the 12 letters are to Robert: Royal Society Library, RB/3/5/6-8 and RB/3/5/10-
15. The other three are to John Eliot, an unnamed recipient, and Henry Oldenburg: Royal Society 
Library, RB/3/5/9, RB/3/6/3, and Ms MM 1 fol. 190. The manuscript treatise is Royal Society 
Library, RB/1/14/4 fols. 27-42. The recipe book is Royal Society Library, RB/2/8. The rest of the 
letters based in England are scattered over three locations: the Bodleian Library, which holds seven 
letters; The National Archives, which also holds seven letters; and the National Art Library in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, which holds one letter. Four letters are housed in the Clarendon State 
Papers (ClSP) and are addressed to Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon: Bodleian Library, ClSP, vol. 
23, fols. 113-15, vol. 78, fols. 230-31, vol. 79, fols. 73-4, vol. 79, fols. 269-72. One letter is addressed 
to Gilbert Burnett: Bodleian Library, Mss Add, A. 191, fol. 113. The final two letters are addressed to 
the Countess of Ormond: Bodleian Library, Carte Ms 217 fols. 452; 454-6. The National Archive in 
Kew holds three letters to Joseph WilliaMson: National Archives, SP 29/197, SP 29/230, SP 
29/251B; two letters to Robert Thornhill: National Archive, E 192/14/5, E 192/14/11; one letter to 
Daniel Finch, Earl of Nottingham: National Archive, SP 3/30; and a copy of a letter to Elizabeth, 
Queen of Bohemia: National Archive, TS 23/1/43 fols. 62-3. The V&A museum holds the original 
copy of this letter to the Queen of Bohemia: V&A, Forster Ms 454, Letter 74, 40/1, fols. 74-5. 
41 NLI, Mss 43266/ 20, 43266/21, Ormonde Ms 2383 F307 (4953) and Orrery Papers Ms 32 fol. 
304; Armagh Public Library, Ms 26544, letters 10, 17, 20, & 21. 
42 National Archives of Scotland, GD 45/14/237/1-5, GD 406/1/3797/, GD 406/1/10719 and 
GD 406/1/10720. 
43 Beinecke Library, Yale University, James Marshall and Marie-Louise Osborn Collection (OSB), 
Mss File 12473; Osb Mss 16789. Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney Medical Library, Yale 
University, Letter, Lady Ranelagh to the Earl of Clarendon, uncatalogued letter. 
44 These receptions will be examined in detail in Chapter Three. All subsequent receptions are 
beyond the scope of this thesis.  
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National Archives in London (16), and the Royal Society Library (27).45 There are 

also many references to Ranelagh in the diaries and memoirs of her contemporaries 

and in printed sources.46  

 

Dorothy Moore 

 

 Dorothy (née King) Moore Dury was born in Dublin in either 1612 or 

1613.47 She was one of nine children born to Sir John King (d. 1637) and Catherine 

Drury (d.1617), one of whom was Edward, subject of Milton’s ‘Lycidas’. Not much 

is known about Moore’s early education, but we know her father was committed to 

intellectual pursuits because of his patronage of Miles Symner, the mathematician, 

in the 1630s.  

 In the late 1620s, Dorothy married Arthur Moore, a younger son of Garrett 

Moore, the Earl of Drogheda, with whom she had two sons, Charles and John. 

Through this marriage Dorothy became aunt to Katherine Jones: Dorothy’s sister-

in-law Frances was the first wife of Katherine’s father-in-law, Roger Jones, first 

                                            
45 BL Add. Ms 4229 fols. 58, 68; Ms 75354,  Ms 75355; Ms. 7535; Ms 72858 fol. 93; NLI, Orrery 
Papers Ms 32, Letters 22, 24, 40, 41, 43, 49, 76; Ms 33, Letters 126, 157; Ms 34, Letters 269, 272, 
291, 294, 320, 344, 368, 379; Ms 35, Letters 395, 395, 399, 430, 436, 452, 473, 476, 486, 487, 490, 
493, 501, 512; Ms 36, Letter 658; Ormond Ms 2413 fol. 329 (6485); Ms 2386 fol. 277; Ms 2387, fol. 
37; Ms 2391, fol. 283; Chatsworth House, Cork Ms vol. 19, letter 3; Ms vol. 20, letters 55, 99, 102; 
Ms vol. 21, letter 59; Ms vol.  30, letters 30, 43, 48, 49, 56, 62, 66, 82, 83, 97; Ms vol. 31, letters 1,16; 
Ms vol. 32, letters 135, 168, 170; Ms vol. 33, letter 85; Bodleian Library, Carte Ms vol. 30, fols. 484-6; 
Ms vol. 36, fols. 53, 63, 476; Ms vol. 37, vol. 546; Ms vol. 47, fol. 104; Ms vol. 48, fols. 376, 378, 389; 
Ms vol. 68, fol. 207; Ms vol. 213, fol. 367; Ms vol. 217, fols. 433, 458-9, 466; ClSP vol. 27, fol.67; vol. 
73, fol. 310; vol. 83 fol. 148; Mss Rawl. letters 90 fol. 55; Ms Smith 66 fol. 31; Ms. Add A. 191 fol. 
117; the National Archives, SP 18/71 fol. 227; 18/74 fol. 175; 18/74 fol. 228; 25/28 fol. 77; 25/29 
fol. 65; 25/66 fol. 563; 25/67 fol. 211; 25/67 fol. 225; 25/67 fol. 235; 25/70 fol. 243; 25/75 fol. 313; 
25/75 fol. 745; 29/40 fol. 126; 29/197 fol. 107; Gale Document Number: MC4348002201; Gale 
Document Number: MC4348002217; Royal Society Library, RB/3/1-6; EL/OB; Ms 1 item 15. 
46 A selection of these receptions are as follows: The Diary of Bulstrode Whitelocke 1605-1675, ed. by 
Ruth Spalding (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990); The Diary of Robert Hooke 1672-1680, ed. by 
Henry W. Robinson and Walter Adams (London: Wykeham, 1968); The Correspondence of Henry Hyde, 
Earl of Clarendon, and of this Brother, Laurence Hyde, Earl of Rochester; with the Diary of Lord Clarendon from 
1687-1690, 2 vols., ed. by Samuel Weller Singer (London: Colburn, 1828); BL Add. Mss 27351-55, 
Diaries of Mary Rich, Countess of Warwick; Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Miscellaneous Box 1, 
Diaries of Lord Burlington, 3 vols.; Chatsworth House, Cork Mss, Miscellaneous Box 5, Journal of 
Elizabeth (Clifford), Lady Burlington, 1650s-1688; Memoirs of the Verney Family, ed. by Frances 
Parthenope Verney, 4 vols (London: Longmans,1892); William Robertson, A Gate or Door to the Holy 
Tongue, Opened in English (London: 1653); William Robertson, The Second Gate, or the Inner Door to the 
Holy Tongue (London: 1655); Gilbert Burnet, A Sermon Preached at the Funeral of the Honorable Robert 
Boyle (London, 1692); Anthony Walker, The Vertuous Wife: Or, the Holy Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Walker 
(London: 1690); Henry Jessey, The exceeding riches of grace advanced by the spirit of grace (London: 1658). 
47 Lynette Hunter, ed., The Letters of Dorothy Moore, 1612-64: The Friendships, Marriage and Intellectual Life 
of a Seventeenth Century Woman (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), xvii-xxiii; Mark Greengrass, “Durie [née 
King], Dorothy (c. 1613–1664), writer on education.” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 19 May. 
2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-55437. 
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Viscount Ranelagh. Very little is known about Dorothy’s life at this time, except 

that her husband died on 9 April 1635 and that, by 1641, she was living in London 

at the house of the Dutch physician, Gerard Boate.48  

 It was around this time that she first met John Dury (c.1596–1680), 

preacher, ecumenist, and one of Hartlib’s original correspondents. She sought his 

help in getting her two sons educated with the Dutch Calvinist theologian Voetius 

at Utrecht. It was also around this time that Moore met Samuel Hartlib and became 

involved in his network. After Dury was appointed chaplain to Princess Mary at 

The Hague in March 1642, Moore followed in August of the same year. By this time 

it had been rumoured that the pair had secretly married, but both Moore and Dury 

refuted the reports. At this time also, she was canvassed for the post of governess to 

Princess Mary, but this never materialised.49  

  Moore fell ill in November 1644 and, having resigned his post, Dury stayed 

in The Hague to look after her. They married in February 1645 and returned to 

England after Dury’s appointment to the Westminster Assembly. Over the next 

three years, Moore assisted Dury and Hartlib’s various endeavours, including 

seeking parliamentary support for Hartlib’s ideas and attempting to secure financial 

support for the Queen of Bohemia (mother of the aforementioned Princess Mary).50 

 Between 1648 and 1650 Moore suffered a series of illnesses, which Hunter 

suggests may have been related to her pregnancy and delivery of her first child with 

Dury, who died in infancy.51 She continued to support Dury’s claims and petitioned 

on his behalf. However, after the execution of Charles I, Dury renewed his 

European travels. Moore stayed in London, only seeing her husband during his 

infrequent visits to the city. In 1654, Moore gave birth to her first daughter, Dora 

Katherina, who was sick for the first eighteen months of her life, only being 

baptised on 26 May 1657.52 Over the course of this decade, Moore and Dury’s 

finances were in a precarious position. At one point, Moore attempted to set up a 

shop in order to sell medicines to support her family. By 1658 their situation had 

reached a point where Dury was thinking of pawning items. Following the 
                                            
48 Burke’s Peerage, Baronetage and Knightage, 107th edition, 2 vols., ed. Charles Mosley (Wilmington: 
Burke’s Peerage, 2003), I, 1180. 
49 Marika Keblusek, “Mary, princess royal (1631–1660), princess of Orange, consort of William II.” 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 19 May. 2018. 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-18252. 
50 Hunter, Letters of Dorothy Moore, xxi. 
51 Hunter, xxi. 
52 The Parish Registers of St. Antholin. Bridge Row, London (London: Harleian Society, 1883), 85. 
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Restoration, John Dury left England, but an ill Moore and her daughter remained 

behind. Moore’s death was reported in London in June 1664. Her daughter entered 

the care of Henry Oldenburg, whom she married in 1668.  

 Like Ranelagh, Moore was an active letter-writer throughout most of her life 

and in her case the majority — 51 — of her extant letters are in the Hartlib 

Papers.53 Aside from this archive, there are three further extant letters, one in the 

British Library and two in the Huntington Library.54 In addition to her letters, there 

are also references to Moore in the manuscripts of her contemporaries. The vast 

majority of these are also in the Hartlib Papers, numbering 173 instances.55 Outside 

of this archive, receptions of Moore are found in the State Papers and the 

theologian James Ussher’s correspondence.56 

 

Jean Appelius - Sister of John Dury 

 

 The life of Jean Appelius (née Dury)  was until recently largely lost to the 

historical record. Even a few years ago, scholars did not know her first name. It was 

Robin Bunning’s discovery of the record of her marriage to Heinrich Appelius in 

the marriage register of Amsterdam, dated 24 March 1645, that revealed this name 

to be Jean.57 While none of the pertinent letters in the Hartlib Papers explicitly give 

Jean’s name, it is clear from the contextual evidence in each that only one sister was 

ever discussed.58 We know this is Jean as her marriage to Heinrich Appelius is 

referred to in several letters.  

 Jean grew up in Scotland, residing in Lathones until the death of her mother 

in 1638, when she travelled to the Low Countries.59 Her original intention was to 

                                            
53 For a list of these shelf marks see Appendix A1. 
54 The letter in the British Library is addressed to Lady Ranelagh and is a preface to Moore’s no 
longer extant “Of the Education of Girls,” BL. Sloane Ms 649; Moore’s two earliest surviving letters 
are housed in the Huntington Library, Ms LO 10377 and Ms LO 10378.  
55 These receptions will be examined in detail in Chapter Four. 
56 National Archives, SP 21/18 fol. 35; 21/19 fol. 166; 63/298 fol. 170; 63/298 fol. 169; 63/298 fol. 
172; Boran, ed., Correspondence of James Ussher, 861; 870-2. 
57 Archief Amsterdam, DTB 461 (Huwelijks intekeningen van de Kerk [Church marriage registers]), 
p. 404: https://archief.amsterdam/indexen/ondertrouwregisters_1565-
1811/zoek/query.nl.pl?i1=1&a1=appelius&x=20&z=a#. I am grateful to Robin Bunning who 
kindly shared this discovery with me.  
58 If one is to read the contextual evidence of each of these letters chronologically, it charts the 
coherent movement of one woman between 1640 and 1645. These movements will be charted in 
detail in Chapter Four. 
59 See HP 2/2/40A, HP 3/2/76A, and 3/2/85A for examples. 
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travel to the East Indies, but by 1640 she was convinced to stay in Europe.60 As a 

result of this decision, Jean became John Dury’s financial responsibility. She stayed 

in the Low Countries (mainly basing herself in Amsterdam) until 1641, when she 

had intended on travelling to England with John. Just before this journey, Dury had 

to travel to Utrecht to help Dorothy Moore and so Jean made the journey in the 

belief that her brother would soon follow. Dury did follow her, but by May of the 

subsequent year he had taken a position at The Hague as royal chaplain to the nine-

year-old Princess Mary and left his sister in Hartlib’s care.61  

 Within two years she had made the journey back over to the Low Countries 

and once again lived with her brother.62 It was around this time that she began to be 

courted by Heinrich Appelius, an associate of Dury’s based in Amsterdam. The first 

evidence for this courtship is a letter to Hartlib dated 13 June 1644, in which 

Appelius told him that Dury had visited and that Appelius had given him a letter for 

his sister.63 This was soon followed by a trip to Rotterdam (Dury and Moore had 

moved there from The Hague just a few months previously) with the specific 

intention of seeing Jean.64 Soon after, Jean moved to Amsterdam with Appelius and 

took “a howse for a yeere”.65 Then, in March 1645, Moore wrote that “mr Apellius 

and his wife” were headed to Germany, which supports the evidence from the 

register that Jean and Appelius married on the 24 March 1645.66 Between 1645 and 

1648 Jean had an illness, from which her husband thought she would never recover. 

While she survived, very little else is known about her life and it is unknown when 

she died.  

 Unlike Moore or Ranelagh, Jean Appelius has no known extant letters and 

all the surviving information comes in the form of letters to Jean and receptions of 

her, all of which are in the Hartlib Papers. The only book  even to engage with Jean 

in any way is by John Young, who analyses how one of John Dury’s associates 

reacts to Jean’s request for money.67 This thesis addresses this gap by looking at the 

gendered way in which Hartlib and his associates represented John Dury’s hitherto 

unknown sister. The contrast offered by Jean enlightens the intersectional issues at 
                                            
60 HP 2/2/16A-17B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 8 May 1640.  
61 HP 2/9/10A-B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 10 July 1642. 
62 HP 3/2/143A-144B, Letter: [Dorothy Dury] to Samuel Hartlib, [1644/5]. 
63 HP 45/1/7A-B, Letter: Henry Appelius to Hartlib, 13 June 1644. 
64 HP 45/1/12A-B, Letter: Henry Appelius to Hartlib, 13 August 1644. 
65 HP 3/2/143A-144B, Letter: [Dorothy Dury] to Samuel Hartlib, [1644/5]. 
66 HP 3/2/103A-104B, Letter: Dorothy Dury to Hartlib, 18/28 March [1645]; DTB 461, 404. 
67 John Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy: Johann Moriaen, Reformed Intelligencer, and the Hartlib 
Circle (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998). 
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play within the network and brings the overlapping issues of gender, class and 

finance to the fore. 

 

The Hartlib Circle 

 

The Hartlib circle was an intellectual correspondence network that was formed in 

1641 around a “trio of brothers”: Samuel Hartlib, John Dury and Jan Amos 

Kaminski (Comenius).68 The key figure was Samuel Hartlib (c. 1600-1662) himself, 

who was born in Elbing, which was then part of Western Poland, and raised as a 

German speaker. He was an educational reformer and intelligencer who moved 

from Poland to London in 1628, having being displaced due to the Thirty Years 

War.69 In his own time he was well known throughout Europe and had connections 

to the emerging colonies of North America. Mark Greengrass observes that:  

His energetic interventions lent him influence in a wide variety of areas – 
from national and international politics, through the reform of disciplines as 
disparate as education, chemistry and horticulture, through the promotion of 
technological development in, for instance, optics and military engineering, 
to public health and plantation policy.70  

                                            
68 Pal, Republic of Women, 148. For more on the Hartlib circle see: T.C. Barnard, “The Hartlib Circle 
and the Origins of the Dublin Philosophical Society.” Irish Historical Studies 19 no.73 (1974): 56-71; 
Minton J. Batten, John Dury: Advocate of Christian Reunion. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1944; 
Stephen Clucas, “The Correspondence of a XVII-Century ‘Chymicall Gentleman’: Sir Cheney 
Culpeper and the Chemical Interests of the Hartlib Circle.” Ambix 40 (1993): 147-70; Michelle 
DiMeo, “Openness vs. Secrecy in the Hartlib Circle: Revisiting ‘Democratic Baconianism’ in 
Interregnum England”, in Secrets and Knowledge: Medicine, Science and Commerce 1500-1800, ed. Elaine 
Leong and Alisha Rankin (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 105-24; Mark Greengrass, “Archive 
Refractions: Hartlib’s Papers and the Workings of an Intelligencer”, in Archives of the Scientific 
Revolution, ed. Michael Hunter, (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998): 35-48; Mark Greengrass, “An 
“Intelligencer’s Workshop”: Samuel Hartlib’s Ephemerides.” Studia Comeniana Et Historica 55-56 
(1996): 48-62; Mark Greengrass, “Samuel Hartlib and Scribal Communication.” Acta Comeniana 12 
(1997): 47-62; Mark Greengrass, Michael Leslie, and Timothy Raylor, eds. Samuel Hartlib & Universal 
Reformation: Studies in Intellectual Communication (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002); G.H. 
Turnbull, Hartlib, Dury and Comenius: Gleanings from Hartlib’s Papers (London: Hodder & Astoughton, 
1947); Charles Webster, The Great Instauration: Science, Medicine and Reform 1626-1660 (London: 
Duckworth, 1975); Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy; Stephen Clucas, “Samuel Hartlib’s 
Ephemerides 1635-59, The Pursuit of Scientific and Philosophical Manuscripts: The Religious Ethos 
of an Intelligencer”, The Seventeenth Century 6 no.1 (1991): 33-55; Thomas Leng, “‘A Potent Plantation 
Well Armed and Policeed’: Huguenots, the Hartlib Circle, and British Colonization in the 1640s”, 
The William and Mary Quartery 66 no.1 (2009): 173-194; Leigh T. I. Penman, “ Omnium Exposita 
Rapinæ: The Afterlives of the Papers of Samuel Hartlib”, Book History 19 (2016), 1-65; Koji 
Yamamoto, Taming Capitalism Before its Triumph: Public Service, Distrust, and ‘Projecting’ in Early Modern 
England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), ch.3.   
69 Mark Greengrass, “Hartlib, Samuel (c.1600–1662)”, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004; online edn, Oct 2007. 
70 Mark Greengrass et al, “Introduction”, Samuel Hartlib and Universal Reformation: Studies in Intellectual 
Communication, ed. Mark Greengrass et al (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 1-2. 
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Through these varied interests and his desire to collect and share knowledge, 

Hartlib became an important point of intersection for a diverse group of 

intellectuals, who corresponded across various languages including English, 

German, Latin and French.  

 One of his closest correspondents was Comenius, a fellow exile, and a 

proponent of pansophism — a pedagogical philosophy based around the belief in 

universal knowledge for everyone.71 Čapková argued that Comenius’s concept of 

Pansophia integrated “intellectual as well as moral activities, pulling together human 

reason, speech, will, emotions, conscience and endeavour”; while Pal highlights 

that,his pedagogical revolution was simultaneously a political revolution that tied in 

with John Dury’s irenicist desire to reform and unite the entire Christian world.72 

Through their overlapping aims, which Hotson argues is drawn from the “reformed 

pedagogy of Calvinist Germany”, Hartlib, Dury and Comenius were able to form 

their “foedus fraternus” that emphasized their overarching concerns with “pansophia, 

the unification of the Protestant churches, the interconnection of physical sciences, 

and the interpenetration of the material and spiritual worlds”.73  

 Despite his exile, Comenius connected with the wider Bohemian Protestant 

diaspora, ensuring contact with “a network of scholars in Germany, England, 

Sweden, Poland and America.”74 Furthermore, Dury developed connections with 

the Bohemian exiled court in The Hague and Queen Christina’s court in Sweden, 

ensuring that the Hartlib circle was a part of a wider Protestant intellectual culture. 

Thus, the most important centre for this network, outside of Hartlib’s base in 

London, was the Dutch Netherlands. This was because of the country’s approval of 

the liberty of conscience and lack of censorship, combined with it being the place of 

refuge for the Calvinist Elector Palatine.75 Dury and the Hartlib circle in general 

were interested in the Palatinate’s fortunes, as they viewed the Elector Palatine as a 

Protestant figurehead and desired to see him reclaim the Bohemian throne in the 

hopes that it would strengthen Dury’s irenicist missions.  

                                            
71 Comenius was forced into exile due re-Catholicizing endeavours that took place in Czech regions 
in the aftermath of the Bohemian revolt. For more on Comenius see: Dagmar Čapková, “Comenius 
and his Ideals: Escape From the Labyrinth”, Samuel Hartlib and Universal Reformation: Studies in 
Intellectual Communication, ed. Mark Greengrass et al (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 
75-91. For more on the Bohemian revolt and the Thirty Years War see: Ronald G. Asch, The Thirty 
Years War: The Holy Roman Empire and Europe, 1618-1648 (London: Macmillan, 1997), 47-72. 
72 Čapková, 79; Pal, Republic of Women, 149. 
73 Greengrass et al, “Introduction”, 3;15. 
74 Pal, Republic of Women, 149. 
75 Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy, 37-9. 
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 The Dutch Netherlands also acted as an important publication hub for the 

network. This was because of the cheaper costs and the reduced likelihood of 

interference from censors, which allowed Hartlib to commission works that 

publicized Comenius’s pansophic work and Dury’s irenic projects.76 It was from 

these hubs that Hartlib and Dury, in particular, were able to develop contacts, based 

on their overarching desire for universal knowledge, with various other intellectuals. 

These included Robert Boyle; Henry Oldenburg (c.1619–1677), also a natural 

philosopher and secretary of the Royal Society; Johann Moriaen (c.1591-1668), 

German alchemist and associate of Hartlib’s based in the Dutch Netherlands; John 

Beale (bap. 1608, d. 1683), a Church of England clergyman and writer on agriculture 

and natural philosophy; Benjamin Worsley (c. 1617/18–1677), a physician that was 

involved in the economic plans of the network; Cheney Culpeper (bap. 1601, d. 

1663), an advocate of political reform and technological innovation; and William 

Petty (c.1623–1687), a natural philosopher and administrator in Ireland.77 These 

hubs were also important for the female members of the network, as it was from 

her home in London that Lady Ranelagh became engaged in the network, while 

both Dorothy Moore and Jean Appelius spent much of the early 1640s based in the 

Dutch Netherlands.  

 

Critical History of Ranelagh and Moore 

 

 Despite the large bulk of extant primary material, Ranelagh and Moore 

remain little known today. The main reason for this is that they have been casualties 

of patriarchal scholarship. The earliest scholarly engagement with Lady Ranelagh 

after her death in 1691 was Thomas Birch in 1744. Ranelagh was not the focus of 

Birch’s work; that honour goes to her brother Robert, but Birch’s biography of 

Boyle made several references “her uncommon genius and knowledge”.78 Around 

                                            
76 Ibid. 
77  Michael Hunter, “Boyle, Robert (1627–1691)”, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004; online edn, May 2006; Marie Boas Hall, “Oldenburg, Henry (c.1619–
1677)”, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2008; 
“Beale, John (bap. 1608, d. 1683)”, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 
2004; online edn, Jan 2008; Charles Webster, “Worsley, Benjamin (1617/18–1677)”, rev. Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2008; Mark 
Greengrass, “Culpeper, Sir Cheney (bap. 1601, d. 1663)”, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2008; Toby Barnard, “Petty, Sir William (1623–
1687)”, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004; online edn, Sept 2013. 
78 The Works of the Honourable Robert Boyle, ed. Thomas Birch, 6 vols (London, 1744), I, 15. 
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the same time, George Ballard, the author of Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain, 

wanted to include Ranelagh in his study, but was able to collect “very little else 

relating” to her. This shows how Ranelagh’s impact on the seventeenth century had 

become lost in the archive.79 

 In the nineteenth century there was one book chapter relating to Ranelagh; 

James Anderson was the first to consider her as a worthy subject in her own right.80 

This essay introduced her in the form of a biography that quoted heavily from the 

extant manuscript letters (those now held in the Bodleian library) alongside 

references to her in the diaries and letters of her contemporaries. Although this 

essay’s focus is on Ranelagh, Anderson often discussed her through the lens of her 

husband and brother, leading to some factual errors. Overall, it is clear that 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century engagement with Ranelagh’s reputation was 

weak and diffuse and does not reflect her contemporary reputation. This is 

indicative of the wider historical tendency to minimalize women’s impact by 

subordinating them to their male relatives. Studies like mine redress historical biases 

like these, as part of the corrective drive to re-evaluate women’s place in history and 

literature.  

 In 1964, Kathleen Lynch pioneered a new phase in Ranelagh scholarship.81 

Her essay drew on many of the same sources as Anderson, but supplemented it 

with archival material held in the National Library of Ireland. Lynch makes some of 

the same errors as Anderson, including suggesting that Ranelagh was a royalist. 

Nonetheless, her essay is an important piece of scholarship as it brought Ranelagh 

back from the margins and laid the foundation for future study. However, it was 

another 30 years before the next article was published and by that stage the 

groundwork needed to be recovered once again. In the intervening time, Ranelagh 

was beginning to be mentioned in works regarding the activities of the Hartlib 

circle, by G.H. Turnbull and Charles Webster, even if only in passing.82  

                                            
79 George Ballard, Memoirs of Several Ladies of Great Britain (Oxford, 1752), vii.  
80 James Anderson, Memorable Women of the Puritan Times, 2 vols (London: Blackie and Son, 1862),II, 
108-44.  
81 Kathleen M. Lynch, “The Incomparable Lady Ranelagh”, in Of Books and Humankind: Essays and 
Poems Presented to Bonamy Dobrée, ed. John Butt (London: Routledge, 1964), 25-35. 
82 G. H. Turnbull, Hartlib, Dury and Comenius: Gleanings from Hartlib’s Papers, (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1947); Charles Webster, The Great Instauration: Science, Medicine and Reform, 1626-1660 
(London: Duckworth, 1975). See also Charles Webster, “New Light on the Invisible College the 
Social Relations of English Science in the Mid-Seventeenth Century”, Transactions of the Royal Historical 
Society, 5th Series, Vol. 24 (1974): 19-42, where Webster suggests that Ranelagh may have been a key 
member of the mysterious intellectual circle known as the “Invisible College”; J. Minton Batten, John 
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 Two scholars undertook the second wave of groundwork: Lynette Hunter 

and Elizabeth Anne Taylor. Hunter highlighted Ranelagh’s interest in domestic 

medicine in the context of the Hartlib circle.83 Shortly after came a chapter in 

Taylor’s doctoral thesis in which she analysed Ranelagh’s extant letters to question 

how she negotiated relationships between honour and public reputation.84 Taylor’s 

thesis was also important in that it brought Ranelagh’s letters to wider attention by 

supplying an edition of them in the appendix. In a later article, she analysed 

Ranelagh’s correspondence with Bishop Dopping in order to emphasise her 

involvement in the production of an Irish translation of the bible.85  

 Since Hunter and Taylor’s articles, the third wave of Ranelagh studies has 

analysed her oeuvre and followed four main argumentative strands: scientific, 

religio-political, familial and identity politics. Those who analyse Ranelagh’s 

scientific endeavours include Jayne Archer, Carol Pal and Michelle DiMeo. Archer 

has focused on Ranelagh’s receipt books in order to recreate her medical network 

and analyse her use of chymical methods in her recipes, while Pal showcased 

Ranelagh’s involvement as an intellectual in the Hartlib circle by charting her 

various medical, religious and political projects.86 DiMeo brought critical attention 

to Ranelagh’s close relationship to Robert Boyle, analysing her letters and receipt 

books in order to assess Ranelagh’s knowledge of and engagement with medicine 

and natural philosophy.87 Ruth Connolly’s work focused on Ranelagh’s religio-

political endeavours. She has drawn upon many new archival sources to explore 

how Ranelagh’s political and religious views evolved over the course of her life.88 

                                                                                                                      
Dury: Advocate of Christian Reunion (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1944); John Dury, The 
Reformed School, ed. H. M. Knox (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1958).    
83 Lynette Hunter, “Sisters of the Royal Society: The Circle of Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, in 
Women, Science and Medicine 1500-1700: Mothers and Sisters of the Royal Society, ed. Lynette Hunter and 
Sarah Hutton (Stroud: Sutton, 1997), 178-97. 
84 Taylor, “Writing Women, Honour and Ireland:”, II, 273-369. 
85 Betsey Taylor-Fitzsimon, “Conversion, the Bible and the Irish Language: The Correspondence of 
Lady Ranelagh and Bishop Dopping”, in Converts and Conversion in Ireland, 1650-1850, ed. Michael 
Brown, Charles McGrath and Thomas Power (Dublin: Four Courts, 2005), 157-82. 
86 Jayne Archer, “Women and Alchemy in Early Modern England” (doctoral thesis, University of 
Cambridge, 2000), Chapter Seven; Pal, Republic of Women, Chapter Five. 
87 Michelle DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”; “Openness vs. Secrecy in the Hartlib Circle: 
Revisiting ‘Democratic Baconianism’ in Interregnum England”, in Secrets and Knowledge: Medicine, 
Science and Commerce 1500-1800, ed. Elaine Leong and Alisha Rankin (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 105-
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1340”, Huntington Library Quarterly 77 (2014): 331-46; “The Rhetoric of Medical Authority in Lady 
Katherine Ranelagh’s Letters”, in Women and Epistolary Agency, 96-109; and “‘Such a Sister Became 
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Recently, Anne Fogarty and Marie-Louise Coolahan have incorporated Lady 

Ranelagh’s literary output as an example of Irish Anglophone women’s literature, 

and the latter argues that while Ranelagh’s sense of nation is undoubtedly English, 

her Englishness is unavoidably shaped by Ireland.89 Finally, scholars who have 

explored Ranelagh’s familial connections include Patrick Little, who touches on 

Ranelagh when re-evaluating the role of family in Roger Boyle’s life, and Ann-Maria 

Walsh, whose recent PhD thesis explores the life writings of the wife, daughters, 

daughters-in-law and granddaughters, of the first Earl of Cork.90 

 In Moore’s case, James Taaffe was the first scholar to outline the 

biographical facts of her life, because of her brother being the subject of Milton’s 

‘Lycidas’.91 However, the first sustained engagement with Moore did not emerge 

until 2004 when Lynette Hunter brought wider attention to her oeuvre by 

publishing an edition of the letters relating to Moore in the Hartlib Papers.92 In the 

introduction to this edition, Hunter presents Moore as an intellectual who 

advocated for better female education in order to enhance women’s role in politics 

and religion. Since Hunter’s groundwork, a second wave of Moore studies has 

emerged, which focused on the analysis of her letters. Pal has charted Moore’s 

expanding networks in the 1640s, her connection with Anna Maria Van Schurman 

and her involvement in the Hartlib circle, arguing that this ties into Moore’s desire 

to be a female intellectual.93 Coolahan examines a series of letters that Moore wrote 

to the theologian André Rivet on the topic of the female spiritual calling to public 

service, arguing that Moore used various gendered conventions of the epistolary 
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form including deferential assertiveness, which resulted in Rivet being disarmed by 

her methods and closing off the correspondence.94 Anne Larsen and Felicity Lyn 

Maxwell also focus on these letters. Larsen examines how Rivet deflects Moore’s 

questions in a way that resonates with the rhetorical strategies employed by Rivet in 

his correspondence with Van Schurman. Maxwell explores Moore’s desire to find 

collaborators to help her develop her vocational ideas.95  

This thesis engages with the third wave of Ranelagh studies and second 

wave of Moore studies by analysing how Ranelagh and Moore used epistolary 

strategies to develop reputations as intellectual women. But I argue for a new 

approach, which focuses on the extant reception evidence in order to interrogate 

how their work circulated and how other members of intellectual networks 

perceived their reputations. This work draws on reception theory, which is 

concerned with analysing the ways in which literary works are “received” by their 

readers over time. The first wave of reader-response critics theorised that the text’s 

meaning can only be constructed by a reader. They argue that it is the readers who 

apply different codes to the text and, therefore, they are actively involved in 

constructing its meaning.96 In the context of early modern studies, the second wave 

of reception studies applied these theories to individual cases in order to interrogate 

male and female consumption of texts.97  

This thesis belongs to a third wave of reception studies, which is widening 

what can be conceptualised as an act of reception. An important project that typifies 

this reconceptualization process is The Reception and Circulation of Early Modern 
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Women’s Writing 1550-1700 (RECIRC) which analyses how texts, ideas and 

reputations gained traction.98 This project argues that any discernable “reference to 

named author” counts as a reception, emphasising that the reception of a name 

goes beyond attribution practices.  

This thesis posits that there are three ways in which a member of a 

correspondence network could be involved in the act of reception of a woman: 

direct correspondence, reference to a named woman or female-authored text, an 

excerpt or transcription of a female-authored work. In the first case, when engaging 

in the process of writing a letter, the author expects the letter to be read by the 

female recipient and either implicitly or explicitly encodes this into the text. 

Secondly, when a letter-writer references a woman, or a female-authored text, s/he 

is engaging with a woman’s reputation or literary output. Finally, through the act of 

excerpting or copying a female-authored text, a letter-writer is actively engaging with 

that text. This thesis considers each of these instances as a distinct mode of 

reception and uses these reception types to undertake the first quantitative study of 

receptions of women in the Hartlib Papers. This study, which consisted of 

searching through 4,708 letters, alongside Hartlib’s Ephemerides, produced a list of 

613 receptions, which can be seen in Appendix A2 and A3.99 Letter-writers often 

sent their regards to women in order to comply with epistolary etiquette; they often 

asked their recipient to forward an enclosed letter to a woman in order to be 

practical; and they often stated that they received a letter from a woman without 

giving any further detail about said letter. Thus, for the qualitative element of this 

study I have drawn on a project that captures “active” reading experiences. This 

project is The Reading Experience Database: 1450-1945. It is an open access database 

and research project housed in the English department of the Open University. The 

aim of this project is to record the “reading experiences of British subjects and of 

visitors to the British Isles, between 1450 and 1945”. They have defined a reading 

experience as a “recorded engagement with a written or printed text (beyond the 

mere fact of possession)”.100 Thus, for the qualitative elements of this thesis I will be 

adapting The Reading Experience Database’s definition of “reading experience” and 
                                            
98 The Reception and Circulation of Early Modern Women’s Writing 1550-1700 (RECIRC) 
<recirc.nuigalway.ie> [Date Accessed 17 April 2018] 
99 Appendix A1 is a list of letters by women in the Hartlib papers archive. Appendix A2 is a list of 
letters to women in the archive and A3 is a list of references to a woman, female-authored work or 
transcription of their work. 
100 The Reading Experience Database (http://www.open.ac.uk/Arts/RED/experience.htm) [Date 
Accessed 13 January 2016]  
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applying it to correspondence: the recorded reception of a woman, or female-

authored text (beyond the mere fact of conforming to epistolary etiquette). By 

applying this methodology, I will be able to analyse qualitatively women’s 

representations within the Hartlib circle, by focusing on and interrogating the 

receptions that conform to this definition. 

 

Chapter Overview 

 

 The narrative flow of this thesis is based around the questions that arise 

from the network analysis of the Hartlib circle conducted in Chapter One. This 

chapter establishes, via the use of computational methods, the centrality of Moore 

and Ranelagh to the Hartlib circle. That done, the thesis then re-evaluates their 

epistolary strategies to see how they went about forging reputations and thereafter 

how they managed their reputations (Ranelagh successfully and Moore less so), 

before using reception studies to analyse how their reputations were perceived by 

others in the network. By structuring the thesis in this way, I am able to evaluate 

how gender and class play out within the Hartlib circle, arguing that what we now 

see as intersectional gender politics is integral to understanding women’s 

participation in this network.    

 Chapter One challenges the view that at its core the Hartlib circle was made 

up of a group of male friends, arguing that Moore and Ranelagh need to be 

recognised as vital elements of this network. This is achieved by carrying out the 

first quantitative study and network analysis of the Hartlib circle. By adapting the 

methodology recently developed by Ruth Ahnert and Sebastian E. Ahnert to 

analyse Protestant letter networks memorialised in Foxe’ s Acts and Monuments, this 

chapter uses digital and visual tools to assess the importance of female involvement 

in the Hartlib circle. It examines how integral female members were to the 

information flow of this network and the degree to which their positions in the 

network granted them influence over other members.  

 Chapter Two contends that the ability to cultivate rapport is an important 

part of a female letter-writer’s arsenal. It shows that, through the building and 

sustaining of rapport, women writers were able to ensure that their intellectual ideas 

were disseminated. This was achieved through the careful and explicit presentation 
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of rapport, as this showed readers with no prior knowledge of the author that her 

views were not unsolicited. 

 Chapter Three is a detailed analysis of the representation of Lady Ranelagh 

by other members of the Hartlib circle. It examines what other members wrote 

about her, how they structured their accounts and why. I argue that over the first 

decade of her involvement in the network Ranelagh consolidated a reputation as an 

intellectual, an authority on medical recipes and as a writer who had a deep 

understanding of political discourse. I contend that by the end of the 1650s, her 

reputation was enhanced further by the ways in which those writing about her 

spoke to and drew from the way in which she represented herself in her letters.  

 Chapter Four applies the same methodology in order to examine how 

Dorothy Moore is represented by members of the Hartlib circle. The chapter 

nuances the analysis by contrasting Moore’s representation with an interrogation of 

how the members of the Hartlib circle represented Jean Appelius. This 

juxtaposition is introduced to ask what standards a woman had to conform to in 

order to be able to forge an intellectual reputation.  

 Overall, this thesis combines feminist, historicist, computational and 

reception methodologies in order to demonstrate incontrovertibly and in a new way 

the extent of Moore and Ranelagh’s participation in this network; to bring attention 

to the complexity of their epistolary strategies; and to critique how representations 

of their participation bring attention to the intersectionality of gender politics in the 

early modern period. It argues that, although the Hartlib circle appears to be 

conducive to women’s participation, and can illuminate how women participated in 

the intellectual culture of the 1640s and 1650s, it is more complicated than an 

analysis of female-authored works reveal. By examining the reception evidence, it 

emerges that the stumbling blocks faced by women were not solely about gender, 

but occurred at points of intersection, and in fact issues surrounding class and 

economics perceived in gendered ways had greater potential to damage a woman’s 

reputation.  
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Chapter One: 

Centrality, Influence, Membership: A Social Network Analysis of 

the Hartlib Circle1 
 

The Hartlib circle was an intellectual correspondence network that was 

formed in London around 1641, centred around Samuel Hartlib, John Dury, and the 

theologian and educational reformer Jan Amos Kaminski (Comenius). This group 

was mainly active between 1641 and 1661 and included well-known figures such as 

Robert Boyle, the theologian and natural philosopher Henry Oldenburg, the 

physician Benjamin Worsley, and the physicians Gerard and Arnold Boate. As 

shown by Mark Greengrass, Toby Barnard, Charles Webster and others, its 

overarching aim was universal knowledge; thus members corresponded on various 

topics including politics, religious conversion, educational reform, science, and 

medicine.2 It was an extensive network of correspondents — as John Young writes: 

at its nexus, [the Hartlib circle] was an association of personal 
friends. Hartlib and Dury were the two key figures: Comenius, 
despite their best efforts, always remained a cause they were 
supporting rather than a fellow co-ordinator. Around them were 

                                            
1  An earlier version of this chapter has been published as an article: Evan Bourke, “Female 
Involvement, Membership, and Centrality: A Social Network Analysis of the Hartlib Circle” Literature 
Compass 14.4 (2017): [https://doi.org/e12388, 10.1111/lic3.12388]. 
2 T.C. Barnard, “The Hartlib Circle and the Origins of the Dublin Philosophical Society”, Irish 
Historical Studies 19 (1974): 56-71; Batten, John Dury: Advocate of Christian Reunion; Stephen Clucas, “The 
Correspondence of a XVII-Century [sic] ‘Chymicall Gentleman’: Sir Cheney Culpeper and the 
Chemical Interests of the Hartlib Circle”, Ambix 40 (1993): 147-70; DiMeo, “Openness vs. Secrecy”; 
Mark Greengrass, “Archive Refractions: Hartlib’s Papers and the Workings of an Intelligencer”, in 
Archives of the Scientific Revolution, ed. Michael Hunter (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998), 35-48; Mark 
Greengrass, “An “Intelligencer’s Workshop”: Samuel Hartlib’s Ephemerides”, Studia Comeniana et 
Historica 55-56 (1996): 48-62; Mark Greengrass, “Samuel Hartlib and Scribal Communication”, Acta 
Comeniana 12 (1997): 47-62; Mark Greengrass, Michael Leslie, and Timothy Raylor, eds., Samuel 
Hartlib and Universal Reformation: Studies in Intellectual Communication (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002); Turnbull, Hartlib, Dury and Comenius; Webster, The Great Instauration; Young, Faith, 
Alchemy and Natural Philosophy; Stephen Clucas, “Samuel Hartlib’s Ephemerides 1635-59, The Pursuit 
of Scientific and Philosophical Manuscripts: The Religious Ethos of an Intelligencer”, The Seventeenth 
Century 6 (1991): 33-55; Thomas Leng, “‘A Potent Plantation Well Armed and Policeed [sic]’: 
Huguenots, the Hartlib Circle, and British Colonization in the 1640s”, The William and Mary Quarterly 
66 (2009): 173-94; Leigh T. I. Penman, “Omnium Exposita Rapinæ: The Afterlives of the Papers of 
Samuel Hartlib”, Book History 19 (2016): 1-65; Koji Yamamoto, Taming Capitalism Before its Triumph: 
Public Service, Distrust, and ‘Projecting’ in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018),  
Chapter Three.   
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Hubner, Haak, Pell, Moriaen, Rulice, Hotton and Appelius, later 
to be joined by Sadler, Culpeper, Worsley, Boyle and Clodius.3 

This description is notable for being entirely male in its membership. This structural 

bias in scholarship has recently been challenged by the likes of Carol Pal, Michelle 

DiMeo, Lynette Hunter and Ruth Connolly who have sought to show the important 

roles played by women such as Dorothy Moore and Katherine Jones, Viscountess 

Ranelagh. This chapter uses quantitative methods to show that past scholarship has 

wrongly overlooked the female membership of this social network, and highlight 

why this picture is over-simplistic. By using certain centrality measures, we can see 

how Moore and Ranelagh were at the very centre of this network. 

 In a chapter of this type, the word “centrality” can have several meanings. 

On the one hand, it can be expressed to mean importance or significance, which is 

the instinctive way those of us in the humanities tend to use the word. On the other 

hand, it is a mathematical property, which can be calculated by various operations 

from the dataset. While the humanities usage of the word strongly overlaps with its 

mathematical meaning, the use of mathematical tools yields surprising results, which 

can challenge our received notions of what “central” means. To complicate matters 

further, the momentum behind the chapter can also be said to be drawing on yet 

another connotation of the word, in that it is part of the movement within 

scholarship to redress gender bias by moving women from the margins to the centre 

of critical attention. Therefore, in order to avoid confusion, the term “centrality” will 

be used in its mathematical sense and other terms will be used for the non-

mathematical senses. The same can also be said of the term “network” in that it too 

has mathematical and metaphorical connotations. While it can refer to the 

mathematico-geometrical entity produced by various operations from the dataset, it 

is often instinctively used to describe the relations between actual historical people. 

Again, this chapter mainly refers to the mathematico-geometrical entity; however, 

throughout there will be examples which illuminate how the historical interactions 

map onto the lines suggested by the mathematical operations. 

In the methodology section of the introduction, I highlighted that while 

social network visualisation is a useful tool in the analysis of all forms of literature, it 

is especially useful in the analysis of correspondence. There, I also introduced the 

work of Ruth Ahnert and Sebastian E. Ahnert, who used quantitative network 

                                            
3 Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy, 248. 
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analysis to visualise and analyse the Protestant letter network memorialised in John 

Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, and it is important here to describe their methodology 

because of its influence on the method followed in this chapter.  

Firstly, they looked at 289 letters “that were written either by or to 

Protestants residing in England during Mary’s reign”.4 They recorded who the letters 

were from and to, the location of the sender and recipient, the date of composition 

and any other social links (commendations, spousal links and familial links) before 

running this information through a Python code to analyse the network. They then 

used various mathematical tools to measure the centrality of each of its members. As 

mentioned in the introduction, this model allowed Ahnert and Ahnert to see the 

unexpected role played by women, and as a result, their model has been adopted 

here.  

As stated by Newman, a network is a set of relationships between different 

objects.5 When visualising a network, the objects are referred to as nodes, and the 

relationships are known as edges. For example, the internet could be described as a 

network, and in this case the nodes would be the device (computer, tablet, mobile 

phone etc.) and the edges would be the wireless connections between the devices. In 

a social network, like the Hartlib circle, people are the nodes, and the relationships 

between these people are the edges. The material I have drawn upon includes all the 

letters accessible through the Hartlib Database Online (HPO), along with letters 

classed as “Hartlib catalogue” by Early Modern Letters Online (EMLO). I have set 

these parameters, as there is no other way to contain the network; as Young has 

argued, “it is a circle with a definable centre but an almost infinitely extendable 

periphery”.6 Limiting this study to this material affects the results as it is an analysis 

of the Hartlib circle as represented by letters preserved in the Hartlib Papers and 

associated collections included in HPO and EMLO, rather than the full 

correspondence of all members. However, this is not an uncommon problem with 

correspondence. Ahnert and Ahnert note that the “vast majority of network analysis 

deals with incomplete networks in the real world”. They argue that, “any statistical 

treatment of biases has to make assumptions about the distribution of missing links 

or nodes”.7 In the analysis that follows, I am sensitive to the bias of the collection 

                                            
4 Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks”, 3-4. 
5 Newman, Networks, 36. 
6 Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy, 248. 
7 Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks”, 6. 
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and its knock-on effects. I am aware that the bias may exaggerate the prominence of 

certain members, due to a large body of their work surviving; and that certain 

members will be undervalued, because of their works being lost over time or the fact 

that they lived in London, meaning there was less need to engage in correspondence. 

I am also aware that “historic letter collections are subject not only to the 

vicissitudes of time, but also the bias of collectors”.8 Hartlib primarily collected and 

copied out other people’s letters, meaning that the archive is missing a lot of his own 

responses.  Furthermore, some of the letters were lost in a fire in Hartlib’s home, 

which he records in a letter to Worthington dated 14 February 1662: “that 

lamentable fire that broke out in my study”.9  Thus, the letters in the database are 

only those which survived the 271 years, during which time more of them may have 

been lost. In fact, scholars have noted that many letters were intentionally taken out 

of the collection after Hartlib’s death.10  This analysis corrects for such a bias in the 

following ways: 1) through analytical commentary and corrective reading of results; 

2) through the incorporation of mentions, which corrects for biases of letter 

collection and survival rates by capturing some of the world beyond the archive; 3) 

through the use of algorithms that reject quantity as a marker of significance, and 

instead highlight infrastructural significance.  

First, I searched through the Hartlib database, recording who the letters are 

to and from. I then used the Hartlib database to do a transtext search (full-text 

search for specific words) of these names to find any commendations or reported 

contacts between a mentioned person and the sender, and/or recipient of a specific 

letter. Next, I searched through every letter classified as “Hartlib Catalogue” on 

EMLO and recorded any new links. I then did a transtext search of the Hartlib 

database to pick up on any of commendations or reported contacts not included on 

EMLO. Finally, I read through the Hartlib papers to pick up on any people missed 

by the targeted searches. During this process, I excluded letters where the sender or 

recipient is anonymous, except where EMLO has discerned authorship or a letter 

highlights other social links. I also excluded petitions and mentions where the 

person mentioned plays no active role in the network, as the aim of this study is to 

focus on the internal workings of the circle. For example, several political and 

martial leaders such as the “Duke of Savoy” or “General Blake” have been excluded 

                                            
8 Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks”, 5. 
9 Worth 77, Letter: Hartlib to John Worthington, 14 February 1662.  
10 Greengrass et al., “Introduction”, 7. 
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as all mentions about these people focus on the delivery of petitions, or relaying 

news about their actions.11 On the other hand, people like Mary Hartlib and Georg 

Fridrics are included, as it is stated that they actively engaged with another member, 

or that a certain sender actively wanted their commendations passed on to a specific 

person. Overall, I searched 4,708 letters, found 759 different people and 2,663 

different edges and separated the connections between these people into letter links 

(between sender and recipient) and social links (between person mentioned and 

sender, or, between person mentioned and recipient). This data was then gathered 

and organised into a Comma Separated Values (.csv) file in Excel, before inputting 

the data into Gephi – an open-source network analysis and visualisation software 

package – to analyse the network. 

 Using Gephi, I have been able to generate various visualisations of the 

Hartlib circle as a network. In these visualisations, each person is represented by a 

node (here a person in the network) and their connections are represented by edges 

(a relationship between these people, marked by a letter or a mention within the 

letter). The first visualisation created was based purely on senders and receivers, i.e. 

the image of the network when one does not account for mentions (Figure 1.1). In 

Figure 1.1, Hartlib and Dury are the large nodes at the centre, as both men have 

many edges radiating from them. While this is the expected result, with a network of 

this size the visualisation is difficult to read and can often be manipulated. Thus, one 

needs to rely on more statistical evidence. 

 

                                            
11 HP 1/3/1A-4B, Copy Extracts Dr Horn to Hartlib, Dury to ?, June - August 1655. 
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(Figure 1.1: Network of Letter interactions) 

 One such measure is degree centrality, which measures the total 

number of edges connected to a particular node, or in the case of a social network, 

the total number of separate people a particular person has connections to. Degree 

centrality is a useful measurement as it can be broken down into in-degree and out-

degree. In-degree measures how many connections a person has from receiving 

letters or being mentioned by other people, while out-degree measures how many 

connections a person has from sending letters or mentioning other people. 

Unsurprisingly, Hartlib has the largest in-degree, in that he is connected to 267 other 

people through them sending letters to him. The next highest in-degree is Dury’s, 

who receives letters from 108 other people. This shows that, while Hartlib received 

letters from the most people, Dury also received letters from a wider range of 

people when compared to the rest of the network. This becomes even clearer when 

one factors in that there are 280 instances of a node having an in-degree value of 0 

and over 175 instances of a node only having an in-degree value of one.  This means 

that nearly 455 people either did not receive letters, or only received letters from one 

person. A similar trend occurs when we look at the out-degree. Dury has the largest 

out-degree as he is connected to 118 different people through sending 

correspondence to these people. Again, this is in stark contrast to the 125 people 
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who have an out-degree value of 0 and the 320 people who only have an out-degree 

value of one. This is especially the case with women; Ranelagh and Moore have an 

in-degree of eight and three, and an out-degree of two and five, respectively. This 

means that Moore received letters from only three people, while Ranelagh only sent 

letters to two people. We might assume from this result that these two women did 

not have a big impact on the network. 

 A truer and more accurate representation is only possible when one also 

includes the social links — the mentions — described above.12 With these taken into 

account, more nodes begin to stand out and the network takes shape. This is 

because this approach counteracts the biases of letter collection and survival rates by 

capturing some of the social world beyond the archive. For example, Dorothy 

Moore does not have any direct correspondence to Sir Cheney Culpeper. However, 

we know that the two were connected socially as, in several letters to Hartlib, 

Culpeper asked Hartlib to pass on his regards to her: “my faythfulleste wishes to 

yours: Mrs Dury & all yours”.13 If one were to look only at direct correspondence 

this connection would be missed because it is the social world of epistolary etiquette 

that makes this connection visible. Thus, by incorporating the traceable social world 

for the entire network, one can get a more accurate sense of who is at the network’s 

core (Figure 1.2).14 

                                            
12 The terms “Letter links” and “Social links” are drawn from Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter 
Networks”, 5. 
13 HP 8/31/4A-8B, Letter, Sir Cheney Culpeper To Hartlib, 11 February 1646. Dorothy Moore had 
married John Dury in 1645.   
14 In this visualization I have calculated the Z-Score of every member’s social degree and excluded 
every member with a Z-score of -1 (i.e. one standard deviation below the mean) or below as to make 
it easier for the core of the network to be seen. However, as with Figure 1.1, this visualization can 
often be manipulated, and thus one still needs to rely on statistical evidence. 
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(Figure 1.2: Network of social interaction excluding z-score of -1 or below) 

In this image, which has been filtered by Z-score ( an exclusion of any node 

that has less than the mean number (3.5) of edges), Hartlib and Dury remain at the 

centre. Thus, the full value of adding social connections can only be seen when one 

delves deeper into the underlying statistics. The following graph distinguishes 

between the two types of links (letter links and social links), allowing a more 

nuanced picture of the epistolary community to emerge, a picture that highlights the 

assorted roles played by individuals. In Figure 1.3, the Y-axis represents letter 

degree, meaning the higher one goes, the more a node is involved in direct 

correspondence, and the X-axis represents social degree, meaning the further 

horizontally one goes, the more a node is connected to people socially. 

(Figure 1.3: Letter degree versus non-letter social degree. Samuel Hartlib (A), John Dury (B), Cyprian Kinner (C), 

Dorothy Moore (D), Lady Ranelagh (E), Johann Moriaen (F) are highlighted.) This graph is modelled on Ahnert 

and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks”, 9.  
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Thus, this graph plots a given individual’s letter connections against the individual’s 

other social connections to determine whether said individual is more involved via 

letter connections or social connections. When this is performed for all 766 nodes in 

this social network, the graph reveals a very large cluster of nodes close to the X-

Axis, meaning that these nodes do not take part in many letter exchanges. 

Additionally, the closer the node is to the Y-axis the lower the social degree, which 

means that few of their edges represent social connections (i.e. very few of their 

edges come from commendations, mentions, spousal links and familial links). The 

majority of the nodes are those that have both low letter and social connections. 

These nodes tend to be very close to the diagonal line, which means the number of 

people they corresponded with is similar to the number of people they were 

connected to by other means.  

Once one progresses along the X-axis, fewer nodes are close to this diagonal 

line. One of the nodes that remains close to the dissection line is Cyprian Kinner, 

labelled (C), who corresponds with many of the well-known members of this 

network. Kinner was a Silesian physician and lawyer, who attended preparatory 

school with Samuel Hartlib, before offering his services to Comenius in 1644.15 

Kinner’s node is close to the diagonal line, as he has a letter degree of 25 and a non-

letter social degree of 44. While Kinner was heavily involved in the network through 

correspondence and social links, his connections were firmly rooted on the 

Continent, as he mainly intersected with other members that were based in 

Germany, Holland and Poland. His main correspondents were those with whom he 

worked (Comenius and Alsted); those whom he knew from his youth (Hartlib and 

Abraham Von Frankenberg); and other intellectuals based on the Continent 

(Agricola, Figulus and Wolzogan).16 It was through these connections that Kinner 

began to form his pool of social alliances with other well-known members. For 

example, he came into contact with Johann Heinrich Bisterfeld through working 

with him on plans for Comenius’ project “for the reformation of schools and 

teaching”.17 Thus, while Kinner is an example of a figure that played a similar role in 

                                            
15 Hans G. Schulte-Albert, “Classificatory Thinking from Kinner to Wilkins: Classification and 
Thesaurus Construction, 1645-1668”, The Library Quarterly: Information, Community, Policy 49 (1979): 47. 
16 Schulte-Albert, 47. 
17 Schulte-Albert, 47. 
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maintaining direct correspondence and social links, he was not well connected 

socially to all parts of the network.  

The only nodes of any significance above the diagonal line are Dury and 

Hartlib. One reason for this is that they were either writing to or receiving letters 

from a wide range of people. Samuel Hartlib is the outlier as he was in contact with 

the widest range of people. What his position on the graph shows is that his 

interactions with other people in the network were heavily conducted through 

correspondence, but that he also had a very broad network of social interactions that 

he built up through this correspondence, evident from him being far from the origin 

on both the X-axis and Y-axis. One learns about these additional social links from 

reported conversations, from greetings or messages either passed on to Hartlib from 

the sender, or passed on to the commendee from the recipient, or from references 

to Hartlib acting as a messenger between two people. It is Hartlib’s role as 

messenger that most accurately represents his high number of social links as, on a 

number of occasions, the sender would tell the recipient that he has sent this 

through Mr Hartlib, or requests that the recipient sends his reply through Hartlib. 

For example, in a letter dated 14/24 July 1642, Dury asked Sir Michael Wharton: “If 

you will vouchsafe an answer send it I pray to Mr Samuell Hartlib”.18 Thus, while 

Hartlib did not directly write to Wharton, we know he is connected to him socially 

through Dury’s request. Similarly, in a letter dated 4 August 1655, Dury tells Sir 

George Fleetwood: “Having understood by my Friend Mr Hartlib, by whom I make 

this addresse unto you”.19  Again, no evidence exists in the database of Hartlib 

directly writing to Fleetwood, but we know they were linked socially, as it is through 

Hartlib that Dury was able to get a letter to Fleetwood. In total, Hartlib is connected 

to 636 of the 766 people in the network, 336 through direct correspondence and a 

further 300 through other social means. This indicates that, for every two people 

Hartlib is in direct correspondence with, he is connected to 1.8 additional people 

socially. Thus, his position as the outlier on both axes stresses his important role in 

sustaining both the correspondence network and the social network.  

In contrast to Hartlib and Dury, there are the figures below the diagonal line, 

like Johann Moriaen (labelled (F)), who is high on the Y-axis, but much further out 

on the X-Axis. Moriaen was one of Hartlib’s most prolific correspondents and was 

                                            
18 HP 6/4/ 148A-B, Copy Letter In Hand ?, John Dury To Sir Michael Wharton, 14/24 July 1642. 
19 HP 4/3/115A-116B, Copy Letter In Hand ?, John Dury To [Sir George Fleetwood], 4 August 
1655. 
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primarily interested in religious reform and alchemy.20 His position indicates that he 

took part in the social network mainly through social connections, but still had a 

relatively high presence through correspondence. In total, Moriaen’s letter degree is 

13, while his social degree is 79. Moriaen had direct correspondence with some, but 

not all, of the other main movers of the network. For example, Moriaen wrote over 

200 letters to Hartlib and 12 letters to Benjamin Worsley, whom he met when 

Worsley lived in Amsterdam. However, his importance to the structure of the 

network becomes clear when examines the people he was connected to socially. In 

fact, included in the people he was connected to socially are most of those people 

connected to more than 20 other nodes, Added to this, he was also connected to 

other minor members of the network whom he met on the Continent as his career 

progressed. For example, Adam Boreel, a Dutch patrician based in Amsterdam, was 

one of Moriaen’s closest friends, and Young notes that by 1647, Moriaen had 

suggested that Hartlib use Boreel’s services to help with the circle’s desire to 

enhance Christian knowledge of Jewish texts.21  Thus, as he knew a majority of the 

well-connected nodes, and acted as a possible point of intersection between these 

men and contacts on the Continent, Moriaen, and other nodes like him, were 

important to the flow of information, which will be discussed below.  

What does this graph show about women’s involvement in the network? 

The woman furthest out from the main cluster is Lady Ranelagh (labelled (E)). 

However, another woman – Dorothy Moore (labelled (D)) – is also further to the 

right of this main cluster. This suggests that, apart from these two women, women 

in general were connected only to one or two other people, whether through direct 

letter links, social links, or a mix of the two. Both Moore and Ranelagh’s nodes are 

lower on the Y-axis, but much further out along the X-axis. This shows that the 

biggest impact they had on the network was through social means rather than 

through direct correspondence. These connections occurred as various other 

members were frequently mentioning them in their letters. In Ranelagh’s case a wide 

range of people including John Beale, Cheney Culpeper, John Dury, Peter Figulus, 

Samuel Hartlib, Henry Oldenburg, William Petty and Robert Wood were writing 

about her in their letters. In the cases of Beale, Dury and Hartlib, evidence of direct 

correspondence has survived, but in the other instances we only know of Ranelagh’s 

                                            
20 Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy, 248. 
21 Young, 46-8. 
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interactions with these men through what they say about her.22 However, while 

degree centrality can bring attention to various social connections like the 

connection Ranelagh shares with Oldenburg and Wood, on its own it is not enough 

to understand how the network works. Other measures are necessary to detect the 

relative connectedness of each member and, thus, find out who has a vital 

infrastructural role within the network.23 One way of doing this is through other 

centrality measurements. 

 

Analysing the Infrastructure of the Network 

 

The first of these centrality measurements is known as “betweenness”. In a 

recent study, Ruth Ahnert concisely describes this measurement as follows:    

For any two nodes in a network, there is a shortest path 
between them, and betweenness tells us how many of these 
shortest paths go through a given node. This measurement 
shows us how significant a node is to the overall structure and 
flow of the network, and how integral the node is in connecting 
other people. If you imagine a network that is made up of two 
sub-communities (A and B) that only share one member, that 
individual will have a very high betweenness ranking because 
they are the only person via which  news can travel between 
those two sub-communities.24  

I took two measurements of betweenness – one of the letter network and one of the 

entire social network – and made a list of the top 20 nodes in each. These two 

measurements are integral: one (Table 1.1) shows how information could travel, if it 

flowed through direct correspondence (letter betweenness), while the other (Table 

1.2) shows how information could travel, if it flowed through all possible avenues 

(social betweenness). For letter-betweenness, the results are as follows:  

                                            
22 One such connection is with Henry Oldenburg, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three.  
23 The term “vital infrastructural role” is drawn from Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter 
Networks”, 12. 
24 Ruth Ahnert, “Maps versus Networks”, in News Networks in Early Modern Europe, ed. Noah 
Moxham and Joad Raymond (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 134-5. 
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(Table 1.1: Top 20 Letter Betweenness) 

For social betweenness the results are as follows:  

(Table 1.2: Top 20 Social Betweenness) 

 There are 10 names that appear on both lists. Some of these are to be 

expected: Hartlib, Dury, Hubner, Moriaen, Worsley and Boyle are all names 

mentioned by Young in his description of the Hartlib circle. Other figures in these 

lists are more surprising. These are Roe, Abbot, Tonge, Ulrich, Morton, Tunstall and 

Rivet. These figures come to the fore of the letter network because their direct 

correspondence created connections between dispersed nodes that may not have 

existed otherwise. For example, Thomas Roe was a diplomat: ambassador to Mughal 

India between 1615 and 1619 and ambassador to Constantinople between 1621 and 

1629.25 In total, he was only linked to 18 different people in the network, including 

Dury, Culpeper, Hartlib, Moriaen and Rulice. However, his letter-betweenness 

ranking is high as, if one assumes that letters only travelled along direct 

correspondence routes (as this measurement does), then it was only through him 

that other members of the network could get letters to George Abbot. This is 

                                            
25 Michael Strachan, “Roe, Sir Thomas (1581–1644), diplomat.” Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography. 19 May. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ 
ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-23943. 
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important as George Abbot, who was the archbishop of Canterbury between 1625 

and 1633, receives letters from four men who are only directly connected to him 

through correspondence.26 Thus, if these men wanted to get a letter to another 

section of the network the letter would have to pass through both Abbot’s and 

Roe’s nodes, increasing their letter betweenness. However, in reality, Abbot was 

socially connected to both Hartlib and Dury and when this is taken in account, 

Roe’s betweenness score decreases and he disappears from the top 20. Similarly, 

Johann Ulrich, who was a professor of theology in Zurich, was only linked to 10 

people in total.27 Yet, Ulrich’s letter betweenness is high as, if letters only flowed 

along direct correspondence routes, then two men would have had to send their 

letters through Ulrich to reach Dury or Comenius, who could then circulate the 

material widely. Once one brings in the social element of the network, one sees that 

these two men knew either Dury or Comenius, and thus Ulrich’s betweenness 

decreases.   

 For the purposes of this study, what is most interesting is that only two 

women appear on these lists (highlighted in red for emphasis): Lady Ranelagh and 

Dorothy Moore. Ranelagh’s name is sixth on the social betweenness list, while 

Moore’s name is ranked 15th on the letter betweenness list and 19th on the social 

betweenness list. While Moore makes both lists, Ranelagh is much further down the 

letter betweenness rankings, ranking 49th. Thus, it is evident that Moore’s 

involvement in ensuring the flow of information across the network can be seen, 

regardless of whether one looks at the flow of information using only direct 

correspondence links (letter betweenness), or the flow of information through all 

known social channels (social betweenness), as she ranks in the top 20 of both lists. 

In contrast, Ranelagh’s presence is only seen when one looks at the flow of 

information through all known social channels. Yet, when one looks at the network 

this way, Ranelagh not only bypasses Moore to become the highest-ranking woman, 

but she rises an amazing 43 places to take her place in the top 10 out of 766. This 

leads to two inter-related questions: why does Ranelagh’s betweenness rating 

significantly increase when one looks at social connections? And which of these lists 

gives a more realistic view of the potential flow of information?  

                                            
26 Kenneth Fincham, “Abbot, George (1562–1633), archbishop of Canterbury.” Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography. 19 May. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ 
ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-4. 
27 http://emlo-stage.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/profile/person/ebf7f3b9-c034-4dd5-b0d8-793886cb05e3, 
[accessed 9 June 2015.]  
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With regard to the first question, Ranelagh’s betweenness ranking 

significantly increases when one looks at the entire social network because she is 

connected to 54 different people socially – an increase of 44 when compared to the 

10 people with whom she had direct correspondence links. This means that traffic 

multiplies fivefold when one considers social interactions, significantly increasing the 

number of shortest paths (shortest distance between any two points in the network) 

that would pass through her node, causing her betweenness score to rise. With this 

increased traffic in mind, it is not a surprise to see Ranelagh rise from 49th in terms 

of letter betweenness to sixth in terms of social betweenness. Furthermore, this rise 

is supported by that of her brother, Robert Boyle – who would have known several 

of the same people as his sister. He ranks 18th in terms of social betweenness, 

despite ranking 62nd in terms of letter betweenness. In total they share 29 out of 

Ranelagh’s 54 connections, including all of the people that Ranelagh is in direct 

contact with. These include overlapping direct correspondents like Hartlib, Dymock 

and Worsley, but also various overlapping social connections like Gerard and 

Arnold Boate, Henry Oldenburg, George Starkey, William Petty and John 

Worthington. Of their unshared social connections, the most integral to the network 

are Miles Symner, with whom Ranelagh came into contact upon returning to Ireland 

in the mid-1650s, and Peter Figulus, who engages with a series of letters Ranelagh 

wrote to an unknown recipient in the late 1650s.28 What stands out most from this 

list of people is the inclusion of Henry Oldenburg and William Petty as social 

connections rather than direct correspondents. If one examines Michael Hunter et 

al.’s multi-volume Boyle Correspondence, one sees several examples of Boyle engaging in 

direct correspondence with both Oldenburg and Petty, while the British Library 

holds several extant letters sent between Ranelagh and Petty.29 Despite both of these 

collections being outside the remit of this study, this information validates the 

dataset, as it highlights that the inclusion of mentions is a valuable and successful 

corrective. 

This brings me onto the second question: social betweenness gives the more 

accurate picture, as the above examples have shown that embedded social 

connections can pick up on links between people when direct evidence has been 

excluded from the parameters of a study or is no longer extant.  Furthermore, these 

                                            
28 See Chapter Three for a close analysis of this interaction. 
29 Hunter et al., The Correspondence of Robert Boyle Vol. 1 and Petty Papers Vol. XXXV. British Library, 
Add. Ms 72884.  
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examples have shown that a person’s betweenness can radically increase or decrease 

when social interactions are incorporated. This is in part because of the nature of 

early modern correspondence, in that letters didn’t always follow direct 

correspondence routes. They were given to messengers to deliver; they were left 

with family and friends to pass on. This must be accounted for to fully understand 

the potential flow of information. The social betweenness ranking is integral, as it 

shows that Ranelagh was one of the best-connected people for flow of information 

around this network.  In fact, this level of importance can be seen even more clearly 

when we consider that only 44% (336 people) of the network have a non-zero 

betweenness ranking and can effect the flow of the network in any way. This means 

that the other 56% (430 people) have no shortest paths going through them and are 

not integral to the flow of information. Furthermore Ranelagh ranks in the top 2% 

of those with shortest paths, suggesting that she held some prestige within the 

network. 

However, in  “Maps versus Networks” Ruth Ahnert has correctly asserted: 

“betweenness is not the measure usually employed to ascertain prestige or 

influence”. 30  Rather, in order to establish this, one must look at eigenvector 

centrality. A node that ranks highly in this measurement is one that is adjacent to 

other nodes that rank highly. Stephen Borgatti elaborates on this measurement’s 

importance: “if a node influences just one other node, who subsequently influences 

many other nodes (who themselves influence still more others)”, this measurement 

will capture the integral role played by the first node in the chain.31 In many ways, it 

works along the same lines as Google’s PageRank algorithm, which estimates the 

importance of a website based on the number and quality of times a website is 

hyperlinked on another site.32 Thus, in this measurement a node’s centrality is 

dependent on the centrality of its neighbouring nodes. Therefore, this measurement 

is different to betweenness in that betweenness assumes that one path must be taken 

over another, while eigenvector assumes the movement will occur along several 

paths simultaneously. As with betweenness, several of the people we expect do 

indeed appear in the social eigenvector top twenty (Table 1.3), including Hartlib, 

Dury and Worsley.  

                                            
30 Ahnert, “Maps versus Networks”,  137. 
31 Stephen Borgatti, “Centrality and Network Flow”, Social Networks 27 (2005), 61. 
32 Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks”, 14. 
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(Table 1.3: Top 20 Social Eigenvector) 

In terms of social eigenvector centrality, both women take up a similar rank to that 

of their social betweenness, where Ranelagh ranks sixth out of 766 and Moore ranks 

19th. So far, these measurements have shown that Ranelagh and Moore – women 

who have been largely passed over by scholars in the past – played a significant role 

in the infrastructure of the network because they were important to the flow of 

information across the network.  

 What the two measures used above (betweenness and eigenvector centrality) 

highlight, are what Ahnert and Ahnert describe as infrastructural figures, figures that 

are important to the make-up of the network.  In their article, Ahnert and Ahnert 

used algorithms to test the role these infrastructural figures played in their network, 

and I drew on this test to determine whether a specific person could be considered 

to be in the core, semi-periphery, or periphery of the Hartlib network. By calculating 

the Z-score of every member for five different network measures, I was able to 

determine if a specific person ranked highly or lowly in each of the measures: social 

betweenness, eigenvector centrality, letter degree (the number of different senders 

and recipients connected to a specific person), letter strength (the total number of 

letters received and sent by a specific person) and non-letter social degree (the 

number of social links created by means other than letters).33 A person ranked highly 

if their Z-score was 1+ (i.e. one standard deviation above the mean) and lowly if 

their Z-score was -1 (i.e. one standard deviation below the mean).  

 Four distinct categories of participation emerge from this analysis: core 

members, major members, minor members and peripheral members. Core members 

are figures who ranked highly in all five measures and 31 out of 766 people (the top 

4.05%) fall into this category: Heinrich Appelius, Ralph Austen, John Beale, Robert 

                                            
33 Ahnert and Ahnert, “Protestant Letter Networks”, 17. 
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Boyle, Jan Amos Comenius, Cheney Culpeper, John Dury, Peter Figulus, Joseph 

Hall, John Hall, William Hamilton, Samuel Hartlib, Johannes Hevelius, Joachim 

Hubner, Katherine Jones, Cyprian Kinner, Nicolaus Mercator, Marin Mersenne, 

Dorothy Moore, Johann Moriaen, Henry Oldenburg, John Pell, William Petty, 

Thomas Roe, Johann Rulice, John Sadler, Johann Friedrich Schlezer, Caspar Streso, 

Robert Wood, Benjamin Worsley and John Worthington. None of these names are 

too surprising in that they all feature as senders or recipients of correspondence 

within the database. Furthermore, all except one of these names rank in the top 30 

in one or more of the measures used throughout this chapter. This exception is 

Joseph Hall, but while he does not rank in the top 30 of any measurement, he ranks 

highly across the board because of his frequent correspondence with Hartlib and 

Dury and his collaboration with Dury, John Davenant, Thomas Morton and James 

Ussher on Good councells for the peace of reformed churches (1641). 

 By contrast, major members rank highly in four measures, and in total 20 

out of 766 people (2.61%) are in this category. These members can be grouped into 

three sub-categories: 1) those with low letter strength (e.g. Frederick Clodius and 

Johann Heinrich Bisterfeld), 2) those with low betweenness (e.g. Joseph Avery and 

Cressy Dymock), 3) those with low letter degree (e.g. Robert Child and Theodor 

Haak). From this one can see that major members tend either to engage in high 

amounts of correspondence in sections of the network where clustering is high and 

thus there are fewer “shortest paths” passing through their nodes; or they tend to 

engage in less correspondence but are at a point in the network where clustering is 

low, and thus they are an important conduit through which information flows. Thus, 

the main difference between core members and major members is the core 

members’ ability to engage in extensive amounts of correspondence with a wide 

range of people, while also being important conduits through which information 

flows out to the periphery. A good example of this is Hartlib himself who, as already 

shown, was able consistently to engage in correspondence with an exponentially 

large base of people, while also managing to develop social ties by acting as a 

messenger for several of his correspondents.   

 The rest of the network is divided into periphery and minor members. In 

total there are 39 out of 766 (5.09%) minor members. These members stand out as 

they have high eigenvector scores and a high non-letter social degree. Additionally, 

they have only one of the following: high letter strength, high letter degree or high 
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betweenness. The people who fulfil these criteria include well-known figures like 

Arnold Boate, Robert Child, Samuel Hartlib Jr., Georg Horn, Goddofred Hotton, 

Joseph Mede, William Rand, André Rivet and James Ussher. Ussher and Boate are 

classed as minor members as they have high eigenvector scores, meaning they played 

an influential role in the flow of information around the network. They also have a 

high letter degree and a high non-letter social degree, meaning they managed to 

write to a wide range of people while also developing extra social connections. What 

separates them from the major members is that they have low betweenness and low 

letter strength.  Therefore, like Cressy Dymock, William Hamilton and Henry More, 

they are located where clustering is high, but unlike these men, Ussher and Boate did 

not send frequent enough correspondence to classify as major members. 

 Overall, 90 out of 766 people (11.75%) can be considered core, major, or 

minor members. This means that the vast majority of the network was on the 

periphery. In fact, apart from Ranelagh and Moore, all 51 other women are part of 

the wider network. The only other women to rank highly in more than one 

measurement are Mary Hartlib, Maria Hartlib, Mary Clodius, Anna Rothe, Margaret 

Clotworthy, Elizabeth of Bohemia and Henrietta-Maria, all of whom rank highly for 

eigenvector and non-letter social degree. These women divide into two distinct 

groupings. Some are mainly connected to other nodes through familial connections, 

while also being connected to a small number of extra nodes through other social 

connections. These women mainly have familial edges, as they were related to 

Samuel Hartlib: Mary Hartlib was his wife, Maria Hartlib was his sister-in-law, and 

Mary Clodius and Anna Rothe were his daughters. Thus, these four women were 

connected to each other, various other family members and correspondents of 

Hartlib who asked for their regards to be passed on to his family. By contrast, 

Margaret Clotworthy, Elizabeth of Bohemia and Henrietta Maria are mainly 

connected to other nodes through social connections. These women were all 

connected to Dorothy Moore and were involved in some capacity in the attempts to 

get Moore a position a court position serving the younger English royal children. 

 The statistical gap between these women and Ranelagh and Moore means a 

larger question must be asked: How did Moore and Ranelagh come to play such an 

important and intellectually active role in this network? One important factor is that 

both Moore and Ranelagh had already developed reputations as intellectual women 

before their involvement in this network. Lady Ranelagh was associated with the 
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Great Tew Circle, evidenced by her close friendships with Lucius Cary and Edward 

Hyde. While there is no evidence of when she visited Great Tew, evidence of her 

involvement in their intellectual discourse remains extant. The clearest example of 

this is a letter Ranelagh sent to Hyde in 1644 in which she gives her opinion on how 

she thinks Charles I and Parliament could come to an agreement. Importantly, Hyde 

respected the opinions put forward in the letter. He not only kept the letter, but 

endorsed it: “A very sensible letter from Lady Ranelagh”.34 Similarly, in 1640 Anna–

Maria van Schurman wrote to Moore: “I am delighted to have heard about you and 

your reputation ... I thought that no clever woman had remained in England after 

the death of Jane Grey and Queen Elizabeth”.35  The important element of this 

letter is that van Schurman is clearly emphasising that Moore’s reputation is an 

intellectual one through the use of the word “clever”. Thus, when both of these 

women became involved in the Hartlib circle, they did so with their political, 

religious and scientific interests pre-formed, and thus were able to make intellectual 

connections with other members who shared these interests.36  

 While this study has so far shown that Ranelagh and Moore were  part of the 

core of this network, this core consists of 31 people. Thus, there are questions still 

to be asked; did they have a high degree of independence within the core, or were 

they reliant on specific connections for information, and would this network look 

much different without them? A quantitative way of analysing these questions is 

possible through statistical measures including authority. In social network analysis 

authority is a measurement that reflects a node’s importance based on the quality 

and connectedness of the node’s followers. By this, I mean that a node will rank 

highly in authority if many well-connected nodes point towards it. Therefore, 

authority is a refinement of in-degree, in that not only does authority count the 

number of incoming edges, it factors in who the edge is coming from, and 

determines a score depending on how important the source node is. Thus, the 

higher the authority, the more information a node is receiving from other important 

nodes.  In networks like the Hartlib circle, this measurement can determine who has 

been given the most information, and thus, who may store the most valuable 

                                            
34 Bodleian Library, ClSP vol. 23, fols. 113-5. Also, for more on this letter and Ranelagh’s connection 
to Falkland and Hyde see, DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 33-8; Connolly, “Proselytising 
Protestant Commonwealth”. 
35 Hunter, Letters of Dorothy Moore, 1. 
36 For a detailed discussion on the impact of Ireland on Robert Boyle and Ranelagh’s intellectual 
development see Canny, Upstart Earl, Chapter Seven. 
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information.  When one looks at the top 20 names in terms of authority one sees the 

following: 

(Table 1.4: Top 20 Authority) 

As expected, many of those with high eigenvector scores also rank highly in terms of 

authority. In fact, only five new names emerge on this list: Georg Hartlib (10), 

Theodore Haak (15), William Petty (18), James Ussher (17) and Cresy Dymock (19). 

None of these names comes as a surprise. James Ussher, the famous archbishop and 

scholar, actively corresponded with many of the other members, including Arnold 

Boate, Nicolas Mercator, John Dury and Samuel Hartlib.37 He was also well known 

and well respected by many within the Republic of Letters, with the Dutch scholar 

Vossius saying that Ussher’s genius was beyond praise.38 Therefore, through his 

reputation and activities Ussher was in contact with many of the main members. In 

fact, he is connected to six out of the top seven members, with regard to eigenvector 

score.39 Thus, his authority ranking is higher than any other of his scores, as he was 

receiving information from highly connected source nodes. Similarly, Georg Hartlib, 

who was Samuel Hartlib’s brother and a rector in Vilnius, has an authority score that 

ranks higher than any of his other scores, as he was linked to seven of the top 20 in 

terms of eigenvector: Hartlib, Dury, Comenius, Hubner, Moriaen, Clodius and 

Appelius. Again, two women rank in the top twenty, with Ranelagh ranking seventh 

and Moore 14th. This suggests that these women played an integral role within the 

network, and can be seen as people who were aware of the majority of activities 

being discussed. Just because a node stores valuable information, and can be 

considered to be an authority, this still does not determine whether said node is at 

                                            
37 See Boran, Correspondence of James Ussher, 824-5; 978; 981-4; 1095-102.  
38 Alan Ford, James Ussher: Theology, History, and Politics in Early-Modern Ireland and England (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007), 1. 
39 These six people are Hartlib, Dury, Comenius, Hubner, Kinner, and Moriaen.  
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the centre of the network. The only measurement that can help determine this is a 

measurement called closeness.  

 Closeness is a measurement that calculates the independence of a node. It 

determines whether an individual node needs another particular node to receive 

information, or whether the node can receive this information from various sources. 

It is a measurement that can be interpreted as an index of how long it takes a node 

to receive new information. Borgatti states that “nodes with low raw closeness 

scores have short distances from others, and so will tend to receive flows sooner, 

assuming that whatever is flowing manages to travel along shortest paths”.40 In the 

case of information flows (like the Hartlib circle), nodes with low closeness scores 

are well placed to receive information early, when it is still new. Because Hartlib 

copied information and sent multiple copies, the circle operated by means of parallel 

duplication, which is when information flows through several paths simultaneously.  

As a result, those closest to Hartlib would have been more likely to receive this 

information early. When we look at Table 1.5, the 20 people with the lowest raw 

closeness are those with high eigenvector scores (Table 1.3).  

(Table 1.5: Top 20 Closeness) 

In fact, 18 names appear on both lists, highlighting that the most influential 

members of the network were also those who were closest to the core and thus 

received information early. Again, more than one woman appears in the top twenty: 

Ranelagh ranks ninth and Moore ranks 13th. 

While the closeness measure shows us who could potentially receive 

information at an early stage, another way of knowing who was significant in terms 

of raw closeness is through clustering. In a network like the Hartlib circle, in which 

there were only two interconnected hubs, those that cluster around these two hubs 

                                            
40 Borgatti, “Centrality and Network Flow”, 59. 
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are more likely to be at the core of the network. A way to measure clustering is to 

measure the number of triangles a particular node can make. As Newman states, “If 

vertex A is connected to vertex B and vertex B to vertex C, then there is a 

heightened probability that vertex A will also be connected to vertex C”.41 Thus, if 

vertex A and vertex C connect, triadic closure occurs, and the resilience or 

sustainability of that part of the network increases. As this process progresses, a 

large number of overlapping triangles begin to emerge, creating a strong cluster. 

This process occurs at the core of the Hartlib circle, as all the core members knew 

each other because “friends of friends ... bec[a]me friends themselves”.42 Thus, those 

with the highest number of triangles are also those with high raw closeness scores. 

This is because they were able to form triangles with all the other members of this 

cluster. When we look at the top twenty people in terms of number of triangles 

(Table 1.6), we see the same names that have been produced with the other 

centrality measurements (Tables 1.1-1.5).  

(Table 1.6: Top 20 no. of Triangles) 

Like all the other social measurements, Ranelagh ranks within the top 14, this time 

ranking eighth while Moore ranks 18th. From measurements of closeness and 

number of triangles, it becomes clear that both women were near the centre of the 

network, and thus were positioned where the network is most resilient. This means 

that they did not have to depend on one particular person in order to get access to 

information. One example of this can be seen in a letter from Wood to Hartlib 

dated February 1659, in which Wood states that: 

My Lady Ranalaugh writes that her brother our noble friend at 
Oxford having with some earnestnes desired what information 

                                            
41 Mark E Newman, “The structure and function of complex networks”, SIAM Review 45 (2003): 178. 
42 Hong Huang et al., ‘Triadic Closure Pattern Analysis and Prediction in Social Networks’, IEEE 
Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering 27 (2015): 3374. 
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she could get in this country about the generation of Barnicles, 
& her selfe having tried to get some here with little successe by 
reason of the generall unobseruance of the workes of God, 
desires me to speake to Major Symner for what either of us 
know therein.43 

At her brother’s request, Ranelagh was actively trying to get information by 

researching the generation of barnacles herself, but when her research failed she 

used her connections in order to see if she could get information from either Wood 

or Miles Symner. This “either” is important; while she is using Wood as the main 

point of contact, she is not reliant on him knowing the answer, and she explicitly 

guides him to another possible source of information, if need be. In fact, it is likely 

that this ability to draw on a wider social connection was important, as Symner was 

the more likely of the two to have the information. This is because he had 

researched the topic in the past; Michael Hunter et al. have noted that Symner wrote 

an undated letter to an unknown recipient who desired “an account concerning 

Barnacles that you might present it to the truly honourable & by me ever honored 

person”.44  

However, because these women are located at a part of the network where 

clustering is high, removing them has little effect on the overall structure. This can 

be seen by comparing certain statistical traits of the actual network, which includes 

Moore and Ranelagh, to the same traits in the network if they were removed from it. 

In the entire network (i.e. the network with every member included), the diameter, 

or longest path length (longest distance between any two points in the network), is 

six. Additionally, the average path length (average distance between any two points 

in the network) is 2.3924. In comparison, the network without Lady Ranelagh has a 

diameter of six and an average path length of 2.3910. This is only a difference of 

0.0014, which is so small it can be considered negligible. The same results occur 

when one takes Moore out of the network, as the diameter of the network stays at 

six and the average path length changes to 2.3916, a difference of 0.0008.  

This lack of structural change when Ranelagh or Moore is removed helps us 

understand why these two women have been forgotten over time. It helps us see 

that, while these two women did not alter the overall make-up of the network, they 

                                            
43 HP 33/1/44A-44B, Letter, Robert Wood to Hartlib, February 1659. 
44 Hunter et al., Correspondence of Robert Boyle, I, 170n. In their edition Hunter et al. suggest that this 
letter was written in 1654 and addressed to Boyle. However, as it is an undated letter to an unknown 
recipient it may be possible that the letter could have been written in 1659 and a response to 
Ranelagh’s request. However, at time of writing I have not been able to research this possibility fully.   
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were at the centre. In fact, it was this very centrality, where social clusters were most 

dense, that hid them from view. While there is evidence of them acting as 

messengers and distributors of material, Hartlib’s ability to disseminate information 

through several channels at once meant that the removal of one single person other 

than Hartlib and Dury, does not dramatically affect the overall network.   

This does not excuse their exclusion from most previous scholarship on the 

Hartlib circle, as the same can also be said of male members with similar centrality 

measurements to Moore and Ranelagh. For example, when one removes Benjamin 

Worsley from the network, the diameter stays the same and the average path length 

changes to 2.3910, a negligible difference of 0.0014. This means that, like Moore and 

Ranelagh, the removal of Worsley does not change the shape of the overall network. 

In fact, the only major difference is that Benjamin Worsley never needed to be 

brought back “from the margins”. Worsley’s involvement in the Hartlib circle has 

been well documented since Webster’s The Great Instauration. Furthermore, over the 

last two decades there have been many excellent studies in which Worsley’s life and 

activities have begun to be explored in further detail. These include two chapters in 

Greengrass, Leslie and Raylor’s Samuel Hartlib and Universal Reformation, extensive 

coverage in Newman and Principe’s Alchemy Tried in the Fire: Starkey, Boyle, and the 

Fate of Helmontian Chymistry and Thomas Leng’s monograph, Benjamin Worsley (1618-

1677): Trade, Interest and the Spirit in Revolutionary England.45 During the same period, 

analysis of Ranelagh and Moore’s activities was in what could be described as a 

recovery phase, in that they were touched upon in these wider studies (especially by 

Leng, who discusses Worsley’s connection to Ranelagh), while singular extensive 

attention to their activities within the Hartlib circle was beginning to be undertaken 

by Hunter, Pal, Connolly, and DiMeo.  

The quantitative results of this study are important, as they reveal just how 

illogical the exclusion of Lady Ranelagh and Dorothy Moore from scholarship really 

is. Unfortunately, because of gender blindness, these two women must be brought 

back “from the margins” and recognised as integral elements of the Hartlib circle’s 

                                            
45 Charles Webster, “Benjamin Worsley: Engineering for Universal Reform from the Invisible College 
to the Navigation Act”, in Samuel Hartlib and Universal Reformation, 213-35; Antonio Clericuzio, “New 
light on Benjamin Worsley’s natural philosophy”, in Samuel Hartlib and Universal Reformation, 236-45; 
William R. Newman and Lawrence M. Principe, Alchemy Tried in the Fire: Starkey, Boyle, and the Fate of 
Helmontian Chymistry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005); Thomas Leng, Benjamin Worsley 
(1618-1677): Trade, Interest and the Spirit in Revolutionary England (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 
2008). 
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core. While these findings, alongside events like the “Networking Early Modern 

Women” add-athon by Six Degrees of Francis Bacon emphasise the positive ways in 

which quantitative research can correct the historical record, more qualitative work 

needs to be done. For example, quantitative data does not help us to determine 

whether a woman had a reputation, positive or negative. Instead, this approach 

raises a wide range of questions that deserve to be answered. When and why were 

other men in the network writing about women? Who was writing about them and 

how were they writing about them? How did this reception help women develop a 

reputation? Was this reputation always positive, or were there instances in which 

women are being talked about negatively? 
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Chapter Two:  

“What I know of Buttler’s story ... is this”: Building Rapport and 

Reputation through Epistolary Communication 
 

 In a letter dated 10/20 May 1644, John Dury asked Samuel Hartlib to send 

“the inclosed to Mistris Moore that yow may haue occasion to discourse with hir”.1 

The previous chapter used this letter, alongside the many others, as evidence that 

Moore, Hartlib and Dury’s nodes were connected. However, this material was used 

quantitatively to establish a network, rather than qualitatively to investigate the 

intricacies of the trio’s relationships with each other: Moore and Dury as husband 

and wife, Dury and Hartlib as close friends and collaborators, and Hartlib and 

Moore as close friends. The aim of this chapter is to return to the writings of 

Ranelagh and Moore and interrogate how they used their knowledge of Hartlib’s 

scriptorium to engage in networking and ensure the circulation of their texts. It 

contends that the ability to cultivate rapport (which will be defined below) is an 

important part of a female letter-writer’s arsenal. It shows that, through the building 

and sustaining of rapport, women writers were able to ensure that their intellectual 

ideas were disseminated.  

 In the introduction to their collection entitled Rhetoric, Women and Politics in 

Early Modern England, Jennifer Richards and Alison Thorne ask how women 

establish their ethos, which they define as “an authoritative and trustworthy 

rhetorical persona from which [women] could persuasively intervene in ‘public’ 

debate.”2 This is a question at the heart of scholarship on how women gained 

agency and expressed authority in their letters. Discussing petition letters, Lynne 

Magnusson has argued that women letter-writers were able to gain agency and 

trustworthiness through the use of “social scripts”, ranging from “humility and 

entreaty” to “supposal and assurance.” In an analysis of women’s letters of request, 

James Daybell highlights how women used gendered rhetorical tropes, such as the 

emphasis of feminine weakness alongside the emotive imagery of motherhood, 

wifehood and widowhood.3 In an analysis of women’s letters of counsel, Gemma 

                                            
1 HP 3/2/32A-B, Letter, John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 10/20 May 1644. 
2 Jennifer Richards and Alison Thorne, “Introduction”, in Rhetoric, Women and Politics in Early Modern 
England, eds. Jennifer Richards and Alison Thorne (London: Routledge, 2007), 13. 
3 Lynne Magnusson, “A Rhetoric of Requests: Genre and Linguistic Scripts in Elizabethan Women’s 
Sutors’ Letters” in Women and Politics in Early Modern England 1450-1700, ed. James Daybell 
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Allen has shown how Lady Anne Bacon and Lady Elizabeth Russell were able to 

root their advice in religious and classical citation respectively, echoing Susan 

Wiseman’s argument that the example, especially biblical example, was a rhetorical 

resource widely available to women writers of the period.4 Building on the work of 

these scholars, this chapter interrogates how women within intellectual 

correspondence networks attempted to construct an authoritative and trustworthy 

rhetorical persona that facilitated both an acceptance and circulation of their 

intellectual ideas. 

 Letters that circulated within intellectual correspondence networks can be 

categorised within the broad category known as the familiar letter, which Susan 

Fitzmaurice argues represents an exchange between actors.5 She suggests that while 

the term familiar is usually linked with expressions of love and friendship, familiar 

letters can fulfil purposes beyond the ordinary expression of friendship. This is 

because “acts of writing and reading the familiar letter involve making and inferring 

meaning that may be pertinent to a single reading only as well as constructing 

meanings that might shift with the circumstances in which the letter might be 

read.”6 Echoing this point, Amy Elizabeth Smith differentiates between familiar and 

formal letters, arguing that “familiar letters are those crafted for a relatively intimate, 

individual correspondent, while formal letters address, implicitly or explicitly, a 

broader community of implied readers.”7 However, she then goes on to clarify that 

“the distinction between familiar and formal is primarily rhetorical, characterizing 

the audience the writer evokes as opposed to defining actual historically identifiable 

readers.”8 Thus, an author might intentionally evoke an intimate audience, even 

though they have a broader community in mind. This is especially the case in 

intellectual correspondence networks. Due to the awareness of wider dissemination 

possibilities, women writers needed to use the techniques associated with familiar 

                                                                                                                      
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), 51-66; James Daybell, “Scripting a Female Voice: Women’s Epistolary 
Rhetoric in Sixteenth-Century Letters of Petition,” Women’s Writing 13 (2006): 3-20; Daybell, Women 
Letter-Writers in Tudor England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 250-8. 
4 Gemma Allen, “Women as Councellors in Sixteenth-Century England: The Letters of Lady Anne 
Bacon and Lady Elizabeth Russell,” in Women and Epistolary Agency in Early Modern Culture, 81-95; 
Susan Wiseman, “Exemplarity, Women and Political Rhetoric,” in Rhetoric, Women and Politics in Early 
Modern England, 129-48.  
5 Susan M. Fitzmaurice, The Familiar Letter in Early Modern English (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 
2002), 1. 
6 Fitzmaurice, 1;5. 
7 Amy Elizabeth Smith, “Naming the Un-’Familiar’: Formal Letters and Travel Narratives in Late 
Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Britain,” The Review of English Studies, New Series, 54 (2003): 180. 
8 Smith, 180. 
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letter to evoke this intimate space and build connections with their recipients. 

However, they also needed to simultaneously give evidence of this individual 

connection to the wider community in order to ensure the positive circulation of 

the work. I argue that we can categorize this simultaneous building and giving 

evidence of a connection as rapport.  

 On an individual level, the concept of rapport can be described as a 

personal bond between sender and recipient that evokes an affective response in the 

reader and encourages a willingness to entertain a writer’s idea. On the community 

level the markers that signify rapport act as a form of legitimation that reassures 

other readers. This concept is not separate to the familiar letter, as it is embedded 

in, and traceable through, the techniques associated with the familiar letter. 

However, unlike the familiar letter, which implicitly suggests familiarity already 

exists between correspondents, this chapter argues that the concept of rapport 

allows an interrogation of how bonds were built (or not) and how this affects 

circulation.   

 When discussing non-verbal correlates, Linda Tickle-Degnen and Robert 

Rosenthal argue that there are three essential components of rapport: a 

cohesiveness that is formed “through the expression of mutual attention to and 

involvement with one another”; a sense of positivity that can be expressed through 

friendliness and caring; coordination and harmony between the participants.9 Again, 

while they are talking about non-verbal communication, I argue that these three 

components can be adapted and can act as a lens through which we can trace 

rapport in writing acts. Through an understanding of these three components, it 

becomes possible to look for linguistic markers that perceive the differences 

between interactions with rapport and without. For example, as rapport increases, 

“communication style would become more predictable” and correspondents would 

learn how to accommodate each other’s style, resulting in the interactions becoming 

more loosely structured. They would also feel at ease “expressing dissent one 

minute and assent the next”. On the other hand, if correspondents have a lack of 

experience with each other, “there tends to be some awkwardness and 

misunderstanding in communication”.10  

                                            
9 Linda Tickle-Degnen and Robert Rosenthal, “The Nature of Rapport and its Nonverbal 
Correlates”, Psychological Inquiry 1 (1990): 285-93.  
10 Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal, 286-7. 
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 While no scholar has explicitly used the term rapport, the linguistic markers 

that indicate this concept are similar to the linguistic theories of politeness that 

Lynne Magnusson discusses in Shakespeare and Social Dialogue. Here, she suggests that 

letter-writers of the period had to show situational awareness and adopt what she 

describes as “positive politeness” or “negative politeness” depending on the 

required results. Magnusson contends that the aim of positive politeness was to 

work upon a desire for approval, “especially through strategies for conveying 

common ground between speaker and hearer”.11 I argue that this use of positive 

politeness is the first step letter-writers use when first trying to establish and build a 

rapport. Similarly, what Gary Schneider describes as the culture of epistolarity, 

including deferential opening and closing salutations, and rhetoric of reciprocity are 

techniques that writers can use as a way to solidify and highlight the existence of 

rapport.12  

 In order to perform this analysis, it is important not to look at the Hartlib 

circle in isolation, and thus, one must explore how the epistolary nature of this 

network fits into the wider epistolary culture of the Republic of Letters. The 

seventeenth-century Republic of Letters is difficult to define, as it was not focused 

on one particular place or group. Carol Pal argues that it was “a heterogeneous, 

multi-faith, transnational and inclusive group fuelled by a shared desire to advance 

learning, and to discover the best pathway to knowledge”.13 Its members were a 

diverse set of theologians, poets, scientists, philosophers, linguists, doctors, tutors 

and statesmen. Thus, as Pal puts it, “the Republic of Letters was rather an 

impossible, ambitious, and inclusive ideal”.14 However, despite being an ideal, Anne 

Goldgar contends that certain broad features can be identified.15 She highlights that 

civility or politeness and others social techniques were used to create social 

cohesion in their activities.16 These activities included “the translation of Latin, 

Greek, and Hebrew texts ... Biblical exegesis and theological discussion; sharing 

information on scientific experiments ... lending, sending, and reviewing of books; 

                                            
11 Magnusson, Shakespeare and Social Dialogue, 21. 
12 Schneider, Culture of Epistolarity, 186. 
13 Pal, Republic of Women, 10. 
14 Pal, 10. 
15 Anne Goldgar, Impolite Learning: Conduct and Community in the Republic of Letters, 1680-1750 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 3. See also, Susan Dalton, Engendering the Republic of Letters: 
Reconnecting the Public and Private Spheres in Eighteenth-Century Europe (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, 2003), 7.  
16 Goldgar, 8.  
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and introducing and assisting other scholars”.17 These broad features resonate with 

the way the Hartlib circle worked. The clearest example of this is Hartlib’s 

Ephemerides (a collection of notes relating to a wide range of scientific, philosophical, 

medical and theological subjects between 1634 and 1660), as there are numerous 

examples of Hartlib mentioning theological discussion between members, collecting 

scientific experiments and sending books to various members.18 

 Where did intellectual women fit into this wider ideal? Pal’s pioneering 

model in Republic of Women shows that, despite limitations, female scholars were able 

to engage in the Republic of Letters in four key ways: correspondence, networking, 

publication and mentoring. She uses the term “networking” to emphasise how 

introductions were made between scholars. She includes letters of introduction and 

face-to-face encounters and emphasises the difficulty women faced in this regard, 

before giving examples of how some women worked around these issues. 19 I 

suggest that networking is not limited to the moment of introduction. In business 

terms, networking is described as the act of “build[ing] up and maintain[ing] 

relationships with people whose interests are similar or whose friendship could 

bring advantages”. 20  It is an activity that creates new connections, while also 

enhancing and strengthening these connections through engagement over time. The 

connection does not have to happen in one moment, nor does it have to happen 

face-to-face. Instead, in a network like the Hartlib circle, the emphasis was on 

continued correspondence with the intention of creating a working relationship 

(especially with Hartlib himself) to ensure that particular members received 

information that may have been of interest to them. Thus, I use the term rapport 

(and all the connotations of the term discussed above) to differentiate from Pal’s 

term networking for two reasons: 1) to focus on how connections were 

strengthened and consolidated over time; 2) to differentiate from the mathematical 

connotation of the term network that I used in the previous chapter.   

 Ranelagh developed a rapport with Hartlib by frequently sending 

information that interested him, anticipating that he would record it in his 

Ephemerides. The first instance of this was in 1648, when Ranelagh sent Hartlib a 

                                            
17 Pal, Republic of Women, 10. 
18 For example see: HP 29/5/95A, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1656, Part 4, September-December; HP 
28/2/9B, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1651, Part 1, January-April; HP 29/2/60A, Hartlib, Ephemerides 
1634, Part 6, late.  
19 Pal, Republic of Women, 17-9. 
20 Network HR. The Ultimate Business Dictionary. New York: Perseus, 2003, 217. 
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cure for kidney stones that suggested taking walnut kernels mixed with white wine.21 

As Greengrass notes, there are gaps in the surviving record from 1644 to 1647. This 

means that Ranelagh may have started sending information at an earlier date.22 

Between 1648 and 1659, there are 42 instances in which Hartlib recorded 

information in his Ephemerides mentioning Ranelagh. This shows a conscious effort 

on Ranelagh’s part to ensure that communication between the pair was continuous 

and, on Hartlib’s part, a genuine interest and trust in the information that Ranelagh 

was sending. As only one side of the correspondence remains, we cannot be certain 

that Hartlib was not soliciting information from Ranelagh, but the phrasing of 

Hartlib’s ephemera suggests that Ranelagh had control over the information: “The 

getting of a clover-seed out of the huske is done by a Mill. Lady Ranalagh can tell 

further of it”.23  

 Ranelagh’s agency and command of the conversation is also evident in their 

extant correspondence. She opens a 1658 letter by directing Hartlib towards the 

information she wants to share: “I will tell you a Relation about my Lord 

Middlesex”.24 She then proceeds to tell the story of how Lord Middlesex had been 

frequently visited by a ghost ever since he toasted the devil’s health. Once this story 

had been told, she interjects and continues to direct the conversation by stating that 

she has “Another Story I must relate to you before relating the story of a young 

scholar searching for a supernatural familiar”.25 It seems that Ranelagh was the main 

instigator, and this careful management of her interactions with Hartlib worked in 

her favour. We will see that by 1659, Hartlib was actively requesting material from 

Ranelagh, because of his knowledge of her expertise.  

 In Moore’s case, her first extant exchange with Hartlib occurred when she 

was travelling around the Low Countries in 1642. Moore originally travelled to the 

Continent to place her children in education under Voetius.26 After succeeding in 

this aim, rather than returning to England, she became loosely affiliated with 

Elizabeth of Bohemia’s entourage.27 Hartlib and his associates were interested in 

                                            
21 HP 31/22/33A-40B, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1648 Part 3, July-December. 
22 Greengrass, “An Intelligencer’s Workshop”, 52. 
23 HP 28/2/27A-36B, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1652, January-October.  
24 Lionel Cranfield, 3rd Earl of Middlesex (1625-1674), The Peerage.  
25 RB 3/6/3, Letter: Lady Ranelagh to Samuel Hartlib, 3 April 1658. 
26 The editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Gisbertus Voetius”. Encyclopaedia Britannica. 25 
September 2018.   
27 Ronald G. Asch, “Elizabeth, Princess [Elizabeth Stuart] (1596–1662), queen of Bohemia and 
electress palatine, consort of Frederick V”. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 25 Sep. 2018. 
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Elizabeth’s affairs as they saw her son (Karl Ludwig) as a Protestant figurehead, and 

desired to see him claim the Bohemian throne in the hopes that it would strengthen 

their Protestant missions. It was within this context that Moore wrote to Hartlib, 

and we can tell from the exchange that Moore trusted him wholeheartedly. In the 

very first sentence she signals their pre-existing and familiar acquaintance: “I often 

resolved to begg your assistance for the casting forth of our Churche (I cannot say a 

dumbe dogg but truly) a barking kurr whos breath is poisonous and companie 

contageous to thos that heare him willingly”.28 Moore breaks into a highly colloquial 

mode, assuming familiarity. Her writing shows all the hallmarks of a high degree of 

rapport, as the interaction is loosely structured, evidenced by her lack of formulaic 

deferential opening — this letter begins without salutation — and she is 

comfortable expressing dissent. This second point is extremely important; the 

“barking kurr” she criticised was Dr Johnson, Elizabeth of Bohemia’s chaplain. But, 

because of her rapport with Hartlib, Moore did not fear openly criticising an official 

member of the Queen’s court. In fact, it was through their mutual interest in the 

Queen of Bohemia that Moore and Hartlib were able to consolidate their rapport: 

Moore continuously updated Hartlib on the Queen’s unstable situation while she 

was travelling around the Low Countries between 1642 and 1645.29  

 Overall, the building of rapport with Hartlib through sharing information 

was an important model within the network. It allowed members to build a working 

relationship with its central hub. This information was then used by Hartlib as a way 

of learning who would be interested in what material, impacting on how 

dissemination occurred. Once established, this rapport, combined with the 

knowledge that Hartlib would disseminate material sent to him, influenced not only 

on how Ranelagh and Moore wrote their letters, but also on how these letters were 

circulated and received.   

 

Lady Ranelagh’s Transmutation History 

 

 A good example of Ranelagh drawing on her rapport with a recipient in 

order to ensure dissemination of her letters is her engagement in the genre 

                                                                                                                      
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-8638. 
 
28 HP 21/5/1A-2B, Letter, Dorothy Moore to Samuel Hartlib, 24 August 1642. 
29 For example see: HP 21/5/3A-4B, Letter, Dorothy Moore to Samuel Hartlib, 17 March 1643. 
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identified by William Newman as the transmutation history.30 This genre is made up 

of accounts that argue for the existence of the philosopher’s stone. Newman 

highlights that it was “filled with verifiable dates, locations, and other circumstantial 

evidence” intended to counter doubt by discussing “genuine demonstrations”.31 

Lawrence Principe adds that many of the texts “are painstakingly precise, noting 

exact times, places, persons, (often of rank or station) in attendance, the quantity of 

Gold or Silver produced and so forth”.32 They focus on the proliferation of greed, 

emphasising how the aspiring adepts use up most of their elixir by trying to multiply 

it, before wasting the rest and slipping into poverty.33 Early examples of this genre 

include Ewald de Hoghelande’s Historiae aliquot transmutationis metallicae (1604), 

Michael Sendivogius’ Novum lumen chemicum (1604), Pierre Borel’s Trésor de recherches et 

antiquitez gauloises (1655) and Eirenaeus Philoponos Philalethes’ The Marrow of 

Alchemy, part 1 (1654) and by the middle of the century it had become a popular 

genre among intellectuals, especially those within the Hartlib circle.34 For these 

members, the philosopher’s stone and alchemy in general were not seen as a 

fantastical, baseless branch of science, but as a serious scientific endeavour with 

potential medical benefits, evidenced by Hartlib’s hope that the philosopher’s stone 

could cure the stone.35   

 The group’s interest in the philosopher’s stone may have been sparked by 

George Starkey (the actual author of The Marrow of Alchemy), who had been 

introduced to the Hartlib circle around 1650.36 Starkey made a positive impression 

on many members including Hartlib, Benjamin Worsley and Robert Boyle. By 1653 

copies of his alchemical text entitled, Sir George Riplye’s Epistle to King Edward Unfolded 

had begun circulating around the network.37 It was also around this time that 

Benjamin Worsley and Fredrick Clodius began to have debates on the various 

approaches to transmutational alchemy and Clodius began to copy and circulate 

                                            
30 See also DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 105-9. 
31 William R. Newman, Gehennical Fire: The Lives of George Starkey, an American Alchemist in the Scientific 
Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 4.   
32 Lawrence M. Principe, The Aspiring Adept: Robert Boyle and his Alchemical Quest (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2000), 93. 
33 Newman, Gehennical Fire, 7. 
34 Ewald de Hoghelande, Historiae aliquot transmutationis metallicae ... pro defensione alchymiae contra hostium 
rabiem (Cologne, 1604); Pierre Borel Trésor de recherches et antiquitez gauloises ... (Paris: Augustin Courbe, 
1655); Eirenaeus Philoponos Philalethes, The Marrow of Alchemy, part 1 (London: Ed. Brewster, 1654). 
For more on Sendivogius see, Newman, Gehennical Fire, 6-7. 
35 Principe, The Aspiring Adept, 8-10; HP 7/7/1A-8B, Copy Letter in Scribal Hand ?, Hartlib to John 
Winthrop the Younger, 16 March 1660. 
36 Newman and Principe, Alchemy Tried in the Fire, 8-9. 
37 Newman and Principe, 214.  
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alchemical texts, including preparing a copy of the Epistolae philosophicae and Statuta 

philosoporum incognitorum for Boyle.38 Furthermore, by the time Ranelagh engaged in 

this debate, both Sendivogius’ Novum lumen chemicum and Starkey’s The Marrow of 

Alchemy had been printed and were circulating around the Hartlib circle. In an 

Ephemerides entry in 1655 Hartlib demonstrates his awareness of Sendivogius, before 

questioning whether he was an adept: 

Mons. Shaum knew Sendivogius Servant familiarly who told 
him how horribly hee was afflicted with the Gout without any 
remedy in so much that hee fel into fits of blaspheming of God 
etc. From whence hee concluded that hee never had the Stone. 
But hee caused another who had really the tincture to bee 
hanged.39  

Instead, Hartlib invested his belief in the authenticity of an Irish physician named 

Dr Butler. Members of the network believed that Dr Butler had the philosopher’s 

stone and had promised to teach its secret to another Irishman named Higgins in 

return for his service. However, it was believed that when the time came for Butler 

to share his secrets, he double-crossed Higgins and kept the secret for himself. 

 Hartlib’s interest in Butler’s story can be traced back to his investigation of 

old druidic culture and the subsequent hereditary medical families of Ireland 

because of the alchemist Jan Baptista Van Helmont’s commendation of them in 

1650:  

And some are of opinion that Ireland hath produced as many 
good and real Physitians as that Country. Indeed in all the great 
families of Ireland there hath beene comonly one that hath 
beene a Physitian. And they have many rare Receipts from them 
which by way of Tradition are preserved and imparted from 
one family to another. Helmond speakes much in comendation 
of the Irish Physitians.40   

In 1652, Hartlib wrote two important entries in his Ephemerides regarding Butler. In 

the first he stated that “Butler being taken prisoner he learnd the Alcahest the 

Philosopher’s stone”, while in the second he recorded that “Colonel Dillon an Irish-

man-Papist he told him of Higgens of Limbrick that being Butler’s man should have 

                                            
38 Newman and Principe, 262. For more on Worsley and Clodius’ debates see Newman and Principe, 
249-52. 
39 HP 29/5/29A-42B, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1655, Part 3, 21 April - 13 August. 
40 HP 28/1/60B-71A, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1650, Part 3, May-October. 
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gotten all Butler’s Arcana”. 41  Between 1652 and 1659 there is no recorded 

information about Butler, but it is possible that the proliferation of alchemical texts 

reinvigorated interest in Butler’s story. Just one month before Ranelagh sent her 

letter on the topic, both John Beale and Robert Wood wrote to Hartlib with 

information on Butler’s son.42 Wood wrote to Hartlib on 21 March 1659: “I heare 

there is one Mr. Butler (son to one Dr. Butler of Ireland ... now living at Galoway, I 

have wrot to him ... to the tenor of what you desire & what answer he returnes shall 

be transmitted to you”.43  By this stage Ranelagh had built up a solid rapport with 

Hartlib regarding the sharing of medical information, and it is likely that Hartlib 

approached her because of her upbringing in Ireland and knowledge of Colonel 

Dillon (the man who told Clodius about Higgins, Butler’s servant).44 Furthermore, 

because of this rapport, Ranelagh knew how Hartlib would respond if she answered 

him.  

 It is likely that Ranelagh knew of the information circulating around the 

Hartlib circle, as she drew on their interest in Higgins and Butler, and constructed 

her narrative around pre-existing material. She used Higgins as her first-hand 

source, while also recording how Butler was taken prisoner, thus ensuring that the 

narrative would have resonated with Hartlib and his colleagues. However, as she 

was drawing on a first-hand oral source she had to carefully structure the narrative 

to emphasise her own authority as writer and Higgins’ authority as reliable witness.45  

 At the start of the narrative, Ranelagh states that her father told her “that 

[Butler] was a poore Glouers sonn, who liued neere Bandon bridg in Ireland in 

                                            
41 HP 28/2/27A-36B, Hartlib, Ephemerides 1652 Part 1, 1 January - 7 October 1652. It is likely Van 
Helmont was also praising Butler as elsewhere he also wrote about meeting Butler and suggested that 
he possessed the universal medicine. For more on this see: Georgiana D. Hedesan, An Alchemical 
Quest for Universal Knowledge: The Christian Philosophy of Jan Baptist Van Helmont (1579-1644) (London: 
Routledge, 2016), 30-1. 
42 HP 33/1/48A-49B, Letter, Robert Wood to Hartlib, 21 March 1659; HP 51/76A-81B, John Beale 
to Hartlib, 11 March 1659. 
43 HP 33/1/48A-49B, Letter, Robert Wood to Hartlib, 21 March 1659. 
44 Ranelagh knew Sir James Dillon from her time being besieged in Athlone Castle in 1642. It is likely 
that Sir James Dillon and Colonel Dillon are the same person as James Dillon was made a colonel of 
the Leinster confederate army before being placed in charge of his own regiment in the French army. 
See Elaine Murphy. “Dillon, Sir James”. Dictionary of Irish Biography. (ed.) James McGuire, James 
Quinn. Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2009. 
(http://dib.cambridge.org/viewReadPage.do?articleId=a2601) 
 In a letter to her father dated 26 October 1642, Ranelagh stated how Dillon ensured her safe 
passage from Athlone to Dublin even though he was the one leading the siege on the castle. See 
Lady Ranelagh to Roger Boyle, 1st Earl of Cork, 26 October 1642, NLI Ms 43266/ 20.   
45 Letter, Lady Ranelagh to Hartlib, 5 April 1659, Osb. Document 38. For a transcription of the letter 
— see appendix B1.   
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which Country this man was borne”.46 Here, she is drawing on her late father’s 

authority as the Earl of Cork to assert that Butler was from the same Irish county as 

Ranelagh, albeit a neighbouring town that was one of her father’s landholdings (see 

Figure 2.1 for the proximity of Youghal to Bandon-Bridge).47 She then follows this 

up with the assertion that she heard all the information that follows first-hand from 

the reliable Daniel Higgins, “an Irish man & a Physitian”. 48  Through the 

combination of these two statements Ranelagh was able to assert herself as the key 

authority on the subject: as a fellow countrywoman of Butler’s, and a fellow 

countrywoman of Higgins’. She was also the only person to have reliable 

information on both Butler’s roots and his encounter with Higgins. Merely 

mentioning her father and Higgins was not enough, and so, Ranelagh also included 

circumstantial evidence, her father’s actions and defence of Higgins to ensure her 

authority was not challenged. 

Figure 2.1: Map of Cork with Youghal, Bandon-Bridge and Baltimore highlighted.49   

 

                                            
46 Osb. Document 38. Bandon is a town south-west of Cork city that was founded during the 
Munster Plantation.  
47 For more on Richard Boyle and Bandon see, Keith Pluymers, “‘Priates’ and the Problems of 
Plantation in Seventeenth-Century Ireland”, in Governing the Sea in the Early Modern Era, ed. Peter 
Mancall and Carole Shammas (San Marino, CA: Huntington Library, 2015), 84.  
48 Letter, Lady Ranelagh to Hartlib, 5 April 1659, Osb. Document 38. 
49 Herman Moll, The World Described; or A New and Correct Sett of Maps (1715). Accessed via David 
Rumsey Historical Map Collection. Date accessed: 19 July 2017. 
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 While she only mentions her father once, she evokes his authority 

throughout, by implicitly weaving in his activities and knowledge of events in 

Ireland.  By having Butler “taken by some Pirats belonging to the [Barbary] coasts”, 

Ranelagh was tying her narrative into the ongoing cultural fear of Barbary pirates 

and implicitly suggesting that Butler was a victim of the greatest example of Barbary 

corsairing to affect Ireland: the attack on Baltimore in June 1631.  

 In June 1631, Algerian corsairs, led by Jan Jensen (who was Dutch by birth, 

but had converted to Islam in the mid-1610s) attacked Baltimore in the dead of the 

night, targeting an area known as the cove.50 Very little is known about the attack 

itself, aside from a report written from Kinsale three days after the event. In this 

report the author states that: 

On the 20th day of June, betwixt the hours of one and two in 
the morning, they landed their men, who divided themselves, 
some to one house and some to another, and soo on a suddaine 
surprised all the houses on that part of the towne, which is 
called the Cove, to the number of 26, And carried with them 
young and old out of their beds, to the number of 100 persons, 
and two they killed.51 

We know that most of the victims ended up being slaves in Algiers due to a report 

from James Frizell (a consul based in the city), which stated that of the 390 captives 

in Algiers, “89 of them are Women & Children taken lately from Baltamore”.52 By 

implicitly referencing this attack, Ranelagh was able to invoke her father’s authority, 

as he was known to have been politically active in the events leading up to the raid 

and was especially active in its aftermath. In February 1631, just four months before 

the raid, Ranelagh’s father wrote to Lord Dorchester, the Secretary of State in 

London, to pass on an intelligence report that “the Islamist forces of the Turkish 

empire were about to launch a huge invasion through one of the ports of south-

western Ireland” and argued that the ports of this region “should not be left 

unguarded for Turks to lay eggs in”.53 Ekin argues that Boyle believed the larger 

ports of Cork or Kinsale were the targets, but it is clear that his intelligence was 

                                            
50 Des Ekin, The Stolen Village: Baltimore and the Barbary Pirates (Dublin: O’Brien Press, 2006), 17-21. 
See also, Henry Barnby, “The Sack of Baltimore”, Journal of the Cork Historical and Archaeological Society 
74 (1969): 111-19 and Pluymers, “‘Priates’ and the Problems of Plantation”, 79-108. 
51 National Archives, SP 63/252.  
52 Nabil Matar, Britain and Barbary, 1589-1689 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2005), 54; 
TNA, SP 71/1/151. 
53 Ekin, Stolen Village, 74; Chatsworth House, Cork Mss 19/2/31, The Letter Book of Richard Boyle.  
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somewhat accurate.54 In the aftermath of the event, Cork wrote to the Privy Council 

asking them to investigate ways to free the captives and followed this up the 

following February when he wrote a six-page report in which he placed the blame 

for the raid on Captain Hooke and Sir Thomas Button, before stating that he had 

heard reports that the Turks had planned a larger-scale attack to occur the following 

year, an attack that never materialised.55 As Ranelagh was living in Ireland at the 

time of the raid, she would have heard about it from her father, and thus, subtly 

incorporated her knowledge of the event into the narrative, especially the points 

that could be attributed to her father in order to strengthen the circumstantial 

evidence and her authority as writer.  

 Throughout the narrative, Ranelagh also ensured that Higgins was 

constantly seen as an admirable, and thus, reliable character. The clearest example of 

this is how she sidesteps the issues surrounding service. Butler volunteers his service 

upon the promise to be taught the alchemist’s secrets. Service in this context could 

be said to mean “voluntary or unpaid assistance lent to another person”, willingly 

chosen and upon the provision of certain requirements being met.56 Ranelagh was 

careful to explicitly assert as much when she stated, “that to get the skil of that great 

secret from him Higgins was content to become his seruant & he entertained him 

upon the condition of teaching him his skil”.57 Furthermore, the terms of the 

contract were an important inclusion, as there was a real fear surrounding the 

trustworthiness of servants. Elizabeth Rivlin argues that service carried 

connotations of performance, and thus, “the performance might conceal the intent 

of that individual, a fact which meant that practitioners of service were open to 

charges of duplicity and inauthenticity”.58 There are several examples of this in the 

drama of the time, including Caliban in The Tempest, who plots with Stephano and 

Trinculo to steal Prospero’s books and “batter his skull, or paunch him with a 

stake” and Mephistopheles in Doctor Faustus, who continuously manipulates his new 

master throughout the play.59 Because of this potential duplicity and Ranelagh’s 

need for Higgins to be a reliable narrator, he could not be seen to be betraying his 
                                            
54 Ekin, 74. 
55 National Archive, SP 11/2/1632.  
56 Elizabeth Rivlin, “Service and Servants in Early Modern English Culture to 1660”, Journal of Early 
Modern Studies 4 (2015): 19.  
57 Letter, Lady Ranelagh to Hartlib, 5 April 1659, Osb. Document 38. 
58 Rivlin, “Service and Servants”, 20. 
59 William Shakespeare, The Tempest, ed. Virginia Vaughan and Alden Vaughan (London: Arden, 
2011): 3:2:71-86; Christopher Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, in The Complete Plays, ed. Frank Romany and 
Robert Lindsey (London: Penguin, 2003): scene 5. 
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master. Thus, Ranelagh emphasised that Butler clearly broke the terms of his 

contract before Higgins spied on him:  

Higgins who presently suspected why he was sent of this arrent 
[sic: errand] told him he knew it was to rid of him whilst he 
should doe his great worke minded him what condition he 
came to him upon. But Buttler swore many oaths that that was 
not his Ayme in sending him & to secure ^him^ from his feares 
swore to him that he would not worke til hee returned ... 
[Butler] ^at^ his vsual houre came thether & set to worke 
Higgins seeing him al the while prepareing his siluer to receiue 
the tincture & then goe to a box he had & there in a litle paper 
which he opened he saw the Powder.60  

Thus, even though Higgins spied on his master, Ranelagh ensured that his 

honourable status would be maintained, as Higgins reverted to being the reliable 

“Physitian” as soon as Butler’s duplicity became apparent. She simultaneously 

protected his reputation by ensuring that the act of spying took place in a contested 

space and she was clear to stress that Higgins had the implicit permission of the 

owner of the inn: “haueing prepared his Hostess to let him in when he should come 

& place him in a litle roome thorough the partition whereof he had made a hole by 

which hee could looke into his Masters workeing roome”.61 This permission is then 

emphasised by the Hostess “prou[ing] true” to Higgins when being interrogated by 

Butler. While some readers might have mistrusted Higgins because of his 

willingness to spy on his master, their fears are counteracted by Butler’s duplicitous 

actions alongside the hostess’s support of Higgins, ensuring the reliability of the 

narrative.   

 Ranelagh’s narrative had the desired effect: Hartlib included it in a letter that 

made several references to adepts and the philosopher’s stone. The inclusion of 

Ranelagh’s narrative in this letter from Hartlib to John Winthrop the Younger dated 

16 March 1660 shows that it was being engaged with in an intellectual way and her 

ideas were being accepted and integrated into the wider discourse. Thus, because of 

her rapport with Hartlib, Ranelagh had successfully tapped into the information that 

ensured the material’s reception. Her decision to root her authority in her 

knowledge of Ireland also paid off as Hartlib explicitly referred to this connection 

when promoting the letter: “I have sent you a copy of a true relation concerning the 
                                            
60 Letter, Lady Ranelagh to Hartlib, 5 April 1659, Osb. Document 38. 
61 Letter, Lady Ranelagh to Hartlib, 5 April 1659, Osb. Document 38; for more on the inn as a 
contested space see Will McMorran, The Inn and the Traveller: Digressive Topographies in the Early Modern 
European Novel (Oxford: European Humanities Research Centre, 2002).  
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famous Buttler written unto me by a most incomparable lady (Viscountess 

Ranalaugh) of an Irish extraction”.62 

 A letter from Henry Oldenburg further suggests the impact this narrative 

had on Ranelagh’s reputation. While Oldenburg does not explicitly mention Lady 

Ranelagh, he wrote to Hartlib on the 30 April 1659 to thank him for a relation 

“concerning the Irish Butler”. As this letter is only 25 days after Ranelagh sent her 

letter to Hartlib, it is highly probable that Oldenburg was one of the first people to 

whom Hartlib circulated a scribal copy. If this is the case, then it is an example of a 

positive reception of the material: “I ... am very glad of the punctuall relation, you 

haue communicated unto me by your last”.63 We can read Oldenburg’s response 

according to the meaning of the word “punctuall”: “meticulously attentive to detail 

in action or speech; exhaustively methodical or exact; precise, accurate”, which 

means that not only was Ranelagh’s decision to root her authority in her connection 

to Ireland celebrated, but so too was her understanding of the genre and attention 

to detail.64  

 As well as its circulation during Ranelagh’s lifetime, this letter also has an 

interesting afterlife, which shows that at least one copy of Ranelagh’s letter was kept 

with Van Helmont’s material on Butler.65 Overall, these instances of circulation are 

                                            
62 HP 7/7/1A-8B, Copy Letter in Scribal Hand ?, Hartlib to John Winthrop the Younger, 16 March 
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a good example of the benefits of Ranelagh tapping into the rapport she had with 

Hartlib in order to pre-empt how best to present material to him. In this case, 

Ranelagh knew that the rapport existed and it is important to contrast this with an 

instance where she needed to confirm rapport with her recipient.  

 

Lady Ranelagh’s Millenarian letters  

 

 When we look beyond Hartlib, we see that both Moore and Ranelagh had to 

be proactive in determining and building rapport. Between 20 October 1656 and 19 

February 1657, Ranelagh sent five letters (that survive as extracts in scribal form) to 

an unknown addressee, whose identity I will establish before returning to the 

concept of rapport in this series of letters. Throughout this series, Ranelagh 

presented a passionate and well-developed argument in which she highlighted the 

dangers of relying on, and working with, members of the state in order to achieve 

international Protestant unity. She claimed that public officials could not be relied 

upon, as they were willing to use political and military aggression to achieve their 

aims, which she believed did more harm than good. Connolly observes that 

Ranelagh spoke “to the irony of the fact that whilst John Dury was in Europe 

proposing closer working relationships between Protestant churches, a number of 

the countries with whose churches he was negotiating were teetering on the edge of 

warfare”. 66  Furthermore, through reference to Sweden’s invasion of the 

commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania in 1655 and the bloodshed it caused, Ranelagh 

asserted that those willing to use military force have “committed their power to the 

Beast of the Apocalypse, and that they use their powers rather as Deputies of the 

Prince of Darkness”.67 By stressing the blood already spilled and by aligning military 

power with the millenarian second coming, Ranelagh emphasised the degree to 

which violence was not a weapon that furthers God’s mission, but rather that of the 

devil. Overall, her key message throughout these letters was that salvation would 

only be possible once “all people abandoned political ambition, resolving to rely on 

                                                                                                                      
principles of the magnum opus, or great work of alchemical re-construction, and some account of the spiritual chemistry 
(London: George Redway, 1888), 168-9.        
66 Connolly, “Women’s Knowledge”, 154. 
67 HP 39/2/56B, Copy Extracts: Lady Ranelagh, In German, 31 December 1656. Original translation 
by Ruth Connolly; revised by Kirsten Rieben. I would like to thank Dr Ruth Connolly for kindly 
sharing these translations with me. Also, For more on Sweden’s invasion see Ingvar Anderson, A 
History of Sweden (Stockholm: Anglo-Swedish Literary Foundation, 1962), 197-9.  
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God alone rather than on carnal and mortal means of salvation derived from 

constant and fickle changes of government”.68  

 

Establishing the Recipient’s Identity  

 

 Regularly in each of the letters, Ranelagh felt compelled to ensure that 

rapport remained strong before expanding on her political and religious opinions. 

While the recipient is unspecified, there are hints to Benjamin Worsley’s identity 

throughout the letters and these traces can help us establish the level of rapport that 

Ranelagh and Worsley shared. We know from the opening line of the letter dated, 

19 February 1657, that her addressee, like Ranelagh, lived in Dublin at the time the 

letter was sent: “[You] told me news about D.H.69 that I had not heard yet, even 

though we live in the same place”.70 This narrows down the number of possibilities: 

several members of the Hartlib circle (including Robert Wood, Benjamin Worsley 

and Miles Symner) were known to have been living in Dublin at this time.  

 It is only when we combine this evidence with one other key indicator that 

Worsley emerges as the likeliest candidate. In the letter dated 3 November 1656, 

Ranelagh references the ‘Invisible College’. Not much is known about this group, 

except that it was likely established in 1646 and that it revolved around Robert 

Boyle’s interest in natural philosophy.71  The majority of evidence for the college’s 

existence comes from Boyle’s own correspondence; he uses the phrase in letters to 

his former tutors Isaac Marcombes and Francis Tallents, while Hartlib uses the 

phrase when writing to Boyle. From these letters, we know that, although the 

interests of this college resonated with the Hartlib circle, Hartlib himself did not 

seem to have been a member. This is clear from a letter dated 8 May 1647 in which 

Boyle states: “you interest yourself so much in the Invisible College”, suggesting 

that Hartlib was enquiring about the Invisible College. If so, it was unlikely that he 

was involved.72 Aside from these references, all other information is speculative. 

The key hypothesis is Charles Webster’s “New Light on the Invisible College the 

Social Relations of English Science in the Mid-Seventeenth Century”. Here, 
                                            
68 Connolly, “A wise and godly Sybilla”, 295. 
69 This is likely a reference to Georg Horne, a German scholar and correspondent of Samuel Hartlib. 
See Connolly, “A wise and godly Sybilla”, 295. 
70  HP 39/2/60A-61B, Copy Extract, Lady Ranelagh, In German, 19 February 1657. Original 
translation by Ruth Connolly; revised by Kirsten Rieben. 
71 Webster, “New Light on the Invisible College”, 19. 
72 Letter, Boyle to Hartlib, 8 May 1647. See Hunter et al., I, 58-60. 
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Webster suggests that the group was comprised of “Anglo-Irish intellectuals 

associated with the Boyle family”, who were “dedicat[ed] to the reconquest, 

settlement and exploitation of Ireland”.73 In his opinion, the members included 

Boyle, Benjamin Worsley, Arnold and Gerard Boate and Lady Ranelagh. He argues 

for Worsley’s involvement based on his burgeoning friendship with Boyle, his 

residence in London in 1647 and his interests in experimental chemistry, suggesting 

that “it is improbable that any candidate will be found who fits the role demanded 

by the Invisible College as well as Worsley himself”.74 Despite this evidence being 

speculative, it suggests that, when Ranelagh asks “to hear something of the news 

regarding your Invisible College”, she is writing to Worsley, especially when we also 

consider the fact that he was the only possible member of the Invisible College 

living in Dublin at the time these letters were sent.75  

 This becomes more probable when we consider Thomas Leng’s argument 

that, in the mid-1650s, Worsley had a religious awakening and believed that “great 

changes were afoot”.76 In 1655, Worsley had written to Hartlib arguing against the 

possibility of Protestants fighting against the papacy in a holy war, instead advising 

“following, rather than running, before the Voice of God in Providence”.77 This 

resonated with Ranelagh, who also advocated for a non-violent approach, and it 

chimes with her calling her recipient “a servant of all the churches of Christ” in the 

first letter in the series.78 Furthermore, the political issues discussed in Ranelagh’s 

letters were possibly discussed between the pair at a later date. This echoes a letter 

dated 20 April 1659. Worsley wrote to “a Lady”, who Leng thinks to be Lady 

Ranelagh. Here, he discussed the conditions he felt necessary for religious liberty to 

thrive: 

And indeed so [sic] thinke that Darckenesse, Wickednesse, 
Oppression, euill, unrightes, lyes, falsehood, covetiusnesse, 
Death, payne, misery, wayling, lamentation, Bondage, cruelty, 
deformity, desquiett and trouble: shall all of them have an end; 
shall all of them have an end together; And that the end of them 
all is really et truly already at hand. And to thinke, that after they 
are dead, they shall never rise againe to reigne any more for euer 
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et euer, and to thinke, wee shall see the fullfilling of these things 
in part even our selves in these ^our^ dayes, I say are no small 
Consideration to arme us both with Patience et with Courage.79 

Straight away, similarities can be seen between Ranelagh’s letter of 19 February and 

Worsley’s of 20 April. Both Ranelagh and Worsley discuss the millenarian second 

coming, highlight the evil and wickedness that society has to move away from, 

express hope and emphasise the courage needed to continue. Furthermore, in this 

letter, Worsley states that he was “no lesse glad Madam to heare that the Lord 

keepes his people in a wayting expecting confident frame of Spirit upon him”, 

suggesting that this was not the first time these correspondents were having this 

discussion but that this was the continuation of a longer, ongoing discussion.80   

 Were Worsley to be the recipient, this would account for the letters’ 

reception and dissemination. Ranelagh built up rapport with Worsley throughout 

the 1640s and early 1650s, and she would have also known that he was interested in 

these debates, because of the letter he had sent to Hartlib in 1655. Considering the 

millenarian and politically charged beliefs that Ranelagh wished to discuss, it is no 

surprise she wanted to ensure that epistolary rapport was firmly established before 

proceeding with her central argument.  

 

Re-establishing Rapport with Benjamin Worsley  

 

 In the first of the extracts to her correspondent, Ranelagh uses what 

Magnusson describes as positive politeness as a way to build up favour and rapport. 

She begins by being deferential, praising her recipient as “a servant of all the 

churches of Christ” and “a witness for this generation”, before calling on him to 

have the strength to continue his work.81 She ends the short letter by explicitly 

asking for his support and approval, while carefully asserting that she does not wish 

to be a burden on his time:  

And inasmuch You see something wherein, in that respect, you 
might awaken me to love and good works, I beg you to be 
reassured that I do not intend to always [require?] your constant 

                                            
79 HP 33/2/13A-B, Letter Worsley to Lady [Ranelagh]?, 20 April 1659; Leng, Benjamin Worsley (1618-
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and frequent encouragements as one of the greatest obligations 
that you can visit upon her who wishes to be found worthy.82 

Here, Ranelagh was requesting support for her belief that “the great part of the 

world” was indulging in the carnal pleasures and “pursuit of self-interest” in life, 

rather than striving for the glorified senses of heaven. By surrounding this core idea 

with deferential platitudes and an explicit request for guidance, Ranelagh was using 

the letter to probe her recipient. Her aim was to ensure that she had a good enough 

rapport to expand on her main point in a later letter. When one combines this with 

the next in the series, it becomes clear that she was simultaneously seeking approval 

as a way to ensure that their correspondence continued.  

 In The Culture of Epistolarity, Gary Schneider argues that “the typical mode of 

epistolary exchange consisted of a standard reciprocal pattern”.83 However, for a 

variety of reasons, this pattern of one sending a letter after one has been received 

did not always occur, resulting in the formation of new epistolary practices. These 

conventions were designed to help correspondents judge whether epistolary 

continuity was ongoing or not. Schneider contends that the habits of dating letters 

and inscribing the sender’s location were designed to help the correspondent 

determine continuity and they became an integral part of epistolary communication. 

They helped the recipients to calculate the length of time a letter took to arrive, 

which helped them determine whether there had been a delay.84 In most instances, 

the sender did not know whether his/her letter was successfully delivered and so 

“in order for the awaiting correspondent to determine if epistolary silence was 

intentional or due to the defects of the postal system, a correspondent might write 

again using language that referred to epistolary (dis)continuity”.85 We can see this in 

Ranelagh’s second extract. Two weeks later and not having received a reply, a 

follow-up letter referred to this discontinuity.  

 Ranelagh opens this extract with an admonitory tone, expressing her shock 

at having not received a reply: “When I consider your Christian affection for me, I 

could little have imagined that I should have been two months without hearing a 

word from you”. In the second clause of this sentence, she expertly balances this 

warning with self-abnegation so as not to overly offend her correspondent: “or that 
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I would have had cause to take my own unworthiness into consideration in never 

expecting a letter”. Through this act of offsetting her admonishment of her 

correspondent with self-repudiation she creates a space in which she can use 

empirical enquiry to understand the epistolary delay: “I want to regard your silence 

as a new experiment, out of which I learn”. She uses this test to introduce the 

language of epistolary discontinuity in an attempt to defend herself and explain the 

gap in correspondence: “as long as we continue in the body, all agreeable 

conversation can easily be interrupted, ended through the use of the wrong word, or 

a mistake of memory, or some pressing business”. She then asserts her belief in her 

correspondent’s innocence before presenting herself as inconsolable in order to 

force the correspondent to reply:  

Nevertheless, I think to myself that I cannot cast my suspicions, that I 
should have been excluded from your thoughts for all this time, or absent 
from your prayers and perhaps I have received some kind of benefit in that I 
was in your thoughts and prayers and remained in them, even if I do not feel 
it now.86    

Throughout, Ranelagh’s main concern was that epistolary delay had become 

epistolary silence. The nuanced attempt to incite a reply was, in Magnusson’s terms, 

“used to manage the risk involved in verbal encounters where relative status [was] 

ambiguous and to diffuse potential hostility”. 87  By stating that their previous 

correspondence had been “agreeable”, Ranelagh was stressing that she was not 

instigating a conversation, reminding her correspondent of these conversations in 

order to highlight them as a topic to return to if communication resumed. 

 Ranelagh ends the letter by being deferential, thanking Worsley for his 

previous kindness before explicitly requesting that the lines of communication be 

re-opened: 

And I know that if I am not in your thoughts, that you have 
raised them to better objects, in which case I think of you even 
more highly for that than I do for the kindness that you have 
bestowed on me. I still wish with gladness to express my 
friendship for you and would be pleased, at your convenience, 
to hear something of the news.88   
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Although all that survives is Ranelagh’s half of the correspondence, we know from 

the extract dated 31 December 1656 that communication was restored.  

 She starts this third extract by tallying all those received from her 

correspondent since her last:   

With the last post I received the very first letter that I have 
received from you since our last farewell and I received two at 
the same time, one from the 9th and the other from the 22nd. I 
also understood from it that I had missed the 3rd one and sent 
immediately to the post office to inquire for it, but up to this 
point I have not been able to discover more about it.89 

This is a clear example of the rhetorical strategy used to re-establish epistolary 

continuity and Ranelagh employs this technique for several reasons. She was 

confirming that communication had reopened and rapport had been restored. She 

was also drawing on the failings of postal systems itself as a way to apologise for her 

own delay. By stating that she had only received his two letters in the last post, she 

was assuring her correspondent that she had replied at the earliest possible 

opportunity, despite the two-month gap between her letters. This was a commonly 

used technique, according to Schneider, who asserted that blaming “the 

mechanisms of the post allowed one to write again, outside of the contract of 

reciprocity, with the goal of sustaining communication”.90 This, in turn, would help 

restore rapport. If postal systems were blamed for the gap in correspondence, the 

correspondents could pick up where they left off without needing to re-establish 

their connection.  

 It was only once Ranelagh assured her recipient that rapport was still strong 

between the pair that she moved on to address the content of her correspondent’s 

letters:  

I am sorry to hear from your latest letter that you are burdened 
with such great pains. However, as the Lord says, there is no 
better Cordial for that than to be diligent and faithful in the 
service of Him who not only has suffered more for us than we 
have suffered for Him 91   
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Here, she is acknowledging the reason for the original epistolary delay —his illness 

— before using shared religion to offer support and move the conversation towards 

the topic she hinted at in the first letter of the series. She combines the medical 

language of recipes and cordials with the religious language of service to reassert her 

belief that the way in which her correspondent can overcome his latest troubles is to 

be the “servant of all the churches of Christ” that she believed him to be.92  

 The fourth extract, written two weeks later, confirms this rapport had been 

solidified and shows that Ranelagh was now aware that her opinions were being 

favourably received:   

Since my last letter, I admit that I have received four letters 
from you with different enclosures, which gives me adequate 
assurance that God has found me a place in your generous 
thoughts, although I must admit that I have no title or 
pretension to that, but it is only through His mercy that your 
Christian love turns to me.93 

Again, Ranelagh continues to be deferential. Unlike the previous extract, she does 

not refer to any other epistolary material from the four letters that she had received 

as a way to open up the discussion. This shows a lessening of formulaic deference 

and greater comfort with her correspondent. Now, Ranelagh uses the personal 

pronoun to assert her belief that disputes between the various denominations of 

Protestantism were distracting preachers from their real mission:  

I am amazed about the dispute between the authorities and 
preachers in religious matters and that they should still argue for 
so long without knowing any end, when their indisputable duty 
consists in the practice of their great work, through which, 
should they be found faithful therein, they might obtain greater 
clarity and revelation, which will enlighten them as to their 
disputable rights, which they would not be able to achieve 
through hotheadedness, when they hurt and wound each other 
with quarrelling and anger.94    

Ranelagh suggests that to force a particular form of worship upon a person would 

not help God’s mission in the long run as “conscience will lead a believer to the 

form of worship appropriate to the degree of light they receive from God”.95 She 

                                            
92  HP 39/2/56A-59B, Copy Extracts, Lady Ranelagh, In German. 20 October 1656. Original 
translation by Ruth Connolly; revised by Kirsten Rieben.  
93  HP 39/2/56A-59B, Copy Extracts, Lady Ranelagh, In German. 14 January 1657. Original 
translation by Ruth Connolly; revised by Kirsten Rieben. 
94 HP 39/2/56A-59B, 14 January 1657. 
95 Connolly, “A wise and godly Sybilla”, 291.  
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concludes by advocating a more tolerationist approach, defending herself from a 

backlash by exploiting what Daybell identifies as “assumptions of female intellectual 

inferiority in order to project an aura of vulnerability and humility96:” 

These are but my own foolish thoughts, that I wanted to 
express to a good friend whose love will hopeful [sic] excuse 
their weakness and hold them to be good.97    

It is only after this that she engages with specific aspects of their ongoing 

communication, thanking her correspondent for two books received and inquiring 

after mutual associates. Thus, Ranelagh structured the narrative with the astuteness 

she showed when constructing the transmutation history she sent to Hartlib in 

1659. She wrote this letter so that her argument could be excerpted and circulated 

independently of the rest, in that the information she deemed important to 

disseminate came before the other matters she wished to discuss with her 

correspondent. 

  The final extract differs from the rest of the series. Gone is Ranelagh’s 

deferential approach and the only reference to epistolary continuity is the prefatory 

remark referring to news exchanged, rather than any specific letter. In its place is a 

more scriptural and reflective language, which draws heavily on biblical teachings to 

support the opinions expressed:  

If they [the church] had trusted in God and abandoned their 
hopes, they would have been like a tree that is planted by the 
water, that spreads out its roots by the river, that does not feel 
any heat and whose leaves always are green and that does not 
have to fear drought during the dry years, nor will it ever stop 
bearing fruit.98   

Here, Ranelagh draws on the image of the tree of life presented in Genesis, 

Proverbs, Psalms and Revelation to accentuate the benefits of listening to the bible 

and its potential impact on society. This use of scriptural allusion may have 

occurred because, by this stage in the correspondence, Ranelagh had become 

confident of the fact that she had rapport with her recipient.  
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 Attention to rapport and its continual re-affirmation was particularly integral 

for the acceptance of intellectual discourse by a woman. Ranelagh, Hartlib and his 

scribes were aware of this and the way in which Ranelagh’s material was 

disseminated emphasises it. In fact, the only surviving copies of this sequence of 

letters are extracts disseminated in scribal form. These are in German, and we know 

that Peter Figulus (one of Hartlib’s agents and scribes based in the Low Countries) 

translated them after receiving the texts in the original from Hartlib: “I made in 

dutch the Extracts hitherto sent mee of the Letters of the Viscountesse”.99 While we 

do not know whether Figulus received scribal copies or the holograph originals, 

when discussing the letters’ dissemination, the scribal form in which they survive 

should not be overlooked. According to Connolly, it is clear from the physical 

evidence “that a careful collation and transcription of [these] letters had been made, 

intended for formal distribution among members with no personal knowledge of 

Ranelagh”.100 Connolly’s assessment fits with Hartlib’s modus operandi and explains 

why Figulus received the letters from Hartlib; Figulus had an interest in the political 

ideas expressed within Ranelagh’s letters and would have been able to distribute the 

material to other like-minded people in his own network. When it comes to this 

modus operandi Greengrass observes that a copyist would choose “precisely the parts 

[he] wanted”. 101  This means that all the deferential discussions surrounding 

epistolary (dis)continuity in Ranelagh’s second, third and fourth letters were 

intentionally kept by the scribe, be that Figulus or another unknown scribe. These 

were kept as a way to enable readers with no knowledge of Ranelagh to think that 

her views were constructed within the limited sphere of familiar corresponence. 

Their retention shows that these ideas emerged naturally when rapport between an 

individual sender and recipient was re-established after an unintentional gap and this 

allows the wider reader to absorb the ideas within an accepted mode and judge 

them on their intellectual merit. In Ranelagh’s case, this led to dissemination and 

Figulus lauding her as a “most wise & godly Sybilla” (see Chapter Three).102 

 

 

                                            
99 HP 9/17/51A-52B. Letter: Peter Figulus to Samuel Hartlib; Louis De Geer was a Dutch merchant 
and an associate of Hartlib and Dury’s — Pal suggests that the word “dutch” is meant to be the 
word “Deutsch” or “German”.  
100 Connolly, “Women’s Knowledge”, 150-1. 
101 Greengrass, “Samuel Hartlib and Scribal Communication”, 50. 
102 HP 9/17/51A-52B, Letter: Peter Figulus to Hartlib: In German and English, 29 November 1658.  
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Dorothy Moore’s Lack of Rapport with André Rivet 

 

 Dorothy Moore was of a lower social class than Ranelagh, which ensured 

that building and maintaining rapport required more effort on her part. These issues 

came to the fore when she attempted to share her ideas surrounding the spiritual 

calling of women to public service with a correspondent not traditionally considered 

a member of the Hartlib circle (although a known member of the Republic of 

Letters), the theologian André Rivet. Rivet was governor to the prince of Orange, 

William-Henry, and he met Moore upon her arrival in The Hague in 1642. Anna-

Maria Van Schurman, the famous poet and intellectual, wrote a letter of 

recommendation that urged him to “admit [Moore] to the innermost temple of your 

friendship”. But his son, Claude, was the source of negative rumours that circulated 

about Moore in 1642, which implied that she had married John Dury in secret.103 As 

the initial letter to Rivet was written after these rumours had spread, the rapport 

between the pair would have been complicated, to say the least.104  

 In her first letter, dated 13/23 September 1643, Moore opened with a 

deferential and obsequious greeting aimed at establishing goodwill:  

Many times I have asked myself a question with regard to our 
sex which ... would, I feel, be best answered by the Doctrine of 
the most highly acclaimed ministers ... That is why Sir, in order 
to oblige you (for I esteem you as a chosen light, eminating as 
you do amongst many) to pronounce your judgement.105  

Rather than trying to establish goodwill over a series of letters and ensuring that 

rapport exists before proceeding, as Ranelagh does, Moore jumps straight into 

asking questions. Marie-Louise Coolahan argues that this is an attempt to obtain 

sanction for her aims.106 Throughout this letter Moore asks two key questions: 

whether or not the Christian women who are united in Christ 
and consequently members of his body should propose as their 
principle goal, as this in which God is to be glorified by them 
(which is the end that governs all others), the service of the 
remains of the body in the communion of the saints — yes or 
no. And if the answer to this be yes then ... by which path the 
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female sex can or should pursue this goal, without going against 
the modesty required of their sex.107 

Susan M. Fitzmaurice argues that readers construct their interpretations out of an 

array of meanings, some of which can be explicitly seen and some of which must be 

inferred. These inferences can lead to non-intended meanings, which may not have 

been considered by the speaker when they were constructing the letter. However, 

“the calculation of unintentional implicit meaning requires more than the utterer’s 

initial utterance; it requires evidence of the interpreter’s inference”.108 Thus, it is 

only upon examination of Rivet’s reply to these questions that it becomes clear that 

Moore has generated several inferences and misunderstandings.  

 Rivet himself hints that these mis-steps have occurred because of a lack of 

rapport between the pair:  

Perhaps if we were face to face it would be more convenient for 
then I would be better able to understand your intentions by 
means of a wider exposure to the questions you proposed, 
which I do not think I fully understood the end of.109 

He proceeds by asking what Moore means “by the remains of the body”, before, as 

Larsen highlights, accusing her of “invalidating St Paul’s injunction that women 

remain silent and not teach in public”: 

But it is on this that you base your principal difficulty, 
esteeming that this sex, being incorporated in Christ, must not 
be excluded from the public administration of justice in a 
Republic and the word of God in the Church, as if there were 
no other way to serve the entire body of the Church in the 
communion of the saints than practicing the Magistracy or the 
Ministry of the Church.110    

Coolahan describes Moore’s reply as a “masterclass in deferential assertiveness”: it 

opens with Moore taking the blame for Rivet’s inferences, insisting that they 

occurred because of her “obscure explanation”.111 But having attempted to rebuild 

rapport, Moore proceeded to correct Rivet’s instances of misrepresentation by 

demanding to know by “which path the female sex can or should pursue this 
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goal”.112 She suggests that he misinterpreted her reasons for citing Matthew 25. She 

insists that the passage was not used “with regard to the administration of justice 

and the preaching of the word by women”, but rather to show “that our actions 

relating to our neighbours are those which are esteemed by Christ in his judgement 

and consequently we chiefly should be proposed to do this in order to fulfil our 

duties as members of the mysterious body [the church]”.113 Moore then counteracts 

Rivet’s belief that she thought women should be allowed preach by explicitly 

addressing this inference:  

I am not therefore saying that women should not be excluded 
from the administration of justice in a Republic and from the 
word of God in the Church as you assumed I did; for I even 
presuppose that women are excluded from these privileges 
which strictly belong to you males.114 

Maxwell notes that, as Moore used “pastors as a reference point, Rivet may well 

have interpreted her thesis as a call to restructure church governance to create 

offices for women”.115 This inference on Rivet’s part sums up the lack of rapport 

between the correspondents; if he had a working relationship with Moore, he would 

have known that she was looking for a way to work within the current system rather 

than pushing for radical overhaul. As Rivet “had no interest in radical ecclesiology” 

and no rapport with Moore, his own interests were uppermost in mind, resulting in 

him reacting against any reading of the scripture that did not conform with his 

own.116  

 In his final response, Rivet again accentuated the lack of rapport by 

reiterating his belief that they needed to meet in person or, if not, she needed to 

draw on the advice of someone she could talk to:  

I find my opinion confirmed: a verbal communication would 
enable us to have a clearer understanding of the questions 
straight away and would also clear up the ambiguous nature of 
certain terms, thus making our communication clearer and 
conclusions more intelligible ... I am well aware that you live in 
an area filled with learned men who could be of greater use to 
you than I can. 117   
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Out of courtesy, Rivet then went on to respond to her concerns, even admitting 

“that [he] did not understand [her]”.118 His letter betrays impatience and he openly 

criticises Moore’s search for a public service in which women can “serve distinctly 

and essentially better than the men”.119 Larsen suggests that, in his rebuttal, Rivet 

was implicitly “accusing her of trying to outdistance men in service to the 

church”.120 Because of these critiques, the lack of rapport and the fact that he had 

been “disarmed by her methods”, he asserted: “I confess that I know of no other 

duties necessary for women in order to edify the body of Christ ... You will concede 

to all this but will say that you require something more ... But I must admit I cannot 

think of anything”.121 This was his way of closing off the correspondence.  

 Moore was not willing to stop there and wrote again in a final attempt to 

build rapport. Here, she assertively requests a response: “but to be blunt I have 

questions left unanswered”, before going on to chart the progression in her 

thinking.122 Coolahan notes that Moore strategically deploys the phrase “I suddenly 

realised” three times and argues that this implicitly demanded “a corresponding 

evolution of ideas on Rivet’s part”. 123  This evolution never occurred. The 

correspondence ends with a postscript in which Moore implicitly admits that their 

lack of rapport meant that they interpreted words differently:  

(Sir, after meditating on and rereading your letter I find that we 
refer to the word public in a different sense for it seems that 
you understand nothing by the public except that which is 
apparent to all in an ecclesiastical and political office: but I 
understand the public to mean all that directly involves the state 
of the entire body, considered in itself to be an entirety, which 
ought to give you a clearer impression of my meaning.)124  

Even these last-ditch attempts to keep the correspondence open failed and 

epistolary silence prevailed.  

 While Moore’s correspondence with Rivet failed because of a lack of 

rapport, this is not to say that these ideas did not necessarily have a positive 

reception from those within the Hartlib circle, with whom she did have rapport. 

This distinction show us that it was not necessarily that the ideas were too radical to 
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be accepted, but that a pre-existing connection was needed to ensure that they were 

considered with an open mind. Dury is an example, as Maxwell uses the material 

evidence to show that Dury was involved in Moore’s compositions. Citing the 

corrections to her second and third letters, Maxwell proposes that:  

These minor interventions are a matter of proofreading 
Moore’s French. Dury does not engage on paper with her ideas, 
but they must have discussed them. His willingness to look over 
her letters demonstrates his support ... Dury was entirely in 
favour of Moore’s endeavours to clarify and pursue a public 
vocation as a woman.125    

I agree with Maxwell’s assessment and argue that his willingness to proofread the 

material is because of the degree of rapport the pair shared and is evidence of the 

level of relationship needed for these ideas to be accepted. It is possible that Hartlib 

also agreed with her endeavours, but no evidence survives, aside from the fact that 

he kept both Moore’s letters and Rivet’s replies in his archive. The firmest evidence 

of positive reception occurs in Moore’s correspondence with Lady Ranelagh, which 

achieved print publication.126   

 The ideas present in the letters to Rivet were first articulated by Moore in 

her letters to Lady Ranelagh between 8 July 1643 and 5 May 1645. These chart the 

development of Moore’s thinking regarding how she could become a female public 

intellectual. Because of a desire to highlight to a wider audience with no knowledge 

of Moore that the opinions expressed within the letters emerged from an accepted 

mode, Moore’s early letters to Ranelagh start out with reference to epistolary 

continuity in order to showcase the rapport between the pair: “being at 

Hamborrugh in Germanie I received your Last by which I reecived this conviction;” 

“Yours of the 15th of march came not unto my hande untill yesterday with that off 

the 21”.127 As the correspondence progressed, the references to previous letters are 

dropped, because the audience would have already known about their rapport. That 

of 23 January opens: “beyond my intentions and Contrary to my resolutions the 

Lord hath ordered my stay heere till now”, which creates a sense of immediacy and 

urgency of ongoing epistolary conversation.128 That these letters were intended for 
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wider circulation is evidenced by the fact that there are alterations to spelling and 

punctuation by Hartlib in all seven letters.129 For example, in the letter dated 8 July 

1643, Hartlib deletes the word “observe” and replaces it with “advance”, he alters 

the spelling of “soe” and “those”, and he capitalises the “s” in “Sex”. These changes 

are consistent with his practice in relation to other material he intended to 

circulate.130  

 It is even likely that the decision for Ranelagh to be the recipient was made 

with a wider audience in mind. That way, the correspondence could be framed as a 

familiar discussion and reflection between two close confidantes, which would have 

stressed to readers with no knowledge of Moore that these views emerged from 

natural discussion, thus protecting her from a backlash. This was a move backed by 

Dury and Hartlib; Hunter notes that, in a letter dated 27 February 1645, “Dury 

wrote to Hartlib that Dorothy was writing a letter for Lady Ranelagh that Hartlib 

could make ‘use of towards others’, that is circulate and publish”.131 It is likely that 

the letter Dury is referring to is that sent to Ranelagh on 5 May 1645 and printed 

just months later, in which Moore discussed her reasons for marrying Dury and 

offered rebuttal to those who had criticised her marriage to a social inferior. 

Maxwell argues that “Ranelagh was of course already familiar with Moore’s 

motivations, so the letter is not so much to Ranelagh as through her”. This supports 

my argument that Ranelagh’s visible rapport with Moore helped ensure the 

circulation and reception of the letters as, similar to Ranelagh’s letters discussed 

above, explicit rapport facilitated the acceptance of an intellectual discourse by a 

woman.132 

 The material form in which Moore’s letters were presented cannot be 

overlooked. Like the sequence of letters authored by Ranelagh, Moore’s letters 

survive as scribal copies bearing her name. Thus, as was the case for Ranelagh’s 

letters, the inclusion of expressions of rapport and epistolary continuity takes on 

added meaning. This is especially the case because of the printed copy of this 

correspondence: a pamphlet published by Hartlib in 1645. Moore’s letters of 21 

February and 5 May are included; neither contained any mention of rapport. 

Importantly, in this publication, Hartlib also removes Moore’s name and changes 
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Dury’s name to the conventional Master N in order to anonymise the subjects.133 

This brings attention to the differences between scribal and print dissemination and 

suggests that stigmas surrounding print meant that Hartlib could not promote 

Moore in the same way as he did in a scribal context.  

 In conclusion, the inclusion and prominence of expressions of rapport and 

epistolary continuity in scribal versions of Moore and Ranelagh’s work highlights 

how, in these instances, explicit rapport facilitated successful dissemination. 

Furthermore, through her rapport with Hartlib, Ranelagh was able to alter her style 

to fit the situation and suit Hartlib’s practices. Her conscious decision to ensure 

rapport was retained with Worsley after an epistolary gap allowed her letters to be 

presented to a wider audience within the accepted mode encompased by the familiar 

letter. Moore’s correspondence with Rivet also highlights the need to build rapport, 

as the lack of understanding between the pair led to a multitude of 

misunderstandings and breakdown of communication which ensured that Moore 

was not able to develop her ideas outside the Hartlib circle. However, within the 

circle, Moore was able to use her rapport with Ranelagh to present her letters as a 

discussion and reflection between two close confidantes, despite them being written 

with a different audience in mind. This chapter has shown how these women went 

about attempting to ensure circulation of material. The next chapter addresses 

questions of reputation: did people’s interaction with this material have an impact 

on their reputations, and if so, how were these reputations represented in the 

writing of other members of the network? 
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Chapter Three:  

A “Godly Sybilla” and an “Inestimable Jewell”: Lady Ranelagh’s 

Representation by Members of the Hartlib Circle 

 

 Cassio: Reputation, reputation, reputation! O, I have 

 lost my reputation, I have lost the immortal part of 

 myself - and what remains is bestial. My reputation, 

 Iago, my reputation!1   

 

 The drama of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries engaged with 

contemporary anxiety surrounding notions of honour and reputation. For example, 

the concept of reputation is central to Othello’s plot and the play’s popularity helps 

highlight that this concept was at the heart of societal issues. Faramerz Dabhoiwala 

argues that notions of honour and reputation needed exploring, as they were at the 

heart of how people thought “about social status and about the differences between 

men and women”.2 Traditionally scholarship argued that norms of female honour 

and reputation accorded closely with religious standards of sexual conduct. 

However, due to the work of Dabhoiwala, alongside Linda Pollock and Garthine 

Walker, this assumption has been revised. Pollock has argued that “it is a mistake to 

tie female honor too tightly to sexuality alone”, highlighting that historians have 

begun to develop a more complex view of female honour.3 Dabhoiwala is one of 

these historians, as he has argued that, “for the vast majority of women, chastity was 

essentially a prerequisite, rather than a measure of reputation.” He posits that as 

long as a woman’s “sexual ‘honesty’ was not called into question, [her] overall 

‘honour’, ‘reputation’, ‘credit’ or ‘condition’, like that of a man, was linked to her 

social and economic position.”4 I agree with Dabhoiwala’s assessment and the next 

two chapters build on his point to argue that within intellectual correspondence 
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networks, as long as a woman was perceived as chaste, there was the potential for 

that woman to forge a reputation based on intellectual merit.  

 When choosing the term reputation, I am aware of the conceptual problem 

that Walker argues has arisen from the way in which the term ‘honour’ is sometimes 

used interchangeably with certain others: ‘name’, ‘fame’, ‘carriage’, ‘condition’, 

‘reputation’, ‘credit’, ‘honesty’, ‘virtue’ and ‘chastity’.5 Alluding to the same issue, 

Dabhoiwala argues that terms such as ‘quality’, ‘honour’, ‘credit’, ‘name’, ‘fame’, 

‘carriage’, ‘conversation’ and ‘condition’ were all part of a broad value system; but 

each described social or moral status in subtly different ways.6 For example, in 

Walker’s work, she uses the term honour, which she defines as “[one’s] estimation 

of [one’s] own worth, [one’s] claim to pride, ... the acknowledgement of that claim, 

[one’s] excellence recognized by society, [one’s] right to pride.” In the same article, 

she also links credit to honour via “esteem, morality and dignity.”7 On top of this, 

Pollock highlights that “most scholarship on the topic of honor has concentrated 

on damage to an individual’s honorable status and on the divisive nature of the 

honor culture in practice,” before going on to assert that “Honor was not just a 

concept of entitlement. It was also one of obligation, mandating virtues such as 

hospitality, arbitration, and reconciliation.”8 As the terms honour and credit are 

more explicitly tied up in the various nuances surrounding honour culture and the 

credit system, I have chosen the term reputation as it allows distance from these 

systems and facilitates a focus on how one’s excellence was recognised by others. I 

argue that in the context of correspondence networks (where a person’s only 

interaction with a particular woman may be through information that has been 

passed to them) as long as a woman was perceived as chaste, a woman’s reputation 

was created from the perception of her usefulness to the network, be that through 

her activities or through her writing. This chapter focuses on how Lady Ranelagh 

forged an intellectual reputation, while Chapter Four will analyse Moore and Jean 

Appelius (John Dury’s sister). In Ranelagh’s case, I look at instances of reception in 

chronological order to chart the development of her reputation over time. I argue 

that whilst early representations of Ranelagh focused on her class connections, 

scientific interests and political acumen, her ability as a writer enabled her to 
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influence how her reputation was perceived, allowing her to shape her later 

representation as a religious intellectual. 

 

Initial Representation of Ranelagh by Moore and Dury 

 

 The earliest surviving epistolary representation of Lady Ranelagh 

emphasised her class status and networking abilities and was underpinned by a 

desire to highlight her usefulness to the network. John Dury, in a letter dated 12/22 

September 1644, asked Hartlib to forward Moore’s letter addressed to the Prince 

Elector to Lady Ranelagh.9 This request occurred around the same time that Moore 

was attempting to introduce the Prince Elector to Ranelagh and was representing 

her as “an effective ‘instrument’ for political negotiation”, while also implicitly 

suggesting that “it would be of benefit to Karl Ludwig to get to know her”.10 In 

order to fully comprehend the importance of Dury’s request, alongside Moore’s 

decision to represent Ranelagh in this way, an understanding of the historical 

context surrounding Karl Ludwig is needed. 

Karl Ludwig was the Elector Palatine between 1632 and his death. He 

inherited this role from his father (Frederick V), whose actions in 1619 were a major 

catalyst for the beginning of the Thirty Years War. In August of that year, Frederick 

accepted the crown of Bohemia from the Protestant rebels knowing that the Roman 

Catholic Habsburg sovereign (Ferdinand II) would attempt to recover Bohemia by 

force.11 Thus, for the first few months of his reign Frederick prepared for war. C.V. 

Wedgwood argued that this revolt was not just an “isolated event but part of the 

religious wars which followed the Counter-reformation”, which meant that 

Frederick was able to call on other Protestant allies including Hungary and the 

Dutch Republic.12 He also called on King James I and later King Charles I to 

intervene, but neither gave adequate help. In the end Frederick lost Bohemia, was 

deprived of his lands, rights and titles, and was forced into exile in the Dutch 

                                            
9 HP 3/2/58A-B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 12/22 September 1644. 
10 Pal, Republic of Women, 143. 
11 For more on the Bohemian revolt and the Thirty Years War see: Ronald G. Asch, The Thirty Years 
War: The Holy Roman Empire and Europe, 1618-1648 (London: Macmillan, 1997), 47-72.  
12 C.V. Wedgwood, “The Elector Palatine and the Civil War”, History Today 4 (1954): 4. While this 
source is over 60 years old and from a populist magazine, it is still an importat source of information 
on Karl Ludwig for academic scholarship. It is one of few articles in which Ludwig is the primary 
focus and Ronald G. Asch drew on this source when writing Ludwig’s ODNB entry in 2004.  
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Republic. This resulted in Karl Ludwig being raised mainly in The Hague, which 

allowed him to be educated in nearby Leiden. 

A few years after inheriting his father’s title in 1632, the prince travelled to 

England in order to gain support for his cause (to reclaim the lands of Bohemia and 

what he saw as his rightful inheritance). Ronald Asch notes that he won Charles I’s 

sympathies and became a popular figure throughout the country, cementing himself 

as a symbol of international Protestantism. During this first stay in England, Ludwig 

made contact with a number of proponents of a more active anti-Habsburg policy.13 

This was an important move; as Wedgwood notes, Ludwig “grew up to think 

critically of his uncle’s policy, and to see the Puritan opponents of the [English] 

Court as his true friends”.14   

This distance between Charles I and Karl Ludwig was to grow in 1641. The 

prince returned to England to gain further financial support and to try to prevent 

princess Mary’s marriage to William of Orange because of an expectation that he 

would be the one to marry Mary.15 Ludwig was unable to prevent the marriage and 

instead, Charles began to parade his nephew around with him, using him as a 

“Protestant mascot” in an attempt to restore confidence and divide the moderates 

from the extremists.16 However, Ludwig left the king’s company in secret before the 

outbreak of violence and returned to The Hague in the summer of 1642.  

Shortly afterwards, he issued a manifesto to distance himself officially from 

his uncle. It was around the same time that all parties involved in the Thirty Years 

War began the peace negotiations that would result in the Treaty of Westphalia in 

1648.17 Ludwig felt that these negotiations endangered his claims and made his 

position even more difficult as the two countries he relied on (England and the 

Dutch Republic) were involved in the peace negotiations. This uncertainty may have 

been a crucial factor in his decision to return to England in August 1644. Asch 

notes that it is likely that he received an invitation to return from parliamentarian 

leaders, including Sir Henry Vane, who may have wanted to have an alternative 

claim to the throne at hand should they decide to depose Charles I. Despite this 

                                            
13 Ronald G. Asch, “Charles Lewis [Karl Ludwig] (1618–1680), elector palatine of the Rhine.” Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography. 19 May. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ 
ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-65815. 
14 Wedgwood, “The Elector Palatine and the Civil War”, 4. 
15 Asch, “Charles Lewis”. 
16 Wedgwood, “The Elector Palatine and the Civil War”, 7. 
17 Peter H. Wilson, Europe’s Tragedy: A History of the Thirty Years War (London: Allen Lane, 2009), 751-
778. 
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support, Ludwig’s decision to accept the invitation could be seen as a miscalculation 

on his part, as soon after his arrival the Commons asked him to leave England. 

However, he decided to ignore the Parliament’s wishes and stay, eventually getting 

lodgings at Whitehall. He was desperate to drum up support for his cause, evident 

from his attempts in 1647 to convince Cromwell to send members of the 

parliamentary army to Germany to fight for him and the Protestant cause.18  

It was around the time of Ludwig’s decision to stay in England that Moore 

wrote to the Prince Elector to tell him of a paper that came to her hand.19 Dury, 

Moore and the Hartlib circle in general were interested in Ludwig’s affairs, with 

Hartlib serving Ludwig when he was in London. They viewed him as a Protestant 

figurehead and desired to see him reclaim the Bohemian throne in the hopes that it 

would strengthen Dury’s irenicist missions. Thus, once Moore received information 

that she thought would help Ludwig’s cause, she decided that “it [was] not improper 

for [her] to present it to [his] Highness” and sought a way to deliver her letter to the 

prince.20 Despite Hartlib’s proximity to Ludwig, Moore came to the decision that 

Lady Ranelagh was the most acceptable person to deliver this letter and wrote to 

Hartlib to tell him of her plan to introduce the Prince Elector to Lady Ranelagh.21 

Moore thought that Ranelagh could use her letter as a way to make the Prince’s 

acquaintance, and believed that this connection would be “instrumentall” in helping 

both the Elector and the circle’s aims, as she would be able to regularly 

“communicate [with] his Highnes”.22 Pal argues that, in Moore’s eyes, it was not 

“the Elector who [could] be of use to Ranelagh, but rather Ranelagh who [could] be 

of use to the Elector”.23 While this is certainly the case, I would argue that Moore 

also believed that Ranelagh could simultaneously be of use to the network as a 

whole. As a result, she represented Ranelagh as an alternative conduit between the 

network and the Elector. By privileging Ranelagh over Hartlib, Moore was implicitly 

suggesting that Ranelagh’s class connections would be more effective than Hartlib’s 

service in ensuring that they could help with the Elector’s claims, while opening the 

possibility of incorporating him into other aspects of the network’s aims. 24 

                                            
18 Asch, “Charles Lewis”. 
19 HP 21/6A-B, Copy Letter in Hartlib’s Hand: Dorothy Moore to The Prince Elector, 19/29 
September 1644. 
20 HP 21/6A-B. 
21 HP 21/5/16A-B, Letter: Dorothy Moore to Hartlib, 19/29 September [1644]. 
22 HP 21/5/16A-B. 
23 Pal, Republic of Women, 143.  
24 HP 21/5/16A-B, Letter: Dorothy Moore to Hartlib, 19/29 September [1644]. 
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Representing Ranelagh in this way highlights just how highly Moore regarded her 

niece’s reputation. She must have believed that Ranelagh had great political acumen, 

posessing the ability to be an effective political lobbyist, for her to suggest that 

Ranelagh could be more instrumental to the aims of the network than Hartlib 

himself. 

Over the next two years, Ranelagh’s active engagement with this network 

increased and her connection to key members strengthened, leading to 

representations by them. Again, Moore must have been instrumental to this 

increased participation. In 1644, she decided to write to her niece when developing 

her ideas regarding a woman’s ability to serve the Christian public. We know that 

Dury read these letters, and that his awareness of this correspondence led to him 

forming a connection with Lady Ranelagh based on their mutual religious 

interests.25 By 1646, Dury was writing about their religious discussions to Hartlib. 

What is important here is not the reporting of the activity, but that he was 

prioritising his correspondence with Ranelagh. In a letter dated September 1646, 

Dury placed greater emphasis on theological discussions with Lady Ranelagh than 

logical discussions with Hartlib: 

I thought to have beene large at this tyme & given yow the 
Logicall discourse as it now lyeth in my mind, but hauing fallen 
upon a Discourse to my Lady Ranalaugh about our walking 
with God in faith; it hath eaten up all my tyme.26 

Later, in October, he was not willing to delay his correspondence with Ranelagh in 

favour of a more detailed response to Hartlib: 

I cannot read ouer this logicall discourse with deliberation; I 
could haue beene larger upon this subiect, but I was engaged to 
answer a doubt of the Lady Ranalaughs concerning vowes 
which tooke up most of my spare tyme because it is largely 
done.27 

Unfortunately, Dury does not elaborate on these discussions any further, so it is 

impossible to know whether he was offering advice or engaging with Ranelagh’s 

written ideas. Whilst these early receptions only really present nuggets of 

information about Ranelagh, they are important as they signal the start of 

                                            
25 HP 3/2/92A-94B, Letter: John Dury to Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh, 14 December 1644. 
26 HP 3/3/34A-B, Letter: John Dury to Hartlib, 8 September 1646. 
27 HP 3/3/40A-B, Letter: John Dury to Hartlib, 13 October 1646.   
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Ranelagh’s engagement with political activities and religious discourse within this 

network. 

 

The First Receptions of Ranelagh’s Writing 

 

 One year after Dury’s representation of Ranelagh, the first evidence of 

active engagement with Ranelagh’s writings can be found. Between 1645 and 1647, 

Cheney Culpeper wrote about Ranelagh on a frequent basis, and in one instance he 

directly engaged with political questions put forward by Ranelagh that he received 

via Hartlib. These have become known as the ‘Culpeper Questions’ and Connolly 

argues that they resulted from Ranelagh’s “concern to establish a legal framework in 

which effective government might legitimately be carried on”. 28  Ranelagh had 

presented seven complicated issues to Hartlib, asking him to “get a Resolution to 

these Questions from Sir Cheney”.29  The questions concern the balance of power 

between the king and parliament, along with questions concerning the legality of 

oaths. For example, her second and fourth questions are:  

Quest. Whether the Oaths of Allegence and Supremacie taken 
by the People of this Land, have not put it out of their power to 
doe those things by their representative the Parliament without 
the Assent of the King, which they might before those oaths 
according to the Law of nature have donne justly? … 

Quest. Whether upon any Occasion the two Houses have 
power to  make a Law binding to the People without the 
Royall assent, and  whether they bee to judge of the 
occasion?30  

In this first instance, Ranelagh was questioning whether Parliament could act on 

behalf of the people without the permission of the king; in the second, she was 

contemplating the possibility of a nation without a king as its head, asking whether 

Parliament could legally make laws without a king’s stamp of approval. In his first 

response to this letter, which also circulated around the Hartlib circle, Culpeper put 

forward a long and detailed argument. Connolly notes that the ideas he put forward 

were “a militant endorsement of single chamber government and the subordination 

                                            
28 Connolly, “Proselytising Protestant”, 253. 
29 HP 26/13/1A-2b, Copy Questions and Letter in Scribal Hand E: Lady Ranelagh to Hartlib, 
Undated. 
30 HP 26/13/1A-2B, Copy Questions and Letter In Scribal Hand E, Lady Ranelagh To Hartlib, 
Undated.  
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not only of the king but also the House of Lords to the House of Commons”.31 

These questions were put forward during the ideological ferment of the Civil War 

period and showcased Ranelagh’s desire to understand the shifting political 

landscape of this time and to immerse herself in “the legal and constitutional 

questions surrounding the King’s defeat”.32  

In total, Culpeper wrote two letters about these issues to Hartlib, dated 15 and 

22 September 1647 respectively, in the knowledge that Hartlib would circulate the 

response to Ranelagh and to the network as a whole. Thus, as per the network’s 

modus operandi, Culpeper addressed his responses to Hartlib. In the first he 

mentioned Ranelagh only to pass on his regards to the “braue lady”. However, in 

this letter he did answer Ranelagh’s second question by suggesting that the king 

needed the consent of his people in order for the Oath of Allegiance to be binding. 

He argued that the only way to achieve this was through a law made by the 

representatives of the people. He asserted that since the House of Commons is the 

only body of representatives, the king had to receive consent from it in order to 

rule, not the other way around. This effectively placed parliament in the position of 

power: if it established the law and had the power to interpret it, it had power over 

all of the king’s privileges derived from the people. As said letter was addressed to 

Hartlib (combined with the fact that these legal interpretations were widely 

discussed at the time), it is hard to recognise that Culpeper was explicitly engaging 

with Ranelagh’s letter. It is only because of Culpeper’s decision to answer 

simultaneously Ranelagh’s first question that it becomes clear that he was 

specifically interacting with her text as he explicitly used Ranelagh’s terminology 

when justifying that it is acceptable to resist a tyrant.  

 This alters the overarching context of Culpeper’s letter. While it was 

addressed to Hartlib, Culpeper was responding to and engaging with Ranelagh. The 

clearest example of this occurred when Culpeper argued that the king needed the 

consent of the people to rule. Here, he argued that if the king achieved his rule 

through the use of the sword, people were entitled to resist this rule and remove the 

king if they could.33 During the process of explaining this point, Culpeper moved 

from the use of the words “King & Lords” to the word “Spaniarde”:  

                                            
31 Connolly, “Proselytising Protestant”, 253. 
32 Connolly, 252. 
33  For more on the context surrounding Culpeper’s assertions see Nigel Smith, Literature and 
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King & Lords muste haue receiued, & muste still holde, those 
rights & priuiledges they clayme, eyther by the swoorde, & in 
that case, yf the Spaniarde come in vpon ayghty ayght wee may 
(yf wee can) driue him out upon 89.34    

He does this because Ranelagh herself used the example of a Spaniard to construct 

her first question when she stated:  

Quest. Whether if the Spaniards had come in by the Sword in 
80. And the People of this Land should have sworne Obedience 
and Fidelitie unto them whilest they had the power, the people 
could honestly have by force beaten them out in 89. though 
they had the opportunitie and Power in their hands so to doe?35  

While this copy states “80”, I argue that it was meant to read 88 and that “80” may 

have been written down by mistake during the scribal process. Culpeper certainly 

read it this way, as he stated “ayghty ayght” in his response. This is backed up by 

Ranelagh’s use of the word “Spaniard”. Here, she was drawing on the cultural 

memory of the attempted invasion of England by the Spanish Armada in 1588, 

meaning the use of “80” does not make sense for her argument. She did this in an 

attempt to devise a scenario where the people would have been conquered by force 

and would want to rise up against their rulers. Despite this confusion, Culpeper was 

still clearly responding to Ranelagh’s question as he explicitly mentioned the 

Spaniard, while also mentioning the removal of said Spaniard in 89, which chimes 

with Ranelagh’s text.  

 When one reads Culpeper’s letter in its entirety, it is clear that the mention 

of the Spaniard is an interjection and Culpeper would have only done this if he was 

writing specifically to someone — in this instance, Ranelagh. Furthermore, even 

though he was specifically engaging with Ranelagh’s question, he did not attempt to 

simplify his complex responses and even included the use of a Latin quotation “Eius 

est interpretare cujus est condere” [whoever is authorized to establish the law is 

authorized to interpret it] to finalise his point. This suggests that Culpeper respected 

Ranelagh enough to respond in detail, while simultaneously assuming that she, like 

other members of the circle, was proficient in Latin.   

 

 

                                            
34 HP 13/188A-191B, Letter: Sir Cheney Culpeper to Hartlib, 15 September 1647. 
35 HP 26/13/1A-2B, Copy Questions and Letter In Scribal Hand E: Lady Ranelagh To Hartlib, 
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Representation of Ranelagh as Patroness and Confidante 

  

Engagement with Ranelagh continued during the period 1650-1655, but, a 

letter from Cressy Dymock to her started a shift in the way Ranelagh was 

represented, emphasising a combination of her religious and political qualities. 

Dymock was an agriculturalist and loyal admirer of Hartlib, with whom he worked 

closely on ideas for agrarian reform, such as “promoting machines for setting corn 

and grinding, rabbit-farming schemes, and intensive husbandry”.36 Yet, there was 

one major hindrance that affected his work; he himself was not a landowner and so 

he found it difficult to find both locations and backers for his experiments. Mark 

Greengrass notes that Dymock’s greatest opportunity came in 1653 when he was 

working on his cousin Copley’s farm at Wadworth.37 When this venture also ran 

into difficulties (Dymock and Copley both believed that the other had broken their 

terms of agreement), Dymock wrote to Ranelagh in order to petition her in a 

supplicatory manner and request that she help him with a dispute he was having 

with his cousin. While we do not know exactly why Dymock approached Ranelagh, 

it is possible that he was influenced by her previous attempts to help Hartlib — Pal 

argues that it may have been Ranelagh who first introduced Hartlib’s proposals 

regarding the Office of Address to Parliament.38   

 The way in which the letter is structured follows the traditional pattern 

evident in many letters of petition. Dymock opened with an exordium (introduction), 

before including a narratio (declaration of the substance of the letter), a confutatio 

(refutation of objections) and a peroratio (conclusion).39 Within his exordium, he was 

deferential towards Ranelagh in order to ensure that she was more willing to listen 

to his claim. This was conveyed by accentuating and praising Ranelagh’s religious 

attributes through the use of natural imagery:  

                                            
36 Mark Greengrass, “Dymock, Cressy (fl. 1629–1660), agriculturist.” Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography. 19 May. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ 
ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-54119. 
37 Greengrass, “Dymock”. While it is difficult to identify accurately who Dymock’s cousin was, it is 
possible that it was Christopher Copley (d. 1664), as he owned an estate in Wadworth between 1658 
and his death. John Burke, A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Commoners of Great Britain and 
Ireland, Enjoying Territorial Possessions or High Official Rank: But Univested with Heritable Honours, 4 vols. 
(London: H. Colburn, 1835), II, 156. 
38 Pal, Republic of Women, 172. This argument comes from analysing a letter from John Sadler to 
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39 Daybell, Women Letter-writers, 241.  
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Trees theÿ saÿ are knowne bÿ their fruits, yours beeing so Pious, 
soe Divine, shewes the root to bee in heauen, and that 
nourished with aboundance of grace and wisdome, which hee 
that is the fountaine of both, increase and establish in you for 
ever.40  

The tree symbolises Ranelagh and its fruit symbolises her spirit or personality; this 

draws directly from the religious imagery used in Psalm 1:  

And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that 
bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not 
wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.41   

Much like the man described in Psalm 1, Dymock believed that Ranelagh would 

flourish because of her pious nature, as the root symbolises her direct connection to 

god. Through this he was able to suggest that Ranelagh received her wisdom 

directly from divine sources. This was an effective way for Dymock to portray his 

deference towards Ranelagh as Psalms were “read metaphorically and allegorically 

which gave them wide application”.42 Furthermore, Femke Molekamp argues that 

“for those who read Scripture over and over, its verses were internalized so 

thoroughly that they became a repertoire of ideas”.43 Because of this internalisation, 

the writing produced “modulate[d], often imperceptibly, between Biblical quotation 

or references” and the writer’s own words. Thus, “as the text of the Psalms was 

peculiarly open ended”, Dymock was able to draw on an internalised lexicon of 

images that enabled him to praise Ranelagh in a dual manner, combining his godly 

praise with imagery that resonated with his work as a horticulturalist.44  

 After this deferential exordium, Dymock gave a small narratio, before he 

clearly detailed his differences with his cousin through a confutatio. Here, he put 

forward his cousin’s issues: that Dymock did not plant either the winter or spring 

crops on time, which would lead to a loss that Dymock had to cover. Dymock 

countered these objections by stating that it was his cousin’s actions that led to the 

delay. He then put forward counter objections, which suggested that Copley did not 

leave his house in a habitable state and overcharged him for the use of the land. 

Dymock finished the petition by asking Ranelagh to act as a mediator between 

                                            
40 HP 62/19/1A-2B, Copy Letter in Scribal Hand G: Cressy Dymock to Lady Ranelagh, With An 
Account of Difference Between Dymock and Copley, 2 April 1653. 
41 Psalm 1:3 (King James Version). 
42 Danielle Clarke, The Politics of Early Modern Women’s Writing (New York: Longman, 2001), 127. 
43 Molekamp, Women and the Bible, 83. See also, Narveson, Bible Readers and Lay Writers, 97. 
44 Clarke, Politics of Early Modern Women’s Writing, 129. 
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them. He combined this request with another deferential act by calling Lady 

Ranelagh “your honour” 10 times throughout the text. Thus, Dymock saw 

Ranelagh as an authority figure, who could help him reach his desired outcome, 

which was to “fairelÿ and freindlÿ part” after Dymock paid Copley back what he 

owed him in order to ensure that Copley could not keep Dymock’s machine.45 This 

shows that a member of the network, with whom she had little contact before this 

moment, saw her as the person to help him settle his dispute amicably and legally. 

Furthermore, by this stage Ranelagh was beginning to be recognised for her 

religious activities, as evidenced by Dymock’s decision to allude to Psalm 1 in order 

to praise her religious attributes.  

Drawing on the examples discussed in this chapter thus far, it is clear that 

Ranelagh’s early reputation had less to do with how she represented herself in 

extant writing and more to do with how she was represented by others as a pious 

woman and an effective agent. It is noticeable that after receiving the letter from 

Dymock, Ranelagh herself starts to explicitly draw on references to the bible in her 

own writings to other members of the network, a decision which would impact on 

how she was represented in the later half of the 1650s. On top of this, there were 

many members, including Henry Oldenburg, who continued to engage with 

Ranelagh’s pursuits.  

Oldenburg is mostly remembered as the first secretary of the Royal Society. 

However, during the 1650s he was still forging his own reputation. Marie Boas Hall 

even argues that, had Oldenburg died in the early 1650s, he would only be 

remembered as a minor German diplomat, if at all.46 In fact, both Hall and Jordan 

Avramov argue that Lady Ranelagh played a key role in changing Oldenburg’s 

destiny.47 It is unclear how Oldenburg and Ranelagh met: Hall argues that John 

Dury may have introduced them, as Dury and Oldenburg met while the former was 

living in The Hague in the early 1640s. Importantly, Dury was Oldenburg’s “very 

dear friend” ten years later and in the intervening time had married Dorothy Moore, 

which gave Oldenburg a clear connection to Ranelagh.48 Regardless of how the pair 
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met, this connection was important to Oldenburg. Avramov suggests that Lady 

Ranelagh introduced him to Hartlib and Robert Boyle.49 Through this connection, 

and her employment of him as a tutor for Richard Jones, the pair developed a 

friendship that focused on discussions of natural philosophy.50 This connection 

flourished upon Oldenburg accompanying her son on his Grand Tour of Europe. 

He kept in contact with her, sending regular updates on her son and their travels. 

During this same trip Oldenburg also kept in frequent contact with both Hartlib 

and Boyle. In these letters, Oldenburg referred to Ranelagh when discussing his 

finances, the distribution of textual material, and when announcing that he received 

letters from her. For example, in a letter dated 1 August 1658, Oldenburg tells 

Hartlib that he received money owed to Hartlib and asked Ranelagh to pay this to 

Hartlib on his behalf: “I haue desired My Lady Ranalagh to pay you againe in 

England, as soon she can; in which I am confident she will not faile”.51 While this, 

and most of his other receptions, have to do with the logistics behind Oldenburg’s 

employment by Ranelagh, Oldenburg respected her to the point that he treated her 

as an intellectual equal when it came to the sharing of public news or even chymical 

secrets.  

The best example of this is a letter he wrote to Hartlib about the secret of 

vitriol. He asked Hartlib to share this particular secret with no one besides Boyle, 

who  “will impart it to none but My Lady Ranalaugh, which is a person, that can 

keep a secret as well, as any I know”.52 Sent with this letter was an enclosure entitled 

“Processus in opere philsophico Vitrioli” (The Method in the Philosophical Work of 

Vitriol), and DiMeo states: “what follow[ed] [was] a sophisticated chymical 

procedure in Latin which Oldenburg obtained from an unnamed source”.53 In this 

enclosure, Oldenburg stressed the length of time each step of the chymical process 

took — the overall process ended up taking over several months to complete: 

“After several weeks it divided into two parts, a clear, limpid water and an earth 

sticking to the bottom to be separated again ... to my amazement it continued in this 

motion from the fourth of July until the seventh of August”.54 DiMeo notes that he 

                                            
49 Avramov, “An Apprenticeship in Scientific Communication”, 190.  
50 For more on this connection see DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 84-5; 96-7.  
51 HP 39/3/17A-B, Letter: Henry Oldenburg to Hartlib, 1 August 1658. 
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carefully “detailed each step with technical language (such as ‘cucurbit’ and ‘phial’, 

which are types of vessels) and assumed an understanding of standard chymical 

procedures (such as distillation and creating a hermetical seal)”.55 The enclosure 

even brought the reader through advanced chymical processes such as the process 

of “spagyria”, by “which a material is separated into its component principles and 

then recombined into a more purified, active form”.56   

This reception is important for many reasons.  DiMeo highlights that the 

letter acknowledges that Ranelagh and Boyle’s relationship included the sharing of 

scientific secrets, that the wording “can keep a secret as well, as any I know” 

suggests that Oldenburg had previously trusted Lady Ranelagh with secrets, and that 

Oldenburg knew that Lady Ranelagh would be able to understand and work 

through what was a highly complex and advanced chymical procedure.57 I agree 

with all of DiMeo’s points but I believe that this reception is also important for 

other reasons. While Oldenburg was emphasizing the relationship between Boyle 

and Ranelagh, he was simultaneously promoting her as a member of his own “inner 

circle” and as a woman that he explicitly trusted. By stating that he knows Boyle will 

share the secret, and that he accepts this, he suggests that he wanted Lady Ranelagh 

to know about the recipe in the first place. Furthermore, this reception becomes 

even more important when considered with the receptions already discussed above. 

It calls attention to the fact that it was not just Culpeper who either knew or 

assumed that she had the ability to speak, or at least read, Latin. It further proves 

that members of the network considered her to be a highly educated intellectual. It 

showcases that Hartlib was not alone in his appreciation of Ranelagh’s knowledge 

of rare and intriguing chymical recipes. Overall, this reception helps highlight that, 

by the late 1650s, she was considered by her peers to be a respected intellectual, 

equally conversant on the subjects of politics, religion and natural philosophy. 

 
Ranelagh as Active Agent in Ireland 1656-1659 

 

While it is clear that Ranelagh’s activities were having a continued impact on 

how she was represented, one key change in 1656 facilitated a deeper engagement 

                                            
55 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, I, 102.  
56 DiMeo, 102. See also, Martin Ruland, A Lexicon of Alchemy, trans. by A.E. Waite (Frankfurt: 1612; 
York Beach, ME: Weiser, 1984); Lyndy Abraham, A Dictionary of Alchemical Imagery (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998) and Principe, The Aspiring Adept. 
57 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 103. 
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with both her activities and writing: her move back to Ireland.58 Ranelagh travelled 

in order to help with the reclaiming of Boyle estates as part of the post-Cromwellian 

resettlement of Ireland. 59  In order to achieve this resettlement, the English 

parliament devised a scheme known as transplantation, which planned for the 

removal of the entire Catholic population from three of four provinces, and their 

resettlement in Connacht and County Clare.60 Jane Ohlmeyer notes that for this 

plan to be implemented, “Protestant lords who held lands in Connaught had to 

surrender their holdings”.61 This decision directly impacted upon the Boyle family, 

especially Robert Boyle, who had inherited land in both Clare and Connacht from 

his father.62 Ranelagh’s main aim in returning to Ireland was to present a petition 

and request these estates back.63 This trip was carefully timed, as by then Lady 

Ranelagh already had success with previous petitions, including reclaiming her 

husband’s estates in County Roscommon. Furthermore, Ranelagh’s friends and 

family members were able to use their positions of power to assist her. For example, 

her brother, Lord Broghill, was a leading advisor to Cromwell and he was appointed 

to the committee for Irish affairs at the same time Ranelagh was planning her trip.64 

Additionally, and probably more important for her attempts to reclaim estates, 

Benjamin Worsley was now the Surveyor General of Ireland, which meant that it 

was his job to deal with these forfeited estates. 

Worsley and Ranelagh were not the only members of the Hartlib circle to be 

based in Ireland at this time. The mathematician Robert Wood was also living in 

Dublin between 1656 and 1657, where he met regularly with Ranelagh and the other 

members of the Hartlib circle, which included William Petty, William Rand and 

Miles Symner. As there was a large pool of members living in Ireland at this time, it 

is no surprise to hear that the network as a whole was interested in the country. This 

interest was mainly based around natural history as a mode of reformation: the 

network desired to discover and describe nature in order to achieve control over it. 

                                            
58 For evidence of this see William Petty, William Petty to Samuel Hartlib: 5 November. James 
Marshall and Marie-Louise Osborn Collection, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale 
University. 
59 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 50. 
60  John Cunningham, Conquest and Land in Ireland: The Transplantation to Connacht, 1649-1680 
(Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2011), 29; 39. 
61 Jane Ohlmeyer, Making Ireland English: The Irish Aristocracy in the Seventeenth Century (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2012), 288.  
62 For a map of these lands see Ohlmeyer, Making Ireland English, 90.   
63 Evidence of this can be seen in Lady Ranelagh’s letter to her brother dated 3 June 1657. See 
Michael Hunter et al., The Correspondence of Robert Boyle, I, 215-16. 
64 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 50-1. 
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They felt that Ireland was the perfect place to perform these experiments with 

nature, as they saw the country as a clean slate. Patricia Coughlan argues that they 

“perceived Ireland as literally a God-given opportunity for scientific enquiry, 

experiment and the practical execution of their various schemes”. She states that 

“they presented the horrors of the 1641 rebellion and massacres as having been sent 

by heaven to the Protestants as part of the divine plan, and came to understand 

them as a combined ordeal and … a unique opportunity for radical reform”. In 

making this argument, she cites the “Epistle Dedicatorie”, a preface to Irelands 

naturall history (1653) that was “signed by Hartlib but written by John Dury”.65 In 

this epistle, Dury starts by stating that god intended the recent upheavals to “break 

the yokes of Vanity”, and that this change will allow for the advancement of 

learning in a way that was unavailable “to former Ages”.66 He then states that this 

knowledge could be used to bring about “the manifestation of Gods Wisdome, 

Power, and Goodness”, before finishing with his belief this knowledge could be 

used in the replanting of Ireland with adventurers, the “exiled Bohemians and other 

Protestants also”.67  

 By the time Ranelagh was back in Ireland, the authors of Irelands naturall 

history, Gerard and Arnold Boate, had died, meaning Hartlib was looking for their 

successors. Upon their death, they had one published book, and Gerard had written 

three more, but the work was not complete — hence Hartlib’s predicament.68 Wood 

and Symner became these successors and “immediately upon his arrival in Ireland 

Wood began to experiment with ‘clover husbandry’”.69  However, Symner quickly 

became the lead and he intended to:  

correct diverse faults in the Natural History of Ireland which 
you published, both which his long experience & travels in this 
country have enabled him to do. we expect accurate Mapps of 
Ireland from Dr Pettys Survayes, those of Speed, and ^all^ 

others taken out of them being extremely defective in many 
particulars & grosly faulty.70  

                                            
65 Patricia Coughlan, “Natural History and Historical Nature: The Project for a Natural History of 
Ireland”, in Samuel Hartlib and Universal Reformation, 302. 
66 Gerard Boate, Irelands Naturall History (London, 1653), sig. A4.  
67 Boate, sig. A5v.  
68 Elizabeth Baigent, “Boate, Gerard [formerly Gerrit Boot] (1604–1650), physician and natural 
historian.” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 19 May. 2018. 
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69 Webster, Great Instauration, 433.   
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Both men were interested in Ranelagh’s opinion on the topic and they would give 

their proposals to her, probably because of her friendship with and knowledge of 

the Boate brothers.71 She was also the person to transmit the letters between Wood, 

Symner and Hartlib, as is evident from Wood’s letter to Hartlib dated 1657:  

Major Symner was returned to Dublin a little before I left it, & 
has promised me to go on with the Answers & to send them to 
you by the Lady Ranalaugh of whom I tooke a copy of the 
Proposal for  planting Ireland, it came to her hands but 2 or 3 
dayes before.72  

The answers that Symner promises to send are a response to Hartlib’s “An 

Interrogatory Relating more particularly to the Husbandry and History of Ireland” 

and a continuation of the Boate’s work. Between 1656 and 1657, Symner followed 

through on his promise and sent Hartlib three sheets that continued Irish Natural 

History by going from “Galls” to Woolfe”.73 While there is no evidence as to 

Ranelagh’s involvement in the delivery of these sheets, we do know that she acted 

as an intermediary for Symner and Hartlib, and facilitated Symner’s work. In his 

notes on Irish Natural History, sent to Hartlib, Symner stated that Ranelagh was the 

one who gave him a copy of Hartlib his Legacie (1652): “I have read 3 or 4 times over 

this legacy … imparted by the truly honourable Lady Ranelagh”.74  

Thus, it is no surprise to learn that, from 1656 onwards, Wood wrote about 

Ranelagh on a continuous basis in his letters to Hartlib.  In fact, when one also 

includes Petty and Rand, Ranelagh is referred to several times across 18 letters from 

Dublin over a three-year period. They refer to her when discussing the distribution 

of textual material among the members in Ireland; when discussing letters being 

sent to or received from various members of the circle; and when discussing the 

various Hartlibian projects they were undertaking in the country.  

The way in which these members wrote about Ranelagh is epitomised by 

Robert Wood. In a letter to Hartlib dated 13 May 1656, Wood used a laudatory tone 

to praise Ranelagh as a kind, intelligent and accomplished woman:  

                                            
71 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 91.  
72 HP 33/1/21A-22B, Letter, Robert Wood to Hartlib, 27 July [1657?]. 
73 For more on Symner’s response to Hartlib see Coughlan, 309-13 & T.C Barnard, “Miles Symner 
and the New Learning in Seventeenth Century Ireland”, Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of 
Ireland 102:2 (1972): 129-42. For more on Hartlib’s “Interrogatory” see Daniel Carey, “Inquiries, 
Heads, and Directions: Orienting Early Modern Travel”, in Travel Narratives, the New Science, and 
Literary Discourse, 1569-1750, ed. Judy A. Hayden (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), 40-4. 
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this I can say that I do really honour her from the bottome of 
my heart; not only for her owne vertues & rare 
accomplishments, which I know not where to match, but for 
some kind of agreeablenesse which I more & more discover of 
her genius & spirit with mine.75 

While Wood started out by emphasising his deference towards Ranelagh, he became 

more sincere as he attempted to formulate and express the rapport he felt he shared 

with her. While he struggled to accurately verbalise what this bond was, he was able 

to express his belief that the more he learnt about Ranelagh, the more he realised 

that their essences were one and the same. For Wood, this essence was both 

intellectual and spiritual in nature, and, in a way, he was suggesting that in Ranelagh 

he found a fellow scholarly traveller and kindred spirit, with whom he was an equal.  

This attempt to verbalise his rapport with Ranelagh is directly followed up 

with the words, “Excuse pray this flying out”, which suggests that Wood was 

apologising for interjecting a personal opinion that did not touch on the public 

issues at hand. 76 Young argues that Hartlib believed that the dissemination of 

information should be the main objective of the network, and thus, “private 

disburdenment was not … the purpose of these letters”.77 Instead, the aim was to 

coordinate projects and exchange information in a way that it would be easy for this 

information to be shared quickly and effectively to other interested members, 

without the use of print publication. As a result, Young argues, “there was little 

room … for private opinion or personal anecdote except where it touched directly 

on more general and public issues”. However, he then goes on to state that “a 

certain amount slipped through … for these people were not characterless 

automata”.78 Either Wood did not intend to write this compliment, and it slipped 

out in the moment, or he intended to write it, and was apologising in order to bring 

attention to his doing so. Regardless, Wood thought highly enough of Ranelagh as 

an intellectual to make a point of the rapport he believed he shared with her.  

The strength of this rapport can be seen a year later when he was 

considering a proposal to decimalise the currency. After completing a draft of the 

proposal, he sent the papers to Hartlib, William Petty, Miles Symner and Lady 

Ranelagh. DiMeo argues that, at this time, Wood was beginning to doubt the 
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plausibility of the proposal, but, in a letter to Hartlib dated 8 April 1657, he began 

to change his mind.79 The reason? A favourable response to the proposal by 

Ranelagh: “that excellent iudgement [of] my Lady Ranulaugh [who] was pleased to 

passe a sentence of approbation upon it”. 80  DiMeo has noted that, “while 

elementary arithmetic would be expected of a gentlewoman in order to maintain a 

household, mathematical proposals that considered a restructuring of the currency 

in order to advance the public good were far removed from normal female 

knowledge”.81 Despite this fact, Wood reacted very positively to Ranelagh’s opinion 

and by calling it “excellent”, he was implicitly placing her among the company of 

Wood, Symner and “Mathematick Professors” who had also “well approved” the 

proposal, which would have heightened her intellectual reputation.82 

 

John Beale’s Religious Representation of Ranelagh 
 

So far, I have shown how this move to Ireland, and the activities she 

engaged in, impacted how Ranelagh was represented. However, it is only when we 

look to her correspondence with members of the network not based in Ireland at 

this time that we see an engagement with her writing. One key example of this is 

John Beale’s representation of Ranelagh.83 Beale (c.1608-1683) was a clergyman and 

horticulturalist from Hereford, who became involved in the Hartlib circle at a time 

when the group’s outlook was beginning to focus on husbandry. Just before Beale 

became actively involved, Hartlib shifted from promoting publications on education 

and religion to “those concerned with agriculture, technology and social policy”, the 

epitome of which is Hartlib’s The Reformed Common-wealth of Bees.84 

This was an important publication for Hartlib; not only did he see honey as 

the answer to England’s domestic economic problems (as counterbalance to the 

problems England was facing in the sugar trade) but “Hartlib and his circle saw in 

                                            
79 DiMeo, “Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh”, 143. 
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the pious industry and good husbandry of bees a natural analogue for their own 

public-spirited endeavours”.85 Thus, for the Hartlib circle, bee husbandry was both 

scientific and religious, as it legitimised “the search for scientific knowledge within 

the framework of divine love and charity”.86 It is no surprise that Beale became 

involved in the network at this point; as Leslie argues, for Beale, “the reform of 

horticulture cannot be separated from spiritual improvement”.87  

Beale and Ranelagh began corresponding around 1657,  which was around 

the same time that Beale was encouraged by members of the Hartlib network to add 

to his interest in horticulture by pursuing his interests in prophecy and 

demonology.88 Between 1657 and 1658, Beale mentions Ranelagh in nine of his 60 

letters to Hartlib, referring to her in relation to prophecies, her discourse on dreams, 

her interest in horticulture and when discussing meditations.89 In fact, from these 

letters, one can see that husbandry and spirituality were at the heart of Beale and 

Ranelagh’s common interests. This suggests that, even if Ranelagh did not 

encourage his engagement in these fields, their correspondence was informed by 

their shared beliefs.  

When writing to Hartlib, Beale’s representation of Ranelagh enhanced her 

religious reputation. He drew on biblical images and metaphors in order to praise 

her charitable nature and erudition: 

And you may tell the Honourable Lady That shee weares in her 
breast an inestimable Iewell which many will endevour to get 
from her by fraud or violence, even Princes, & powers &c 
^Eph:6. 12^ This Iewell cannot bee long possest without a very 
watchfull eye, & heavenly assistances. I will make bold to 
prescribe a safeguard. Shee must often humble herselfe to visite 
the sicke to comfort & helpe the distressed; to pleade the cause 
of the righteous, & innocent. Some branches of Wisdome Shee 
may receive from the learned Doctors & from bookes; & some 
branches shee must accept from the experiences of saints.90 

Beale’s decision to compare Ranelagh’s heart to a jewel is intriguing; he was drawing 

on several passages from Proverbs, including Proverbs 20: 15: “There is gold, and a 
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multitude of rubies: but the lips of knowledge are a precious jewel” and Proverbs 3: 

15: “She is more precious than rubies: and all the things thou canst desire are not to 

be compared unto her”.91 While he has drawn on an internalised lexicon of images 

when referencing Proverbs, he follows this up with an explicit reference to the book 

of Ephesians: 

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against 
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness 
of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.92  

In this passage, St Paul is stating that a Christian’s true battle is not against other 

men, but against the devil and his minions. When one places this in the context of 

Beale’s sentence, it is apparent that Beale believed that certain political powers had 

become corrupted and that these debauched leaders would attempt to stop 

Ranelagh. Therefore, Beale saw and presented Ranelagh as a new form of pure 

spiritual intellectual whose pious actions and religious nature could viably challenge 

this perceived reign of darkness.  

 Like Dymock, Beale used his own personally internalised lexicon of images 

to combine his role as minister and his interest in horticulture when praising 

Ranelagh: “^If shee retaines in good ground this graine of mustard seene [sic], it will 

soone growe to bee a tree of wonder, or a tree of life, or both^”.93 In this instance, 

he was comparing Ranelagh’s potential to that of the Kingdom of Heaven by 

drawing on the parable of the mustard seed:  

Another parable put he forth unto them, saying, The kingdom 
of heaven is like to a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, 
and sowed in his field: 

Which indeed is the least of all seeds: but when it is grown, it is 
the greatest among herbs, and becometh a tree, so that the birds 
of the air come and lodge in the branches thereof.94  

He drew on the teachings of Proverbs when presenting the safeguards that he 

thought would protect Ranelagh from the corrupted forces of darkness. His 

suggestion that Ranelagh should help the distressed resonates with Proverbs 31: 20: 

“she stretcheth out her hand to the poor; yea, she reacheth forth her hands to the 
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needy”; while his belief that she should lobby on behalf of others was drawn from 

Proverbs 31: 26: “She openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her tongue is the law 

of kindness”.95 Beale’s decision to advocate for safeguards based on Proverbs ties 

into a wider culture that prescribed this particular book as a suitable text for women 

— Danielle Clarke notes that “female readers [were] to adopt a particular 

hermeneutic in their reading of it”.96 Thus, by adapting Proverbs 31, Beale was 

suggesting that Ranelagh must follow an explicitly gendered mode exemplified by 

the “virtuous woman” if she was to stay uncorrupted by the forces of evil they felt 

were so prevalent at this time.  

 Ranelagh was already known to be following this mode and engaging in 

these activities (evidenced by Dymock’s petition letter). Thus, Beale must have had  

an alternative motive behind his decision to make these suggestions. This brings us 

back to his decision to use Proverbs 31. Clarke argues that this particular text was a 

“popular, if obvious, choice” and was cited when “praise of an exemplary 

contemporary woman [was] required”.97 Thus, its usage is a trope; he was most 

likely being deferential and attempting to seem helpful to a potential patron. 

Considering that both Dymock and Beale employed the image of the tree and drew 

on Psalms and Proverbs respectively (both books that were popular in women’s 

reading practices and encomia), it is likely that they were both using an internalised 

lexicon of images (to stick with Molekamp’s formulation), drawn from the language 

of the bible, as a way to combine the scientific language of horticulture with the 

godly, but gendered, language of piety with the intention of appealing to Ranelagh’s 

dual strengths as a religious and scientific intellectual.  

 

Promotion of Ranelagh’s Prophetical Writings    

 

Around the same time that Beale was praising Ranelagh, another member of 

the network was also lauding her ideas and connecting them to current political 

events. On 29 November 1658, Peter Figulus, a senior figure among the members 

of the network based in Amsterdam, wrote a letter to Hartlib in which he expressed 

his anxieties about the endangerment of the Protestant mission in Europe. He 
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stated his belief that the “whole Protestant Cause & poore distressed Churches” 

were “groan[ing] & perish[ing] under the heavy persecution of the House of 

Austria”, before expressing his conclusion that if this continued then “the Common 

Cause of Protestants allwhere” will be “in time lost & qviete gone”.98 In the midst 

of expressing this fear, Figulus cited Ranelagh as an authority on spiritual matters, 

while also complimenting and lauding her. He praised her as a “most wise & godly 

Sybilla” and argued that “her pious & truly Religious considerations both upon the 

present & future state of Protestant Churches & people, might indeede become true 

of our owne fault”. He then directly followed this up by arguing that: 

God might punish your Commonwealth, the Low Contries & 
all the Protestants, because of their untowardnesse, negligency, 
not using those meanes which the Lord hath putt into their 
hands for their Common safety.99 

Thus, it is clear that the “fault” Figulus was referring to, was the failure of 

Protestants to use the bibles teachings to defend themselves, instead opting for a 

violent path. It is also clear through his choice of language that Figulus believed that 

Ranelagh recognised these failures before anyone else and predicted their current 

plight. He explicitly called her a “Sybilla”: in classic mythology, a female figure who 

gained the gift of prophecy and long life.100  

 This reference to prophecy resonates with the wider rise of female prophets 

during the Interregnum. Diane Purkiss has argued that seventeenth-century 

prophecy was not confined to visions; instead, it was “any utterance produced by 

God through human agency”.101 Elizabeth Bouldin adds to this by suggesting that 

the “political and religious turmoil of the Civil War years… opened up the world of 

prophecy to early modern dissenting women on a large scale”, and that the 

“explosion of radical Protestant groups during this time… produced” what is widely 

recognised as “the first great wave of female prophecy”. 102  For example, the 

prophets Sarah Wight and Katherine Sutton were Baptists, while well-known 
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prophets Mary Cary and Anna Trapnel were associated with the Fifth 

Monarchists.103 Phyllis Mack has argued that women of this time had potential to 

become prophetesses because women’s construction as “emotional, irrational and 

receptive to external influences meant that they were good vessels for disseminating 

the holy word”.104 Susannah Mintz expands on this by suggesting that it is no 

surprise that these women were able to rise to positions of authority in these sects, 

as some of them were oppositional and thus refused to abide by parliamentarian 

decrees, such as the act which officially banned women from positions of religious 

authority in 1646.105 In fact, by 1654 Trapnel had gained such a platform that she 

was attracting huge crowds through her prophesies, trances and verses, which 

resulted in her gaining “notoriety… because much of that utterance contained 

explicitly anti-Cromwellian invective”.106  

 Members of the Hartlib circle were interested in these prophetesses: 

Benjamin Worsley and Lady Ranelagh are named in Sarah Wight’s Exceeding riches of 

grace, as having visited Wight after she had recovered from trances “in which she 

quoted texts from scripture and expounded upon them as if from memory”.107 

Around the same time, Ranelagh criticised the prophecies of Ursula Southeil, also 

known as Mother Shipton, by suggesting they were from the devil rather than god:  

those difficulties that seeme to arise from the strong & 
successfull foretellings of mother Skippam, & such Creatures, 
as were remarkable, neither for parts, knowledg piety, nor 
Almost of any thing but Ignorance & Credulity, by which they 
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may seeme to have beene rendred fit Orackels for that great 
Iudiciall Astrologer the Divell.108  

Ranelagh is scathing of these particular prophecies as she believed that they lacked 

piety and showed no signs of interpretative power. Several other treatises of 

prophets and prophetesses were circulating around the network, leading to debates 

as to their authenticity. Some of these were collected in Comenius’ Lux in Tenebris 

(1657), which was made up of the prophecies of Christopher Kotter, Christiana 

Poniatova and Nicholas Drabicius. This particular text had a great impact on Beale, 

whose interest passed on to Hartlib and Worsley among others. 109  Beale and 

Worsley in particular were interested in Christiana Poniatova’s prophecy, which was 

composed in 1628 and based on a vision she had of Emperor Ferdinand of 

Habsburg seated on a chair surrounded by a large crowd. Schmidt-Biggemann 

argues that this prophecy draws on Psalms 21: 1-9 and that it figures Ferdinand the 

Whore of Babylon who would be defeated with the help of the Swedes and 

Hungary.110 Because of this interest and engagement with prophecy by the wider 

network, Figulus represented Ranelagh as “sybilla”, rather than prophet or 

prophetess, in order to express his belief that Ranelagh was different to these other 

women, emphasise Ranelagh’s own promotion of piety and biblical knowledge, and 

establish her credibility versus their “ignorance and credulity”.  

One can clearly see the dissimilarities between Ranelagh and female 

prophets like Trapnel in Jessica Malay’s definition of a Sybil, which emphasises that 

unlike a prophet, a Sybil had intellectual agency and interpretive power:  

Unlike other diviners, for example the oracle at Delphi, the 
Sibyl did not serve as a vessel through which the gods spoke to 
supplicants. Instead she was inspired by divine knowledge. 
Through this knowledge she could reveal the nature of the gods 
and predict future events. The Sibyl’s revelations were not 
concerned with individual circumstances, but rather the forces 
that influenced the advancement and destruction of nations.111 

                                            
108 RB 3/6/3, Letter: Lady Ranelagh to Samuel Hartlib, 3 April 1658. Ursula Southeil (1488-1561), 
also known as Mother Shipton. She was a prophetess who supposedly predicted the Great Fire of 
London. 
109 Elmer, The Miraculous Conformist, 146. 
110 Wilhelm Schmidt-Biggemann, “Political Apocalypticism: Comenius’s Collection of Prophecies 
Lux in Tenebris”, Intellectual History Review 16 (2010): 172-3. 
111 Jessica L. Malay, Prophecy and Sibylline Imagery in the Renaissance (London: Routledge, 2010), 4. 
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Trapnel often described herself as being “pressed in spirit or under an obligation to 

speak God’s words” and to do as he commanded.112 She presented herself as a 

vessel through which god’s words passed, so claiming divine authority, which 

aligned her with the oracle at Delphi rather than the Sibyls. On the other hand, 

Ranelagh was known to draw on her knowledge of scripture to present her ideas, 

evidenced by Dymock’s earlier use of Psalms to describe her knowledge as divine.113 

Furthermore, several of Trapnel’s revelations were concerned with individual events 

such as Cromwell’s victory at the battle of Dunbar in 1650, while Ranelagh was 

more concerned by the prospect of the wider destruction of the Protestant cause 

throughout Europe. By choosing the term “sybilla”, Figulus was surely drawing on 

the encoded authority of its classical origins to elevate Ranelagh above other female 

prophets. This would have emphasised her authority, and with it his promotion of 

Ranelagh as an influential voice.  

All this praise is in reference to the series of letters Ranelagh wrote to 

Benjamin Worsley between October 1656 and February 1657.114  The previous 

chapter has shown how the surviving copies of these letters are scribal and bear the 

hallmarks of collaborative publication. It also highlighted that the surviving copies 

of these letters are in German, and we know from a letter from Figulus to Hartlib 

that he translated the letters: “I made in dutch the Extracts hitherto sent mee of the 

Letters of the Viscountesse: which Monsieur de Geer delighteth in”.115 Pal has 

explained that the word “dutch” refers to “Deutsch” or “German”, which suggests 

that Figulus himself translated the texts, another mark of his respect for her ideas.116  

In the previous chapter, I have argued how, in these letters, Ranelagh 

presented a passionate and well-developed argument in which she stressed the 

dangers of relying on, and working with, members of the state in order to achieve 

Protestant unity. Throughout, she aligned military power with references to the 

millenarian second coming and the devil, which allowed her to emphasise the 

degree to which violence is not a weapon that furthers god’s mission, but rather  

that of the devil. This brings us back to Beale’s use of Ephesians 6:12 in that it 

further explains his reasoning for believing that “Princes, & powers” had become 
                                            
112 Bouldin, Women Prophets and Radical Protestantism, 12.  
113 HP 62/19/1A-2B, Copy Letter in Scribal Hand G: Cressy Dymock to Lady Ranelagh, With An 
Account of Difference Between Dymock and Copley, 2 April 1653. 
114 For the detailed analysis of these letters see Chapter Two. 
115 HP 9/17/51A-52B. Letter: Peter Figulus to Samuel Hartlib; Louis De Geer was a Dutch 
merchant and an associate of Hartlib and Dury’s. 
116 Pal, Republic of Women, 382. 
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corrupted.117 It may also suggest a further reason why Beale believed Ranelagh to be 

a threat to these powers: she was actively and publicly bringing attention to this 

religious corruption. Not only that, but she was wholeheartedly rejecting military 

violence and suggesting a spiritual alternative, which is the message at the heart of 

these letters: 

I am of the opinion that our friend [Dury] strengthened in his 
faith and circling among the churches, will perhaps give a more 
fatal blow to Rome and the whole anti-Christian hierarchy, with 
the guidance of the spirit and the power of God’s word than 
any fleet or army could, however strong they may be.118   

She then argued that Dury’s actions have a better chance of succeeding “because 

[his] weapons are those which will truly undermine the Papal edifice: humility and 

faith in God’s providential power and word”.119 Furthermore, in the process of 

making this argument Ranelagh also explicitly drew on Chapter 6 of Ephesians 

when she stated: 

My dear sir, please tell me: with what has God promised to 
destroy his enemies? Is it not with the sword of his mouth and 
the whole glory of his future? Is not the word the sword of his 
mouth, and is this not the armour and weapons which, in the 
Scriptures, are said to be powerful enough to overthrow 
everything that rebels against God?120  

While Ranelagh is referring to the entire chapter, the most direct references are to 

verse 11: “put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the 

wiles of the devil” and verse 17: “And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword 

of the Spirit, which is the word of God”.121 This also resonates with how Dury 

presented himself when discussing his missions: he stated to Hartlib that his ideas 

came from readings of Ephesians, while also declaring that he must wear the 

“armour of light” if his missions are to be a success.122 Thus, when drawing on 

Ephesians, Ranelagh was drawing on a wider internalised lexicon of images used in 

the discourse of the network to present Dury’s missions. Furthermore, because of 

                                            
117 HP 31/1/27A-34B, Letter: John Beale to Samuel Hartlib, 14 August [No Year]. 
118 HP 39/2/60A, Copy Extracts: Lady Ranelagh, In German, 19 February 1657. Original translation 
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Ranelagh’s use of this chapter, Beale’s decision to quote explicitly Ephesians when 

he paraphrased Proverbs is noteworthy. As he was using Proverbs to seem 

deferentially useful to a potential patron, it is likely that this differentiation was 

purposeful. Beale quoted the passage through interjection, which would have 

brought increased attention to the material. Thus, it is possible that Beale 

mentioned Ephesians in his praise of Ranelagh as a way of highlighting his 

awareness that Ranelagh was engaging with readings of this text (passages far less 

common in women’s reading and writing practices than either Psalms or Proverbs). 

By incorporating this praise into a wider, orthodox way of praising an exemplary 

woman, Beale was presenting Ranelagh as a new form of laudable woman because 

of her ability to present intellectual ideas that drew on this internalised lexicon and 

promoted Dury’s missions as an alternative to violence. 

Ranelagh’s arguments also resonated with Figulus, as they drew on his fear 

for the future of the Protestant mission in Europe. By the time he read the letters, 

the countries threatening warfare (Sweden, Brandenburg, Denmark, Austria and 

Russia) had become embroiled in battle. This war had a great impact on Figulus (as 

evident from the fact that he sent weekly updates on its progress). Having 

interpreted the war as proof that Ranelagh’s assertions were right, this encouraged 

him to place faith in her observations about Dury, and renew and reinvigorate his 

belief that the Hartlib circle could actually achieve its religious aims. 123  This 

acceptance of her ideas enhanced Ranelagh’s reputation as, by translating and 

circulating her work within his network, he was joining Beale in presenting and 

promoting her as a potentially innovative religious thinker who could reinvigorate 

the Hartlib circle. 

To this end, Figulus placed Ranelagh’s predictions on a par with those of 

one of the most respected contemporary theological commentators by comparing 

her argument to the prophecy of “that late pious prelate”: James Ussher.124 This 

comparison would have enhanced Ranelagh’s reputation as Ussher was a well-

known and respected member of the Hartlib circle, and various people saw him as 

one of the great theologians of his time. He was a moderate Calvinist who had an 

overarching desire to bring together the various Protestant churches, and this aim 
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resonates with Ranelagh’s own views and desires.125 Ford argues that John Selden 

was only slightly exaggerating when describing Ussher as “a man of the highest 

piety, singular judgement, and learned to almost a miracle”. Oxford University’s 

Convocation deemed Ussher to be “the most expert in early antiquity, the 

unanswerable defender of orthodox religion, the hammer of errors, frequent, 

eloquent and very powerful in preaching, a rare example of a blameless life”.126 

However, Ford highlights how this reputation was not confined to England and 

Ireland. He shows that Vossius, the great Dutch scholar, thought Ussher’s genius 

was beyond praise; and that Pierre Du Moulin, a Huguenot minister, saw Ussher as 

“a rare ornament not only to Great Britain and Ireland, but also to the whole 

Christian world”.127 As Ussher was a respected intellectual whose reputation and 

ideas were accepted by two highly influential protestant thinkers in Europe, this was 

an important comparison for Ranelagh’s reputation Unlike Beale, Figulus did not 

gender his praise of Ranelagh. Instead, he focused on the intellectual merit of her 

writing and promoted her as an intellectual whose writings and ideas should be 

circulated and debated. Furthermore, by comparing her to an internationally 

renowned theologian, Figulus represented her views as significant both in England 

and on the Continent. 

 

Sustained Promotion of Ranelagh as Intellectual Author 
   

 This championing of Ranelagh’s intellectual ideas was not confined to this 

series of letters. They were the start of a sustained engagement with her texts. The 

previous chapter highlighted how Hartlib was involved in the circulation of 

Ranelagh’s transmutation history, but, on top of this, he also promoted her political 

ideas when writing to John Worthington in January 1659/1660.128 In this instance, 

instead of summarising or alluding to Ranelagh’s writing (as Figulus had done), 

Hartlib directly quotes a large portion of a now lost text. By quoting this segment of 

Ranelagh’s letter, which also included a summary of her latest activities, Hartlib was 

endorsing the representation of her character that had been circulating around the 
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network since 1642. He was simultaneously assisting her promotion as an 

intellectual writer whose ideas were rooted in a detailed understanding of scripture, 

and could reinvigorate the circle’s aims. He introduced Ranelagh’s text by reminding 

Worthington about Lady Ranelagh and lauded her in the same way Gilbert Burnet 

would do 30 years later: “I mean the Earl of Corke’s and Mr. Boyle’s incomparable 

sister the Lady Vicountess Ranalagh”. He reasserted this praise by closing the 

quotation in a similar manner: “Thus far the excellent lady”.129 What is intriguing 

about the opening is that, despite describing her as incomparable, Hartlib still 

introduced her through the lens of her older brother Richard, and younger brother 

Robert. Through mentioning both brothers, Hartlib was implicitly presenting 

Ranelagh as incomparable because of her ability to negotiate the two spheres her 

brothers were known to inhabit. She had political prowess and connections to 

Richard’s network, while also having scientific aptitude and access to Robert’s 

scientific network. Furthermore, through this act of framing Ranelagh’s words with 

celebrations of her character and connections, Hartlib was promoting and agreeing 

with the ideas presented in the quoted text.  

This quotation assisted in her promotion as an intellectual writer as it was a 

continuation of the ideas expressed in the letters praised by Figulus. In this lost 

letter, Ranelagh presents her ideas regarding children’s education, emphasing how 

she was meeting with two men to discuss how they could develop educational 

schemes. She argued that they needed to develop a programme that ensured that the 

next generation would not be tempted by political vices. She asserted that this 

activity was of paramount importance, as she believed that if children were given 

good instruction and guidance, they would draw on their lessons when confronted 

by these vices and act in a way that would help in the building of Christ’s kingdom 

on Earth:  

For surely if creatures can do anything in laying the foundation 
of the Kingdom of Christ, they must lay it in the minds and 
consciences of such. And there it can be laid no rational way, 
but by timely and good instruction, joined with such discipline 
and guidance as may accustom children to repeat the good 
lessons they are taught by the daily obedience & conformity 
thereunto, so as both their reasons & their customs may be 
engaged on the part of piety and virtue, to the strengthening 
them therein against the assaults they will be sure to meet with 
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from imagination and vice, as soon as they are turned loose to 
converse in the world.130   

Ranelagh then proceeded to re-evaluate her involvement in the Hartlib circle by 

taking issue with their priorities since she became involved in the network in 1642. 

She asserted that if education and detailed attention to the word of the Lord had 

been the key focus, the violence that arose from an individual’s desire for power 

could have been avoided: 

And if in the beginning of our professions to a reformation in 
these last 18 years, we had fallen to this practice, and paid as 
many schoolmasters as we have done military officers, listing 
regiments of children under them, to be by them train’d up in 
the nurture and admonition of the Lord, instead of so many 
thousands of poor men to be sacrificed to the passions and 
lusts of their rulers, whose ignorance teacheth them to seek an 
establishment in those things, upon which God has decreed an 
uncertainty, we had by this time reaped better fruits of our 
labours and expences, then disappointment, division, poverty, 
shame and confusion.131 

Aside from the obvious frustration at what has come to pass, it is clear that, once 

again, Ranelagh’s ideas are rooted in her reading of Ephesians. As in her letters to 

Worsley, she continued to differentiate between the benefits of a peaceful approach 

and the losses suffered when violent means are used. It is also apparent that her 

ideas had developed since her initial reception by Figulus. While she continued to 

emphasise that violent means were not an option, she now added to her earlier 

assertions. She claimed that Dury’s spiritual activities were the key to this alternative 

approach and presented a structured means through which the education of 

children could instigate the peaceful change desired.  

 Ranelagh’s representation as a religious thinker and writer is cemented in a 

letter Worthington wrote to Hartlib a few months later. In this letter, dated October 

1660, Worthington asks whether various members of the Boyle family could help 

him with his activities, explicitly pointing to Ranelagh as one of the people he thinks 

might be able to help: “you are acquainted with the noble Beræan Lady (as you 

phrase it), their sister”.132 Worthington explicitly draws on Hartlib’s own language, 

itself drawn from the bible. The “Berean lady” resonates with the references to 
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Beara in Acts Chapter 17. In verse 11 of this chapter, it is suggested that St Paul 

thought that the Bereans “received the word with all readiness of mind, and 

searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so”.133 By calling Ranelagh 

“Berean”, Hartlib was celebrating her ability to read and interpret the bible. This is 

important as Ranelagh’s previous writings were rooted in another chapter related to 

St Paul. Thus, Hartlib was commending Ranelagh’s reading of Ephesians and 

promoting her as a woman whose writings should be respected because of their 

deep understanding of Pauline teaching. Furthermore, by using the term “Berean”, 

Hartlib asserted Ranelagh’s biblical authority without tying her to the gendered 

confines evident in other exemplary biblical women, thus furthering her 

representation as an intellectual on the merit of her ideas.  

 In conclusion, upon close inspection of the more substantial receptions 

about Ranelagh, one sees that her ability as a writer allowed Ranelagh to influence 

how she was perceived by the wider network. Originally, the members of the 

network depicted her as a politically astute woman, whom a very important member 

of the extended royal family should get to know. However, it was not long until 

other members like Dury, Hartlib and Culpeper began to see that there was more to 

Ranelagh than her networking abilities. Within three years of her moving to 

London, they began to see Ranelagh as an intellectual with whom they could 

discourse on various and diverse topics. Dury portrayed her as a religious 

intellectual; Hartlib as an authority on medical recipes; Culpeper as an intellectual 

who had a deep understanding of political discourse; and Dymock as the political 

agent who could help him in his dispute with his cousin. It was in the mid-1650s 

that her reputation advanced further. Members such as Beale, Wood, Oldenburg, 

Hartlib and especially Figulus promoted Ranelagh based on her activities, and began 

to deeply engage with her writings and portray her as a respected — indeed equal 

— intellectual within the network. These men expressed their rapport with her by 

stressing their care for her well-being. They actively agreed with and circulated her 

intellectual ideas. Most importantly, some of these men began to see Ranelagh as a 

religious leader, whose ideas could reinvigorate the network’s Protestant mission 

and began to engage with directly with her writings.  

 Through the exploration of an internalised biblical lexicon of images, 

Ranelagh was able to present ideas that would resonate with other members of the 
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network. This resulted in various members drawing on the same lexicon to 

represent her reputation, resulting in her writings being quoted and framed in both 

deferential and authoritative ways. From this analysis, it becomes clear that 

Ranelagh’s ability to build up and maintain rapport with certain members was 

crucial to the way she was represented, as the series of letters that impacted the 

most on her representation was her correspondence with Worsley. Her ability to 

ensure rapport despite the epistolary difficulties faced is crucial, as the biblical 

references Ranelagh used in these letters are the same as those used by other 

members of the network to represent her as an intellectual leader.  
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Chapter Four:  

An “Erudite” Wife and a “burden[some]” Sister: The Contrasting 

Representations of Dorothy Moore and Jean Appelius  
 

 On 8 August 1640, Anna-Maria Van Schurman wrote to Dorothy Moore 

from Utrecht:  

I am delighted to have heard about you and your reputation and 
thank heaven for knowing a lady like yourself, such a respected 
lady of your people, because owing to my ignorance, I thought 
that no clever woman had remained in England after the death 
of Jane Grey and Queen Elizabeth.1   

In this letter, which predates any extant evidence of Moore’s involvement with 

Hartlib and his associates by one year, Van Schurman, in an attempt to foster a 

connection with Moore, hailed her as an erudite woman and compared her with 

England’s two most famous Protestant Queens. This chapter examines whether 

Hartlib and his associates heralded Moore to the same degree, and, if so, whether 

they promoted similar qualities in her. It nuances this analysis by contrasting it with 

an interrogation of how the members of the Hartlib circle represented Jean 

Appelius. This juxtaposition is then used to emphasise how reputations can only be 

forged as long as a woman was already perceived as chaste. It uses the same 

methodology as the previous chapter to analyse who was writing about these 

women, what they wrote about them, and whether there was any active engagement 

with their extant texts.  

 

Representation of Moore’s Activities in the Low Countries 1641-1642 

  

 Extant critical engagement with Dorothy Moore began in Rotterdam on 6 

July 1641, in the form of a letter from Dury to her. In this letter, he told Moore 

about his travel plans and attempts to place her children in Voetius’ school. This 

was followed up on 29 July with another letter from Dury to Moore on the same 

matter, but this time he wrote from Utrecht, as he specifically visited the city to talk 

to Voetius. These discussions about Voetius were important to Moore for two 
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reasons: he was a theologian associated with the University of Utrecht and a 

proponent of Anna Maria Van Schurman’s (the famous poet and intellectual) 

attendance at the university.2  

During this period, the Dutch Republic was a hotbed for religious debate, in 

that the 1630s saw the rise of religious toleration in the state. In The Dutch Republic, 

Jonathan Israel argues that “Remonstrants, Lutherans, Mennonites, Collegiants, 

Jews and Catholics all benefited” from a more flexible society, to the point that by 

the late 1640s, it was the norm for Catholics to have their children baptised by 

Catholic priests rather than the public [Calvinist] Church.3 Anne Larsen contends 

that this was because religious affiliation was not forced on the individual by the 

authorities, meaning that citizens had an active say on whether or not they wanted 

to affiliate with one of the confessions.4 This toleration also led to greater debate, 

especially within the Calvinist Church. On one side of this divide were liberal 

Calvinists, led by Johannes Cocceius; on the other, a more orthodox Calvinism, 

which Voetius led. By the early 1640s, the term “Voetians” had developed a clear 

meaning as a religious group who rejected liberal tendencies in theology. They 

thought that swearing, prostitution, dancing and dance-schools should be curbed, 

and believed that the state should enforce stricter Sabbath observance on the 

population. 5  Furthermore, Voetius himself believed that “the aim of higher 

education was to deepen a student’s knowledge of Scripture and to view all subjects, 

even those outside the disciplinary boundaries of theology, as ancillary to 

Scripture”.6 

It is no surprise that Moore wanted her children taught by Voetius over an 

English educator — his beliefs were closely tied to the strict Calvinism Moore 

would also come to espouse. Ensuring her sons received a Voetian education was 

not the only rationale behind Moore’s decision. She wanted to place her children at 

Voetius’ school because it was unique in offering mutually beneficial opportunities 

for her as well as her children. Voetius believed that “women should be allowed to 

study, provided God gave them the free time, the intellect and the physical 

                                            
2 Larsen, Anna Maria van Schurman, 9. 
3 Jonathan Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness, and Fall 1477-1806, ed. R.J.W Evans (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995), 637. For more on the rise of toleration in the Dutch Republic and the 
various different practicing religions, see: Israel, 637-76.   
4 Larsen, Anna Maria van Schurman, 9. 
5 Israel, Dutch Republic, 662.  
6 Larsen, Anna Maria van Schurman, 74. 
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inclination, and provided they practiced celibacy”. 7  Moore desired to find 

opportunities in which she would be able to engage in intellectual debate, and she 

was interested in furthering female education. Moore even wrote a treatise on the 

topic — “Of the Education of Girles”.8 Unfortunately, this treatise itself is no 

longer extant and only an undated scribal copy of the cover letter survives. 

However, from this cover letter, which seems to summarise elements of the treatise, 

we know that she “left out the teaching of youth dauncing and curious works; both 

which serue onely, to fill the fancy with unnecessary, unprofitable and proud 

imaginations”.9 This decision directly resonates with the Voetian belief that dance-

schools should be curbed and suggests that Voetius and Moore may have had 

shared ideas as to what a female education would look like. Furthermore, it was 

Voetius who gave one of Moore’s other contacts, Anna Maria Van Schurman, 

permission to attend both public and private lectures at Utrecht.10 Thus, while she 

may have been able to source a tutor with similar religious beliefs to Voetius in 

England, she was finding it hard to procure a godly tutor that was strict enough.11 

Furthermore, the probability of Moore securing a tutor that also agreed with her 

desire to promote female education was unlikely. By choosing to place her children 

in Voetius’ school, she ensured that they still got the strict type of education she 

desired for them, while simultaneously giving her a reason to be in Utrecht, and 

more importantly, physical access to both Van Schurman and Voetius. This 

reasoning is backed up by the fact that Moore’s active attempts to place her children 

in Voetius’ care came just four months after she received a second letter from Van 

Schurman. In this second letter, Van Schurman states: “Nevertheless if we were 

allowed, by the grace of God, to one day enjoy your company, I have no doubt in 

such a union of spirit and study we would be able to jointly move forward on the 

road of vertue”.12 Larsen interprets this as a desire on Van Schurman’s part to set up 

“a type of academic household where [Moore and Van Schurman could] study and 

live together”.13 When one considers this alongside Dury’s letter of 29 July in which 

he stated: “Mistris schurmans & hir Brother who salute yow kindly, wish much yowr 

                                            
7 Pieta Van Beek, The First Female University Student: Anna Maria Van Schurman (Utrecht: Itgitur, 2010), 
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9 BL Sloane Ms 649, fol. 203. 
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11 Pal, Republic of women, 127. 
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arriuall”, it is possible that Moore may have decided to make the move to Utrecht as 

an initial step in making this desire a reality.14     

Engagement with Moore’s activities continued on 1 August 1641, when 

Dury told Hartlib about his attempts to place Moore’s children in Voetius’ school. 

He detailed how much it would have cost Moore to send the children to the school, 

but stated that there was no space at that time. He finished the letter by requesting 

that Hartlib tell Moore not to “make haste till wee meet, chiefly because shee 

cannot although shee were here place hir Children with voetius”.15 On the same day, 

he also sent a letter to Moore outlining the same message, which highlights that 

while Dury was getting Hartlib to intervene in this matter, he did not need to act as 

an intermediary for Dury and Moore’s letters, as they had their own independent 

channels through which to communicate.  

 Just seven days later, Dury had to write about Moore’s affairs again, as she 

refused to listen to his initial advice. This was because of the fact that she was also 

drawing on another connection in her attempts to get her children placed with 

Voetius. This connection was James Ussher.16 On 19 July, Ussher wrote a letter of 

introduction to Voetius in which he recommended Moore:  

She who carries this letter, Mistris Dorothea Moore, a most 
excellent woman, has decided to commend her two much-loved 
sons to your  attention and care. She is noble, erudite, modest, 
and  (what is most important) pious without pretence.17  

Thus, it seems that Moore ignored Dury’s advice as she hoped that Ussher’s 

recommendation would be enough to ensure her sons’ placement. This action led 

her to find herself in what Dury terms a “strait”, and while there is no evidence that 

details Moore’s predicament, there are two plausible scenarios. On one hand, it is 

possible that Ussher’s recommendation worked, and her predicament was that she 

needed Dury’s assistance to make arrangements to stay in Utrecht. On the other 

hand, it is also conceivable that Ussher’s recommendation did not work, and thus, 

when Dury mentioned giving “hir assistance”, he meant convincing Voetius to take 

the children now that they were in Utrecht. Either way, we know that either Dury or 

                                            
14 HP 68/7/1A-2B, Letter: John Dury to Dorothy Moore, 19/29 July 1641. 
15 HP 2/5/4A-B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 22 July/ 1 August 1641. 
16 For more on Ussher and his background, see Chapter Three. 
17 Ussher to Gisbert Voet, 19 July 1641, The Correspondence of James Ussher, II, 861-2. 
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Ussher was able to convince Voetius, as the next time either wrote about Moore’s 

children, they were lodging with the Dutch scholar.18   

 Dury continued to engage with Moore’s affairs throughout 1642. The 

majority of these interactions dealt with their attempts to convince Dr Rivet and his 

son, Claude, that Moore and Dury were not married, as these rumours were 

impacting on Dury’s attempts to get Moore a court position in The Hague.19 The 

timing of these accusations could not have been worse, as it was not just Dury who 

wanted Moore to get said position. Felicity Lyn Maxwell has highlighted that there 

was a letter campaign to have her appointed to serve Princess Mary, or alternatively, 

her younger siblings. There were many people involved in this campaign including 

Hartlib, Ussher, “the Ladies Ranelagh, Dungarvan, and Vere, perhaps some English 

MPs, and Elizabeth of Bohemia (who wrote to Henrietta Maria on her behalf)”.20  

 The first letter to address the rumours was written on 30 May 1642: 

I must tell yow, that Dr Riuet his sonne hauing written to his 
Father that I was married to Mistris Moore; & the Father hauing 
giuen it out here amongst all those of note; it is like to bee a 
preiudice to us both if it should bee fully beleeued either here 
or there; therefore I intreat yow contribute nothing to the 
Rumour if it should to yowr eares, but rather disclaime it.21 

In this letter, which pre-dated the pair’s marriage by three years, Dury was reacting 

negatively to the rumours. He knew that they were detrimental because, if Moore 

and Dury were married and were hiding it, they could be seen to be untrustworthy, 

which would have damaged their pious image. Crucially, devout piousness was 

being sold as Moore’s main attribute, and thus, any action that cast doubt on, or 

brought suspicion to, this picture would directly undermine her qualifications for 

the post. Furthermore, Dury needed the rumours “disclaime[d]” to protect his own 

position, as any sign of dishonesty or dubious desires would have called into 

question his own suitability for the post of royal chaplain.  

 In a later letter, Dury elaborated on his hopes to use his influence to get 

Moore a position in Princess Mary’s court by bringing attention to the negative 

effect these rumours were having on Moore:  

                                            
18 HP 2/5/6A-7B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 8 August 1641. 
19 For more on André Rivet (the Dutch theologian), see Chapter Two. 
20 Maxwell, “Calling for Collaboration”, 3. 
21 HP 2/9/1A-2B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 30 May 1642. 
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it is preiudiciall to hir because it doth hinder that which I 
otherwise could intend to doe; to bring hir in about the person 
of Princesse, which now by reason of this rumour & suspicion I 
cannot doe in respect that it will bee thought I seeke my self in 
the businesse.22  

Princess Mary, also known as the princess royal, was the eldest daughter of Charles 

I and Henrietta Maria. On 2 May 1641, at the age of nine, she was married to 

William II, Prince of Orange. Under the terms of the match she was meant to stay 

in England until her twelfth birthday, when she would officially agree to the 

marriage and move to the Low Countries. There, along with the rest of her court, 

she would continue “to exercise religion according to the rites of the Church of 

England”.23 Due to the growing political unrest in England, Mary followed her 

husband to the Dutch Republic in 1642. Upon her arrival she was met by William, 

alongside Elizabeth of Bohemia and some of her children, and travelled to various 

Dutch towns before her court was set up at The Hague. Due to another term of the 

marriage, all vacant posts in the court were to be filled from England. We know that 

the post Dury wanted for Moore was educational as, in a later letter, he stated that 

Moore should “bee with hir for hir education”.24 Dury wanted this post for Moore 

as he believed this was a way for her to forge and cement her reputation as a 

religious educator. He also wanted her to get the position because it would 

complement his post as royal chaplain and give them reason to be near each other, 

continuing their “covenant of friendship”. This means that he was actually 

“seeke[ing] [him]self in the businesse” and frustrated that the rumours ensured that 

he could not achieve this aim covertly, without drawing suspicion.25  

 These personal reasons do not mean that she was not a viable candidate. In 

fact, the letter campaign discussed by Maxwell suggests the opposite. 26  One 

prominent letter from this campaign was a letter from Lady Margaret Clotworthy to 

John Dury dated 30 June 1643. In this letter, she reported the death of Lady 

Roxburgh, who had been a governess to Princess Mary until 1642, when she 

became governess to Mary’s two younger siblings. Clotworthy noted that after 

                                            
22 HP 2/9/6A-7B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, [27 June 1642].  
23 Marika Keblusek, “Mary, princess royal (1631–1660), princess of Orange, consort of William II.” 
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 19 May. 2018. 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-18252. 
24 HP 2/9/8A-9B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 24 June/ 4 July 1642. 
25 HP 21/7/5A-6B, Copy Letter: Dorothy Moore to [Lady Ranelagh?], 13/23 January 1645. 
26 Maxwell, “Calling for Collaboration”, 3-4. 
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Roxburgh’s death, Lady Vere had been appointed “Governesse in her place” to 

Mary’s younger siblings.27 Margaret then expressed her desire that she hoped Moore 

would be given a similar role and reported that Lady Vere (the current governess) 

seemed “very willing [Moore] be about them”.28 This is an important letter; while it 

was not the post that Dury wanted for Moore, Clotworthy’s report shows that 

Moore was considered by a current governess to have the qualifications needed for 

the high-profile post. This adds more weight to the argument that Dury honestly 

believed her to be the right person for the position, even if it turned out to be 

mutually beneficial. 

 During this campaign, the overall manner and sentiment of Dury’s 

receptions are laudatory, respectful or caring. For example, in a letter to Hartlib 

dated 10/20 August 1642, Dury again discussed the attempts to get Moore a 

position, going so far as to argue that they needed her at court: 

I am to go with Mistris Moore to Vtrecht; shee doth intend to 
staye there with her Children a few weekes; some meanes haue 
beene used to bring hir to our family. praye to God to giue a 
blessing to them for wee haue need of persons of hir spirit 
amongst the woemen kind which are with our Princes[s].29 

This letter, which predates Clotworthy’s letter and Lady Roxburgh’s death by nearly 

a year, was composed at the same time Roxburgh was being replaced. It is likely that 

the reasoning behind this change was Lady Roxburgh’s religion. Roxburgh was 

Roman Catholic and Helen Payne has argued that her religion had shaped her 

activities at court.30 She is credited with being the means by which Queen Anne 

stayed firm in her faith, as Roxburgh enabled the Queen to covertly practise her 

religion. Roxburgh’s creed had even counted against her in the past; it was cited as 

the reason why she was unable to take up the post as governess to the Prince of 

Wales in 1630. Since one of Mary’s marriage terms was that she would practise her 

                                            
27 HP 2/10/3A-4B, Letter: Margaret Clotworthy to John Dury, 30 June 1643. The Lady Vere 
Clotworthy refers to is Lady Mary Vere (1581-1671). For more on Lady Vere see: Jacqueline Eales, 
“Vere [née Tracy; other married name Hoby], Mary, Lady Vere (1581–1671), gentlewoman and 
patron of ministers.” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 19 May. 2018. 
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9780198614128-e-40534. 
28 HP 2/10/3A-4B, Letter: Margaret Clotworthy to John Dury, 30 June 1643. 
29 HP 2/9/13A-B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 10/20 August 1642. 
30 Helen Payne, “Ker [Kerr; née Drummond], Jane [Jean], countess of Roxburghe (b. in or before 
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faith according to the tenets of the Church of England, it is possible that Roxburgh 

was being replaced out of fear that her governess’s Catholicism would have 

influenced Mary.  

 Moreover, there was a consensus among the members of the Hartlib circle 

that the spiritual devotion of those at court was lax. Pal notes that Dury never 

agreed with the glamour associated with court life and challenged the laziness of the 

court’s convictions through his preaching style.31 For example, shortly after his 

appointment he wrote to Hartlib to bring attention to the court reaction to his 

preaching: “entering upon my Charge, I preached in my Clocke before the 

Princesse; & made them singe a psalme all which considered as a strange matter 

amonst them”.32 With this in mind, Dury felt that Moore was required at court 

because she would have been more in line with his own ideals.  He trusted in the 

strength of her spiritual devotion and he knew that their pedagogical beliefs were 

similar. He promoted her, as he believed that, were she to get the post of governess, 

it would have strengthened the reformed nature of the entire court. Dury as 

chaplain would have continued to make the courtiers sing psalms and engage with 

their faith, while Moore as governess would have enhanced the Protestant ethos of 

the princess’s daily routine. 

 Two months later, Dury again wrote to Hartlib; this time directly telling him 

how he should go about ensuring that Moore got the post:  

if yow could worke under hand to make it knowen here, that 
before the Princesse came awaye from England the Parliament 
hadde designed Mistris Æthiop to bee with hir for hir education; 
& that none could bee more fitly pitched upon to bee about hir 
to that effect, to instille upon all occasions the principles of 
Religion vertue & generositie unto hir mind.33 

This is undoubtedly high praise. By suggesting that Moore was worthy to teach a 

princess virtue, he was implying that Moore was a woman of undeniable integrity 

herself. Furthermore, Dury played an active part in constructing her reputation by 

asking Hartlib to ensure that news of her suitability reached The Hague through 

means other than Dury himself. By asking this of Hartlib, Dury was hoping that 

Hartlib would use his influence over others in the network, as Dury had previously 

attempted to do at court. This brings us back to Dury’s overlapping desires: he 
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simultaneously believed that Moore was suitable for the role, and was doing 

everything he could to ensure that the right person got the job; and he desired to 

stay close to Moore, portraying her in a way that would have resonated with what 

was required to take up this post. While both options are true, it is worth noting 

that the way in which Dury went about complimenting Moore was multi-faceted, in 

that he was also heaping praise upon Moore by calling her “Mistris Æthiop”. 

 

Dorothy Moore’s Pseudonym  

 

Mistris Æthiop was a pseudonym for Dorothy Moore. Carol Pal argues that 

the name drew on her “proficiency in multiple languages” and in particular her 

adeptness in Hebrew. 34  This was another trait that Moore shared with Van 

Schurman; it could be argued that this connection led to the adoption of this 

pseudonym.35 For example, in 1637 Jacob Cats praised Van Schurman’s “thorough 

linguistic knowledge of Dutch, German, French, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, 

English, Chaldeic, Syrian and Arabic”.36 At the same time, he also noted that she 

“would soon start with Samaritan, Persian and Ethiopian”.37 We know that she did 

indeed learn Ethiopian: in 1649, Constantijn Huygens learned that Van Schurman 

was studying Ethiopian and was dumbfounded.38 By this stage, Van Schurman was 

developing her understanding of the language by working on an Ethiopian 

grammar. Pieta Van Beek argues that the desire to study this language “could be 

related to the fascination in languages in general and the belief that the daughter 

languages of Hebrew could shed more light on the Holy Bible”. She notes that, 

“Ethiopian is a Southern-Semitic language that itself had, according to Van 

Schurman, many ‘word roots, of which the derivatives were found only in the bible, 

and therefore they should lead me in my quest to find the inner/deepest 

meaning’”.39 As Moore had visited Van Schurman in Utrecht before the first usage 

of the pseudonym, it is possible that Dury and Hartlib were drawing on these beliefs 

and applying them to Moore in order to praise her as a pious woman with a deep 

understanding of scripture.  

                                            
34 Pal, Republic of Women, 121. 
35 This section is based on private email correspondence with Felicity Lyn Maxwell.  
36 Van Beek, The First Female University Student, 62. 
37 Van Beek, 62. 
38 Van Beek, 82. 
39 Van Beek, The First Female University Student, 82. 
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While this may be the case, I argue that there is more to this name than 

simply an allusion to her knowledge of scripture or an analogy made with Van 

Schurman’s scholarship. This pseudonym could be a reference to the character of 

Aethiopia in Ben Jonson’s Masque of Blackness, a masque that was written by Jonson 

in late 1604 at the request of Queen Anne. Jonson’s masque follows the journey of 

Ethiopian ladies who arrive at the English Court to be cleansed of their blackness. 

In the piece, Aethiopia is an integral character, an Ethiopian Goddess who has 

already been assimilated into European culture. She is portrayed as the silvered 

moon:  

At this, the moon was discovered in the upper part of the 
house, triumphant in a silver throne, made in a figure of 
pyramis; her garments white and silver, the dressing of her head 
antique, and crowned with a luminary, or sphere of light, which, 
striking on the clouds, and heightened with silver, reflected as 
natural clouds do by the splendor of the moon.40 

These lines emphasise her whiteness, evident from the extreme emphasis on 

everything about her being white or silver. Furthermore, the line “Now Dian, with 

her burning face, Declines apace” links Aethiopia with the figure of Diana, applying 

all of  Diana’s traits to Aethiopia (the most important being chastity).41 Aethiopia is 

also portrayed as having a “generall brightnesse”, a feature that, according to 

William Over, can reflect her most significant inner quality, the power of 

revelation.42 Furthermore, in the play, Aethiopia places primary responsibility for 

racial transformation upon the daughters of Niger:  “For which, you shall observe 

these rites: /Thirteen times thrice, on thirteen nights”. 43  Therefore, another 

important connotation of this name is that it represents someone with a desire to go 

through a self-transformation.  

 While this masque was written for her grandmother’s court nearly 40 years 

before Princess Mary’s move to The Hague, there are still connections between the 

masque and Mary’s own court, which Dury and Moore attended. I have already 

                                            
40 Ben Jonson, The Masque of Blackness, lines 171-4 in, The Cambridge Edition of the Works of Ben Jonson 
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highlighted how Lady Roxburgh was one of Queen Anne’s closest attendants, 

before going on to become Princess Mary’s governess and a member of the court in 

The Hague. Moreover, masque culture in general was still prevalent in the courts of 

the 1640s. Ann Hughes and Julie Saunders argue that Elizabeth of Bohemia had a 

deep understanding of Stuart court culture, and had even been “an active spectator 

of court masques by Ben Jonson and others at Whitehall in the years leading up to 

her marriage”.44 Mary, on the other hand, was influenced by her “mother’s extensive 

involvement in masquing and entertainments as patron and performer in 1630s 

England”.45  Combined, these two women drew on their experiences and influences 

to ensure that masques and similar entertainments took place on regular occasions 

at both of their courts. Thus, as this culture was still prevalent in the courts Dury 

visited at The Hague, it is possible that he was aware of at least some of the possible 

connotations of the word that can be drawn from Jonson’s masque. While he would 

not have approved of masque culture, one could argue that Dury was appropriating 

the discourse of court culture and praising Moore by calling her Mistris Aethiop, 

because of a belief that, through voluntary self-transformation, Moore had shed her 

“blackness” and had become a true servant of god, an Aethiopia who had the 

power to reveal this path to others.  

This reading of the name also resonates with Moore’s own belief that she 

went through a process of self-transformation, which was tied to a realisation of the 

negative impact the frivolities of dancing could have on the soul. In a letter to Lady 

Ranelagh, which Lynette Hunter dates to c.1650, Moore wrote about having to go 

through a process of unlearning in order to become a pious religious woman: 

I haue in this little draught left out the teaching of youth 
dauncing and curious works; both which serue onely, to fill the 
fancy with unnecessary, unprofitable and proud imaginations. 
My experience as well as my reason tells me this; for my owne 
education was to learne both, and all I got by them was a great 
trouble to forget both, that so I might stand lesse in opposition 
to the simplicity of the Gospell in my affections and practice; 
and though this was difficult at first  yet I found afterward a 
great benefit.46  
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After this she adds that she went through this process, as she firmly believed that 

the education she received as a child “brings no good to the soule or body of 

mankind”. 47  This experience is similar to that of Mary Rich, who was Lady 

Ranelagh’s sister. 48  In her autobiography, Rich charts how, in her youth, her 

connection to Elizabeth Killigrew (Elizabeth had just married Mary’s brother 

Francis) resulted in Mary becoming “vain and foolish” because of her decision to 

spend her time “seeing and reading plays and romances, and in exquisite and 

curious dressing”.49 She proceeded to emphasise how her marriage to Charles Rich 

was the catalyst for her self-reformation by stating that God brought her “by [her] 

marriage, into a noble and, which [was] much more, a religious family; where 

religion was both practised and encouraged”.50 Once Rich engaged more ardently 

with her faith, she began to emphasise that she had mismanaged time in her youth 

and needed to compensate for her previous actions: “for my time was then almost 

quite taken up in reading, meditation, and prayer, being then very solicitous to 

redeem my former mispent time”.51 As Moore was also talking in the past tense, it is 

possible that her personal reformation had already taken place by the time she wrote 

her letter to Ranelagh. Thus, by calling Moore “Mistris Aethiop”, Dury may have 

been confirming Moore’s own belief that she had successfully compensated for her 

own personal misspent time or “blackness”. 

 The final possible allusion is more directly linked to events in Ethiopia at 

the time. From 1603, the Portuguese were sending Jesuit priests on conversion 

missions to Ethiopia. The most successful of these missionaries was a Spanish priest 

named Pedro Paez. Wendy Laura Belcher argues that:  

this man was a new sort of missionary, someone who learned 
the local language, engaged others in conversation, and was 
sympathetic to many of the tenets of the Täwaḥədo Church 
[the Ethiopian Orthodox Christian church, which dates back to 
the fourth century] His extraordinary diplomacy, intellectual 

                                            
47 Ibid. 
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curiosity, and kind manner enabled him to gain influence 
among a range of nobles and high-ranking priests.52  

She goes on to chart how he successfully converted several successive kings, 

including King Susənyos, who violently repressed anti-Catholic uprisings in 1617 

and 1618, before professing Roman Catholicism in 1621.53 It is at this point that 

more Jesuit priests were invited into Ethiopia. Jeronimo Lobo’s arrival after the 

king’s conversion is crucial to the historical record as he documented his 

experiences of his time in Ethiopia. This is important, as “a significant portion of 

the population, including ... the women of the court, did not” accept Catholicism.54 

This resistance proved detrimental to the Jesuits’ efforts in Ethiopia and, by 1632, 

King Susənyos was forced to abandon his forceful attempts to convert the 

country.55 Belcher notes that, after this king’s death, his son took the throne and 

eradicated Roman Catholicism, resulting in all Jesuits being forced out of Ethiopia 

by 1653.56 While women rarely appear in the Portuguese sources, Belcher finds that, 

“when they do, they are almost always resisting conversion to Roman 

Catholicism”.57 Lobo is one source that credits the role of women. He even claims 

“outright that the noblewomen surrounding the Ḥabäša king—in particular his 

senior wife, eldest daughter, a daughter-in- law, and a niece—[were] the reason for 

the failure of Roman Catholicism in Abyssinia”.58  

 This connects to the Hartlib circle via Henry Oldenburg as, fifteen years 

after the failed mission in Ethiopia, Jeronimo Lobo corresponded with Oldenburg 

regarding his examination of the sources of the Nile, which he researched during his 

mission to Ethiopia.59 While this connection is over 20 years after the first usage of 

the term Æthiop in relation to Moore, Oldenburg was known to be interested in 

Ethiopian affairs. The earliest evidence of this is a letter to Hartlib in 1659 in which 

he discusses the possibility of Dr Hottinger and one of his associates creating an 

Ethiopian lexicon.60 However, the interest in Ethiopia within the wider network can 
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be traced as far back as 1648, with Hartlib collecting and preserving the 160th 

edition of The Moderate Intelligencer, which mentioned Ethiopian merchants.61 Thus, 

while the evidence for the direct connection to Ethiopia is from a later date, it is 

possible that, because of a broad interest in the country, some members were aware 

of current events, including the active resistance against Roman Catholicism by 

women. If this is the case, then it is possible that Moore was given the name Mistris 

Æthiop as an allusion to these women. This could mean that Hartlib and Dury 

potentially saw Moore as a Protestant equivalent and were using this name to 

accentuate and promote her unwavering faith.  

 While all three possibilities are speculative in one way or another, all three 

potential meanings for the name draw on Moore’s religious nature. The pseudonym 

is an allusion to her deep understanding of scripture, through the use of Hebrew 

and its sister languages. It is an allusion to the process of self-reformation. It is even 

an allusion to Moore as a symbol of unwavering faith during a time of religious 

turmoil. Thus, while one cannot fully ascertain where the name came from, we do 

know that it was being used to represent Moore in a positive light, and as an 

example of female religious piety.  

 

Representations of Moore by Hartlib and Dury, 1643-1645 

    

 By the following year (1643), neither the court position at The Hague nor 

the governess position with Lady Vere had materialised. Recent scholarship differs 

on whether Moore would have been upset by this lack of employment. Maxwell 

argues that Moore never really wanted either post and was just “entertaining the 

possibility ... mainly to please Ranelagh and her other would-be patrons”.62 Instead, 

Moore desired to have freedom in constructing her own curriculum, and reacted 

against the post because “a court position would necessitate obedience to the ‘greatt 

Person’ [Moore] served ... a servility that would threaten Moore’s freedom of 

conscience”.63 Pal, on the other hand, offers a more pragmatic view. She argues 

that, while Moore did not really want to become an educator, she was aware of the 

need to have some “gainful employment that would enable her to stay at the court 
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in The Hague”. 64  My analysis lies somewhere in-between. While Moore’s 

convictions did not suit the royal court, neither did Dury’s, and he still accepted the 

position as royal chaplain. While I agree with Maxwell when she states that Moore 

placed “shared spiritual profit (serving others) ahead of her own social advancement 

and financial gain, despite her need of an income”, I argue that she may have been 

convinced to take the post if it meant working with Dury to enhance the religious 

nature of the court — especially given his belief that Moore would have been a 

positive influence on Princess Mary.65 Furthermore, considering that Moore was still 

looking for gainful employment over a decade later, it is likely that she would have 

taken the post, particularly if it gave them both the financial security from which 

they could build. Regardless of whether Moore wanted the positions or not, she was 

actively represented by prominent theologians and governesses as having the 

qualities needed for the roles, irrespective of the final result. This without doubt 

enhanced her reputation throughout the network, and enabled possibilities for 

further intellectual activities.  

Between 1644 and 1646, representations of Moore and engagement with her 

activities reached their peak. These are different to the earlier receptions in that 

Moore was not with Dury at the time. She had travelled back to London, and was 

mentioned because she was acting as an intermediary for the pursuit of Dury and 

Hartlib’s affairs in the city. Hunter argues that, as an active agent, Moore managed 

to drum up support for Dury’s position with the Westminster Assembly and 

arranged a financial settlement for Hartlib. 66  Moore and Hartlib had been 

corresponding since 1642 and the nature of their correspondence, while familiar, 

was focused on the politics of Elizabeth of Bohemia’s court. For example, Moore’s 

first known letter to Hartlib is dated 14/24 August 1642, and in this letter he 

discussed her opinion of Doctor Johnson (Elizabeth of Bohemia’s attendant) 

alongside wider issues concerning the court.67 Her second letter to Hartlib was 

intended to “acquaint [him] with the present condition of the Queen of Bohemiah 

[sic]”.68 During this period, Dury was attempting to strengthen and diversify the 

personal connection between Hartlib and Moore out of a belief that Moore’s active 
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involvement in their affairs would be beneficial. This resonates with Moore’s 

reasoning for manufacturing a way for Ranelagh to meet the Prince Elector.69 It is 

possible that Dury believed that, like Ranelagh, Moore possessed political acumen 

and had the ability to be an effective political lobbyist if given the chance. To 

facilitate this possibility, Dury actively manufactured opportunities for Moore and 

Hartlib to build rapport by sending letters that provided a pretext for meeting. 

Examples of this include one letter in which he stated: “I send yow the inclosed to 

Mistris Moore that yow may haue occasion to discourse with hir”, and another 

where he wrote that: “the inclosed are to giue yow occasion also to see Mistris 

Moore & desire from hir the discourse which I send God willing to Morrow by the 

post unto hir”.70 Both of these receptions are more matter-of-fact, as they were a 

means to an end, in that Dury was hoping that through these meetings, Hartlib 

would see the benefits of a greater rapport with Moore for himself.  

Moore was back on the Continent by June 1644. At this point, Dury once 

again became more expressive in how he wrote about her; and it was not long until 

the pair married. Just after this marriage, Moore wrote a letter to Ranelagh in which 

she explained her reasons for getting married. While this letter was written to 

Ranelagh, it was clearly meant for a wider audience.71 Thus, Hartlib printed this and 

various other letters relating to Moore and Dury’s aims in marriage, anonymously, 

as a pamphlet. This is an important step, as it is the first extant evidence of Hartlib 

actively promoting Moore’s writings. Maxwell has argued that, since Hartlib’s 

engagement was an act of printing, he was “announcing that not only these letters 

but Dury and Moore’s whole marriage should be on public display as a good 

example to others”.72 Considering the publication of this pamphlet and its encoded 

promotion of Moore occurred less than a year after Dury was orchestrating 

meetings between Hartlib and Moore, it is clear that in the intervening time Hartlib 

did indeed deepen his rapport with Moore. He may have been impressed by 

Moore’s effectiveness in securing him the financial settlement. He may also have 

been influenced by her pious nature, which he would have known about from Dury 

and Ranelagh. Either way, by 1645, Hartlib and Moore had forged a rapport in 

which Hartlib now saw and actively endorsed Moore as an example of female piety. 

                                            
69 For more on this, see Chapter Three. 
70 HP 3/2/32A-B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 10/20 May 1644 and HP 3/2/18A-B, 
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After the marriage, Dury unsurprisingly continued to talk about Moore in a 

laudatory manner. In a letter to Hartlib dated 4/14 April 1645, Dury  defended his 

wife and celebrated their godly partnership by stressing how their marriage 

redefined social politics: 

Mr. Baillie was afraid that my wife would bee a stoppe to my 
proceedings in the public worke if occasion should hee [need?] 
to make use of me; but I haue assured him, that the very ground 
of our Conionction is an inclination to serue the public & that 
shee will rather further it with all hir might without respect to 
hir owne priuat content.73  

Through these words Dury was presenting Moore as a woman who cared more 

about promoting their religious cause than her own welfare. He was also 

representing her as an active collaborator in his work, whose involvement would 

enhance his religious mission. This echoes an earlier belief that Dury expressed to 

Ranelagh on the 4/14 December 1644. In this letter, Dury contended that, in order 

to discharge his obligations to God, he needed to consult Moore “vpon all 

occasions”, for “readdy deliberacion, or seasonable execucion” of his duties.74 In 

both of these letters, Dury was representing Moore as a crucial cog that kept his 

religious missions ticking. He saw her as an important sounding board, with whom 

he could tease out his ideas, and as someone who could help put them into practice. 

Therefore, he was enhancing Moore’s reputation by announcing her as an important 

source of advice during his religious missions, while simultaneously presenting them 

both as a new model for marriage: a union that was a “spiritually motivated and 

service orientated marriage, with little regard for rank or wealth”.75  

 

Moore’s Medical Venture, 1649 

 

From mid-1645 until the end of 1646, Dury became matter-of-fact in how 

he wrote about Moore: he prioritises reporting her actions rather than writing about 

                                            
73 HP 3/2/109A-110B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 4/14 April 1645. The Mr Baillie that 
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her character. Now referring to her as “my wife”, he tended to write about her in a 

less expressive way, despite them both being away from Hartlib. He wrote about 

her when telling Hartlib that she misplaced Arnold Boate’s letter, which included 

recipes for “scowring pewter the Holland waye & for blacking of shoes”.76 These 

receptions bring attention to another aspect of Moore’s personality: her growing 

interest in medicine.  

 Dury wrote about Moore twice during the first half of 1649. At this time 

they were living in London, and Dury wrote to Benjamin Worsley to ask for his 

advice. The timing of these letters corresponded with Moore’s ever-growing interest 

in natural philosophy and medicine developing into something more radical: she 

began to think about opening an apothecary shop in order to sell cordials and 

medical distillates to support her family. As mentioned in the introduction, “the 

general trend in the early modern period was to force women out of the practice of 

‘official’ medicine”.77 This is not to say there was not a market for these cordials. In 

fact, it was the opposite; treatment of minor ailments was considered to be the 

housewife’s duty, meaning women had to purchase materials from an apothecary, 

resulting in a high demand for these shops.78 Much like other branches of medicine, 

legislation controlled the licensing of these shops, and any person wishing to 

practise had to be examined. Unlike the other branches, women “could be admitted 

to the profession of apothecary by marriage or apprenticeship”.79 Furthermore, 

Whaley observes that “the law was not often vigorously enforced”.80 Thus, because 

of her growing knowledge of medicine, this venture would have been viable for 

Moore. Hunter argues that she considered this option for financial reasons. Despite 

Dury receiving £200 a year from the Committee for Plundered Ministers, he was 

awaiting overdue payments on top of his ongoing travel expenses, which meant that 

Moore needed to overcome financial difficulties in his absence.81 It seems that Dury 

and Moore knew Worsley through Hartlib and wanted to get in touch with him 

because of his expertise in medicine.  

                                            
76 HP 3/3/32A-33B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 31 August 1646. See also: HP 3/3/30A-
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Two letters dealt with different reactions to Moore’s decision. The first was 

from Benjamin Worsley himself. This letter to Hartlib was a response to Dury 

asking Worsley to help himself and Moore learn about distillation. In his response, 

Worsley proposed three types of distillation: chymical distillation, distillation of hot 

waters and the neat distilling of spirits, before arguing that the final option was the 

most appropriate for Moore. At the start of the letter, Worsley was deferential and 

praised Moore: “whom I must now tell you, I had a long time since so great an 

esteeme of, and such an eye unto”.82 He even went as far to say that, if he ended up 

remaining a bachelor, it would “favour” him to live with Moore and Dury, “and be 

advised by them as their sonne”.83 While he was sorry for their financial issues and 

wanted to help her in any way possible, it was not long until his concerns came to 

the fore. This first appeared when Worsley asked for clarification as to what was 

meant by distilling. Firstly, he asked whether Moore wanted to “comprehend … the 

whole of Chymia”. Before the eighteenth century, there was no clear distinction 

between alchemy and chemistry.84 Instead, the terms were used interchangeably and 

terms like “chymia” or “alchymia” referred to different perspectives on the same 

discipline.85 For example, “chymia” detailed “laboratory operations like distillation, 

crystallization, and assaying and the production of chemical products such as salts, 

alums, mineral acids, and pharmaceuticals”. 86  Thus, when Worsley questioned 

whether Moore wanted to understand the entire discipline, he may have been 

wondering whether she intended to combine distillation with other techniques to 

create her spirits.  

Next, Worsley suggested the common distillation of hot waters. Bruce 

Moran argues that, by the seventeenth century;  

Concerns for the living conditions of the “poor common man”, 
and the limited possibilities of “poor and common people” to 
procure required medicinal ingredients prompted authors to 
enter the marketplace with books promising to communicate 
simplified cures instead of complicated, more expensive 
procedures.87 
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 He states that these streamlined medicines were of the “watery” sort, and included 

distilled water, spirits, balsams, tinctures and essences.88  Thus, it is likely that, 

through this second option, Worsley was questioning whether Moore meant not 

just to communicate, but also produce and sell these truncated medicines. Finally, 

Worsley suggested a type of distilling, which “may be vsed by a gentlewoman, or 

any for the eliciting or neat distilling of spiritts”. Jennifer Stine has highlighted how 

“over the course of the seventeenth century, ... separate rooms usually not far 

removed from the kitchen were designated as still rooms and became centres for 

the production of medicines as well as scents and cordial waters”.89 Interestingly, 

Stine differentiates between the production of waters and medicines in these rooms. 

Thus, while the distillation undertaken by gentlewomen included the common 

waters of Worsley’s second suggestion, there was an added medicinal element. 

Moran argues that this added element existed as there were certain medicines 

reserved for certain classes. In the case of gentlewomen, this included extra 

chemical remedies, with more expensive ingredients.90 Importantly, it is not just 

modern scholars who make this differentiation. When writing about her mother, 

Anne Clifford stated that Margaret Clifford (née Russell) “delighted in distilling of 

waters & other chemical extractions”.91 Thus, it is possible that when Worsley was 

referencing or referring to the gentlewomanly distillation of spirits, he was referring 

to the distillation of both cordial waters and other chemical extractions available to 

a woman of Moore’s class.  

 After listing his three possibilities, Worsley ruled out the first two by stating 

that Moore would find it difficult to use these methods to produce the quantity that 

would be needed to make a livelihood from it. Thus far, Worsley was trying to be 

upfront and warn Dury and Moore of the potential difficulties they would face in 

this venture. When one looks closely at the heart of Worsley’s desire for 

clarification, one sees that his anxiety had deeper roots. He was actually critical of 

the venture because of two other overlapping issues: gender and class. 

Gendered concerns were encoded into Worsley’s writing by his stating that 

there was a type of distillation “which may be used by a gentlewoman”. His 

sentence structure suggests that the first two options were included in the types of 
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distillation he believed not fit for women. This becomes apparent when one 

explores how he discussed the possible viability of the first two options:  

for the first, and 2d, I could not see how they would become Mr: 
Duryes calling, for it being a mechanicke trade, it would be very 
difficult to do any thing in such quantity, as would gett a 
considerable livelyhood; (though a compendium perhaps were 
offred) unlesse it were followed with hard & constant labour. 
and difficult also to sell in such quantity as was necessary seing 
a shop I presumed he would not, could not keepe; and to sell 
them to such as vented them Againe, would I feared bee to 
hard and hazardous a Trade to make profitt of ... Considering 
then ms: Dury, might have easily all the advantage to gaine 
creditt to her spiritts, ... and much vent through her 
Acquaintance with persons of honour, who know and would 
easily beleeve, shee would vndertake nothing comon ^or^ 
which had not some peculiar excellency in it or other, I did 
pitch upon this imployment, as most fitt for her.92 

Throughout this passage, Worsley was writing as if it was Dury who would be 

actively partaking in the trade, not Moore. In fact, the only time that he explicitly 

mentioned Moore’s involvement in the endeavour was when he recommended that 

she use her connections to give her recipes credibility, and thus work with medical 

recipes privately and not in a public shop. At the heart of his gendered concerns 

was an examination of the appropriate role for women within the medical 

community. 93  Worsley was skeptical of women being involved in a form of 

“chymia” that would combine distillation with other processes. He was also wary of 

gentlewomen being involved in the production of truncated medicines aimed at the 

lower classes. When one adds in his suggestion that Moore work privately, it is clear 

that he believed that gentlewomen should not be attempting to use distillation to 

gain a livelihood in the public sphere. This resonates with Leigh Whaley’s argument 

that the general trend was to push women away from the practice of ‘official’ 

medicine.94 Considering this wider trend, Worsley was purposefully bypassing the 

potential of Moore being in charge of the shop, so that he could recommend an 

alternative that was actually in line with the accepted practices already followed by 

other gentlewomen in the network.95  
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The monetisation of Moore’s endeavours and its impact on issues of class 

was a more pertinent concern. When declaring the final option as most fit, Worsley 

stated that he did so as he knew Moore would have been able to draw on her 

reputation as an assurance that the medicines she was selling were using the 

chemical processes and ingredients associated with a woman of her class — rather 

than cheaper truncated medicines. Worsley believed she would have needed to do 

that in order to avoid the accusation that she was selling lower quality medicines at a 

higher price in order to earn as much money as possible. In order to affirm this 

point, Worsley told the story of “Phillips”, a man who acted in a private manner and 

was still able to sell his cordials amongst higher classes at a higher price because of 

an unfounded belief that his recipes were better. Worsley told this story as a way to 

restrict Moore’s motive to charity, ensuring that she conformed to the traditional 

model of women helping their family and acquaintances with their recipes. This is 

clear from Worsley’s assertion that distillation was better “as a thing done privattly, 

and rather out of a Care of or desire to obleige others, then out of a designe to get a 

gaine of others”96 Once again, this claim ties into the wider belief of the period that 

“charity was often a motivation for women performing medical service within their 

community and beyond and this was particularly the case with aristocratic 

women”.97 Worsley may have been trying to prevent Moore from selling medicine 

because by gaining financially from the endeavour, she would not have been 

involved in an act of charity, which would have undermined her pious reputation. 

Overall, the way in which Worsley carefully constructed his response to Dury’s 

request shows that, while Worsley was critical of the venture, he still cared about 

Moore, in that he did not want to overtly rule out distillation as a way for her to 

make money in case it either added to her woes or offended her. Instead, he laid out 

all of the options before carefully and subtly ruling out each, until the venture no 

longer looked feasible. Furthermore, the crux of this letter was an active attempt to 

deter Moore from a course of action that Worsley believed would make her look 

less pious, and thus have a negative impact on her reputation. Considering the 

following response to the venture, it turns out he was right to want to deter her in 

order to protect her reputation.  
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In December 1649, William Hamilton, a royalist and court favourite of 

Charles I, wrote to Hartlib from Oxford. In this letter, he referred to Moore and 

gave his opinion on her decision to open the above-mentioned shop. Hamilton’s 

criticism was presented in a shocked and condescending manner: 

[Moore] cowld farre lesse have stooped from that sparkling 
spiritfwllnesse [sic], to have taken up a publick shop for selling 
of spirits & oills, whether hir owne, or others. But since many 
tyms out ^of^ our evill god brings good, I hartily pray that this 
may be for hir owne good & others that may be concerned in it, 
& gods glory.98  

Here, Hamilton suggested that Moore had come down from a higher position; his 

disdainful manner stemmed from the fact that he believed that Moore’s reputation 

had declined because of her actions. The “s” sound of the words “stooped”, 

“sparkling”, and “spiritfwllness” alliteratively combine and bring attention to the 

fact that Hamilton originally conceived Moore as an exemplary woman. What 

qualities did he feel she was an archetype of? The word “spiritfwllness” could stem 

from the word spirit, which the OED defines as “a special attitude or bent of mind 

characterising men individually or collectively”.99  When one thinks of Moore’s 

defining personality traits, one immediately thinks of her piety and erudition, 

meaning Hamilton may have agreed with the wider belief that Moore was a religious 

exemplar. He may also have been suggesting that Moore was full of “the Spirit”, 

which again emphasises her pious qualities. Both possibilities resonate with the way 

in which Moore was represented by Dury and Ussher. Hamilton was suggesting that 

Moore had damaged the pious nature that the two men had promoted just a few 

years previously. How did Moore injure this reputation? 

 Hamilton’s concerns were, like Worsley’s, drawing from the wider debates 

regarding women and medicine. He too was questioning whether there was an 

appropriate role for women within the medical community. He agreed with 

Worsley’s assessment that women’s medical production should occur in the private 

sphere and should be charitable in nature. While Worsley was afraid that Moore 

might damage her pious character through active, non-charitable participation in 

medical production, Hamilton believed that Moore had marred her reputation by 
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even considering the venture. However, it is important to realise that, while 

Hamilton was surprised by her decision, he believed in her underlying religious 

nature to the point where he did not end his remark on a negative note. Instead, in 

the last line Hamilton was more hopeful, as he wished that good would come from 

what he perceived as a poor decision, and that Moore would continue to help 

people. This can be seen as an olive branch, which offered Moore respite, and the 

opportunity to reaffirm her pious nature.  

 While the shop never opened, Pal has highlighted two pieces of evidence to 

suggest that Moore continued to work towards her goal. First, in a letter to Robert 

Boyle, Hartlib stated: “That glass with whatever was in it, I did deliver it very 

carefully to Mrs. Dury, according to my lady’s direction”.100 The lady in this instance 

is Lady Ranelagh, and so Pal suggests that there was a “medical concoction” in the 

glass, which Hartlib delivered to Moore on Ranelagh’s request.101 Second, in a letter 

to Anne Conway dated 10 May 1659, Henry More had been healed of a recent 

illness thanks to a network of female scholars, which included Dorothy Moore:  

I have returned the Princess letter, with my thanks to Mrs Dury, 
that she would be pleased to trouble herself so much in 
reference to me, but the greatest is due to your ladyship, 
without whose intermediating nothing had been done.102 

While it is only speculative, Pal suggests that this letter suggests that Conway 

interjected on Moore’s behalf, and Moore responded by sharing “her chemical 

expertise”. Thus, it is probable that after the issues surrounding the shop, Moore 

continued to learn and practise “chymia” but that she did so within an accepted 

mode, similar to Ranelagh.103   

 

Later Representations of Moore, 1658-1660 

 

Despite Worsley’s reaction to the proposal, Moore’s venture did not have a 

lasting impact on his perception of her. Nearly a decade after her attempts to open 

the shop, Worsley wrote to Dury about Moore. In this letter, which resonates with 

Oldenburg’s decision to allow Ranelagh to know of the secret of vitriol, Worsley 
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highlighted that Moore was a confidante when he states: “I did at my last beeing in 

England, acqvaint yourselfe & my truly deare Frind your Wife, with somewhat, that I 

told not many in the World beside, (:nor indeed mine owne wife not fully:)”.104 The 

major difference between this letter and Oldenburg’s is that Worsley included an 

example of someone who was not privy to the entire secret, i.e. his wife. This 

constructs a hierarchy of confidentiality, in which Moore ranks higher than Lucy 

Worsley, emphasising just how highly Benjamin regarded the former. Furthermore, 

Worsley’s framing of Moore as one of his closest friends placed her in an important 

and elevated position, as confidante to someone other than her husband.  

These expressions of trust suggest that, for certain women, gender did not 

factor into whether or not they were considered trustworthy. Instead, what mattered 

were their reputations in certain fields. Both Oldenburg’s and Worsley’s letters were 

written between 1658 and 1659. By this stage, both Ranelagh and Moore had built 

up rapport and reputations, and had been celebrated as scientific and religious 

intellectuals. Ranelagh was being made privy to a scientific secret which ties in with 

her wider promotion as a medical authority. Similarly, in the same letter mentioned 

above, Moore was being made aware of Worsley’s interaction with what he felt was 

a message sent “from the Lord”.105 This event occurred at the same time that 

Worsley’s letters were their “most directly millenarian” and it is possible that the 

message from God was related to his belief that the coming of the Lord would 

occur in 1666.106 The fact that it was a secret, suggests that Moore was one of the 

first people that Worsley shared his millenarian beliefs with, which connects with 

Hartlib and Dury’s wider promotion of Moore as a pious and spiritual woman 

discussed earlier in the chapter. This shows that the sharing of information was a 

two-way street. Not only could Moore and Ranelagh use their rapport with 

members of the network to ensure that their material was disseminated among 

associates with similar interests, but this rapport could be used to become privy to 

information, provided they were known to have expertise about the revealed secret.  

Due to the large number of receptions, one might initially think that many 

different people wrote about Moore. However, as this discussion has shown, it was 

mainly Dury who wrote about her, and he tended to do so only when he was not in 
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proximity either to her or Hartlib. Thus, it was when Dury was away from both 

Hartlib and Moore that his representation of Moore’s reputation becomes clear. If 

one were to focus on the quantity of receptions one might initially think that 

Moore’s reputation peaked in the 1640s before waning in the 1650s. This picture 

would stem from the fact that Dury was originally diverse in how he wrote about 

Moore, but became more and more pragmatic as the period progressed. As is the 

case with Ranelagh, these pragmatic receptions occurred because of the logistics of 

early modern correspondence, and so they do not necessarily constitute a shift in 

attitude towards Moore. When one focuses on the other interactions with Moore 

one sees that Dury was overwhelmingly positive in what he wrote about her. He 

was the focal point of a large letter campaign that actively pushed for her 

employment at the heart of a transnational Protestant court. Along with Ussher, he 

actively suggested that Moore’s pious nature would influence Princess Mary to be 

more resolute in her faith. Dury also held such high regard for Moore’s spiritual 

character that he argued that she could improve his own religious missions. 

However, her representation is drawn more from her political activities rather than 

an active engagement with her texts. In fact, the only people who truly engaged with 

her texts are Dury, who engaged with the Rivet letters; and Hartlib, who engaged 

with the letters Moore sent to Ranelagh — both of whom she had a deep rapport 

with. Instead, Moore’s prevailing depiction by the network as a whole stemmed 

from her activities. They celebrated and promoted her by attempting to get Moore a 

court position, and in doing so, they praised her piety in a way that far exceeded 

Van Schurman’s representation of Moore in 1640. However, one has to account for 

Worsley and Hamilton’s reaction to Moore’s decision to open up a shop. While they 

felt that Moore would have damaged her image by selling spirits to the general 

public, both men still portrayed an underlying respect for her reputation. This was 

because their issues were not necessarily with Moore herself but with the wider 

societal issues regarding the appropriate role for women who wished to practise 

medicine. These outbursts did not have a sustained impact on Moore’s reputation 

among either of these men, as is evident from Worsley later declaring Moore to be a 

trusted confidante.  

Representation of Dury’s Forgotten Sister: Jean Appelius 
 

The extent to which Moore and Ranelagh stood out, in the Hartlib circle, is 

made starkly clear by examination of Jean Appelius. She can be considered a 
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problematic case becuase none of her own letters are extant, meaning there is no 

way of knowing her version of events. What we do know is extremely useful as we 

can use it to analyse her reputation among the members of the Hartlib circle, 

regardless of whether it was deserved, and interrogate how they represented her in 

their writing. Through this examination it is possible to contrast Jean’s 

representation with that of Moore and Ranelagh to see what standards a woman had 

conform to in order to have the potential to influence their own reputation. This 

test arises from key debates in feminist theory, such as Judith Butler’s assertion that 

while gender is performative we are not free to choose our script. She argues that 

we are influenced by the discourses around us, and by social norms, meaning that 

gender can be used to regulate and control society.107 It also draws on Merry E. 

Wiesner’s application of this central idea to the early modern period.  Wiesner 

argues that “women or men who stepped outside their prescribed roles in other 

than extraordinary circumstances, and particularly those who made a point of 

emphasizing that they were doing this, were seen as threatening not only relations 

between the sexes, but the operation of the entire social order”.108 Thus, this test is 

to examine the ways Jean Appelius was perceived as threatening and to see whether 

Lady Ranelagh and Dorothy Moore acted in similar ways, or whether they were 

celebrated because they remained within their prescribed roles within the network.  

 

Emergence of Familial Financial Stress, 1638-1640 
 

Between 1638 and 1640, Jean was written about 13 times: 10 of which 

occurred in the city of Hamburg, two in Amsterdam and one in the city of Bremen. 

John Dury, who was travelling through these cities at this time, wrote all but two of 

these letters and the majority of them dealt with her financial issues. Jean was in a 

dire financial situation, as is evident from a letter dated 16 February 1639 in which 

Dury wrote to Hartlib about his “distressed Sister”.109 The opinion he gave to 

Hartlib regarding how he could deal with Jean resonates with the way he helped 

                                            
107 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (London: Routledge, 1990), 25. 
See also Foucault’s theory that juridical systems of power produce the subjects they subsequently 
come to represent in Michael Foucault, “Right of Death and Power of Life” in The History of 
Sexuality, Volume I, An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage, 1980).  
108 Merry E. Wiesner, Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993), 252. 
109 HP 9/1/73A-76B, Copy Letters in Hartlib’s Hand: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 9-22 February 
1639. 
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Moore out of their financial issues; although not successful, he helped Moore in her 

attempts to find a trade, and actively tried to ensure she received the knowledge 

needed to start making her own cordials.110 He suggested a similar course of action 

for Jean: “I know not at this distance what to advise her better then to betake her to 

some trade to liue by”. He followed this up by qualifying why this was the only 

course of action he could prescribe:  

According to mine abilities I shall neuer bee wanting to her, 
although in this Calling wherin now I am busie I ought to say 
with Levi whom Moses blesseth deut. 33. that I know not my 
Father nor my Mother nor any of my kindred because I ought to 
know no body any more according to the flesh. I want not 
Brotherly loue to her but I study that it should bee to her in 
Christ only and not in any other respect. And thus I loue all 
Vertuous Persons no lesse then her, and am ready to doe them 
seruice as vnto her. I acknowledge nothing to bee mine owne in 
this World but myself and all my thoughts and whatsoeuer shall 
belong vnto mee is once for all given up vnto God and to the 
seruice of all his Children in the Communion of Saints.111 

Dury drew on Deuteronomy 33 as a way to justify his beliefs. He especially drew on 

the portrayal of Levi in verse 9:  

Who said unto his father and to his mother, I have not seen 
him; neither did he acknowledge his brethren, nor knew his 
own children: for they have observed thy word, and kept thy 
covenant.112 

Levi was the leader of one of the tribes of Israel, the Levites, who were known for 

their piety and were chosen by Moses to be the teachers of the Law and the priestly 

representatives of the state. They were said to have been given this honour because 

they sided with Moses against those who worshipped the golden calf in Exodus 32: 

26-28, which states that they slew those who idolised the false god, even if they 

were “brothers”, “companions”, or “neighbours”.113 In the passage quoted above, 

Levi is said to have to expressed to his family that he could not have any preference 

for them over god and his duty and, thus, was exhibiting the same qualities as his 

compatriots who had followed Moses. As their zeal, fidelity and impartiality are 

directly linked to their adeptness for religious leadership, Dury felt compelled to 

                                            
110 HP 26/33/1A-3B, Letter: Benjamin Worsley to Samuel Hartlib, 22 June 1649. 
111 HP 9/1/73A-76B, Copy Letters in Hartlib’s Hand: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 9-22 February 
1639. 
112 Deuteronomy 33: 9 (King James version). 
113 Exodus 32: 26-28 (King James version). 
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follow their example. In order to explain his convictions, he used this model as an 

authority in order to emphasise that his regard for god had to be greater than his 

regard for his sister.  

 It is possible that he was using his religious mission to mask a different 

reality: he was not in a position to look after her financially, even if he wanted to. 

John Young notes that, between 1634 and 1641, Dury was suffering from a chronic 

lack of funds, surviving on “piecemeal (but not inconsiderable) donations supplied 

or raised by [Thomas] Roe and Hartlib”.114 This situation changed less than a year 

later when Jean moved to Amsterdam and became Dury’s responsibility financially. 

It is at this point that he began to become frustrated, because of the added 

“burden” on his finances.  

His irritation is apparent in all of Dury’s epistolary references to his sister, 

but most evident in a letter he wrote to Hartlib dated 21 August 1640. Here, he 

expressed his frustration that she was asking for an annual allowance, despite him 

being morally and economically burdened by actively caring for her:  

My sister doth extreamely vexe me with hir letters Challenging a 
yearely allowance from me for house rent Clothing & Dyet; I 
haue answered her once or twice but shee will not bee content: 
I am loath to deale harshly with her; beeing without freinds in a 
strange Country all alone without protection; I am owing Mr 
Rulice yet some money which hee hath disbursed for hir: to 
beare hir Charge I cannot who am not able to prouide for my 
self clothes & dyet with what I haue in my hand: these 45 
Ricksd. will not reach farre betwixt two persons.115    

There is also an underlying sense of compassion throughout. Dury admitted that he 

was reluctant to confront her over her demands, as he empathised with her financial 

insecurities. Furthermore, at no point did he explicitly state to Hartlib that he would 

not help her; instead he argued that he could not. While we do not know whether 

he phrased his concerns in the same way to Jean, we do know that Dury felt that 

she was unwilling to accept that he was doing the best he could. This caused his 

underlying agitation to increase, especially as he felt that her challenges were 

                                            
114 John T. Young, “Durie [Dury], John (1596–1680), preacher and ecumenist.” Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography. 19 May. 2018. 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-8323. 
 
115  HP 2/2/36A-B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 21 August 1640. “Ricksd” is an 
abbreviation for rijksdaalder, which was a Dutch coin first issued during the sixteenth century. It was 
the equivalent of around 2.5 guilder.    
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continuous. This added pressure resulted in him divulging that he could barely 

clothe himself, and it is this unforced admission that establishes the overall 

desperate and negative thrust of the letter. 

  

Moriaen’s Negative Perception of Jean Appelius 

 

 After Jean moved to Amsterdam, other members of the network began to 

write about her. Young argues that they were “horrified by the immodest dress, 

loose language and spendthrift habits of Dury’s notorious sister”.116 Evidence of 

this viewpoint can be seen in letters from Johann Moriaen to Samuel Hartlib 

between February and April 1640. In both letters, Moriaen offered a negative 

perception of Jean. In the first, which was composed in the same year that Dury 

borrowed money from Johann Rulice, Moriaen wrote about Rulice’s interactions 

with Jean and his perception of her. He told Hartlib that she had asked Rulice for 

money on several occasions and that she always delivered the message “to him by 

young journeymen and such chaps” which resulted in him being “suspicious” and 

“alarm[ed]” at her asking him to “trust an unknown person”.117 Gary Schneider 

argues that the “grade of the letter bearer ... had social meaning”.118 Thus, this 

decision to use untrusted agents of transmission reflected poorly on Jean; it is only 

after she used the “young journeymen” that Jean’s trustworthiness was also brought 

into question. It is at this point that Moriaen and Rulice interrogated her decision to 

stay in the Low Countries, “where everything is so expensive” compared to 

England. As she was asking for monetary assistance while voluntarily living in an 

expensive city, they came to the conclusion that she was not to be trusted 

financially, and thus needed to be “cautioned not to be a burden for her brother”.119   

Moriaen’s negative perception of Jean solidified upon meeting her in person 

in April 1640.  In a letter to Hartlib dated 5 April 1640, he recalled this meeting in 

vivid detail: 

Today H Duraei’s sister came over and talked to me. If she did 
not let me know who she was, I would not have taken her for 
his sister, but rather for a noble damsel with an incarnate floral 

                                            
116 Young, Faith, Alchemy and Natural Philosophy, 77. 
117 HP 37/56A-B, Letter: Johann Moriaen to Hartlib, in German, 6 February 1640. Translated by 
Carla Lessing.  
118 Schneider, Cultures of Epistolarity, 53. 
119 Schneider, 53. 
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satin and damask underskirt with golden passement, a satin 
floral black fabric for the overskirt and the rest with hanging 
hair, so that I was more annoyed and saddened than pleased 
with her.120 

Young argues that this passage “is a rare instance in [Moriaen’s] correspondence of 

graphic physical description” and as such reveals as much about him as it does 

Jean.121 I agree with this assessment; by describing the dress in this much detail, he 

was purposefully bringing attention to its different components, including the satin 

fabric and golden passement. Firstly, satin was costly, and thus, was still only mainly 

used by the upper classes and royalty. By stressing the use of this fabric, Moriaen 

was showing that he knew a thing or two about fabric and was implicitly 

emphasising that this was an expensive dress. Secondly, a passement is “a strip of 

braiding, usually made with gold or silver wire or with silk, used as decorative 

trimming in interior design and fashion”, and by calling attention to the braiding 

and the colour of the wire Moriaen was emphasising the intricacy of the dress.122 He 

brought attention to both of these things as they were at odds with everything that 

John Dury stood for. As a strict Calvinist, Dury would have espoused what could be 

classed as puritan ideals when it came to dress. Like Mary Rich, who associated 

“exquisite and curious” dresses with vanity and unreligious desires, Dury would 

have emphasised moderate dress as a way to express his prioritisation of the inner 

beauty of the soul over the material adornment of the body.123 Thus, by bringing 

explicit attention to the elegant qualities of the dress, Moriaen made it apparent that 

Jean did not conform to the pious and puritan lifestyle espoused by her brother. For 

example, he went on to question why she wanted to travel to the East Indies, stating 

that her reasoning was “far from her serving others”, before going on to question 

her finances: “I would just like to know how she is going to finance this estate and 

how she did it this far”.124 Through these probing questions Moriaen was again 

drawing suspicion towards Jean. Moriaen knew about Dury’s financial issues, and he 

knew how much Dury was setting aside for his sister, as Dury had asked him and 
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his close associate Rulice for the money. Thus, he knew that Jean should not have 

been able to afford a dress of the quality she wore.  

 

Unresolved Financial Issues 

  

By July 1642, Dury desired to assert control over the financial situation 

involving his sister. Rather than just dictate his demands, he wanted her to 

understand and sympathise with his restrictions, and to accept that he was doing as 

much as he could in order to relieve the combined sense of frustration and guilt that 

he was feeling:  

as for my sister I am sorry that shee smothers any [...: Ms torn] 
any in yowr house; I would desire yow [Hartlib] to go to hir & 
learn of hir w ha t the matter is; & persuade hir to the course 
which I haue aduised; for if shee doth not follow it, shee will 
giue me cause to haue the lesse care of hir: I cannot doe more 
then is possible: & if shee will not take some course to helpe hir 
selfe by industrie where shee liueth; or go thither where shee 
may bee maintained at an easie rate by me; I know not how to 
help hir; what is iust & beseeming a brother I will not neglect to 
doe according to my abilitie & this I praye yow assure hir of.125 

This passage is another example of the discrepancy between Jean’s expectations and 

what Dury felt were his financial limitations, which gave rise to a struggle between 

the siblings. As before, this letter does not give any specific indication as to what 

Jean’s expectations were. As we do not know which of the two siblings should have 

felt aggrieved, it is impossible to know if Dury’s frustration at not being able to help 

led to his guilt; or whether his guilt at not helping led to his frustration that she 

would not listen to him. Regardless, it is possible to see these two feelings 

manifested themselves through the way in which Dury constructed his sentences. 

First, Dury once again stated that he could not, rather than would not, help his 

sister. This is an important differentiation; it creates a sense of frustration, in that it 

is a reluctant admission of a lack of power, or lack of control over a given situation. 

Second, Dury finished the letter by asking Hartlib to pass on his reassurances to 

Jean. The way Dury phrased this encouragement emphasises his responsibilities as a 

brother, which creates this underlying feeling of guilt. Dury’s agitation was more 

pronounced than his shame, as this internal and external struggle was making Dury 
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admit to himself that Jean’s uncompromising nature was beginning to change his 

perception of her, especially as he still believed that Jean would not accept his 

financial limitations.  

These issues had not been resolved by October, which resulted in Dury 

writing directly to his sister. His financial limitations were again at the heart of this 

letter, and his sister’s expectation caused Dury’s frustration to finally boil over. This 

resulted in him verbally attacking her:  “You doe not ^yet^ know what the charge of 

a family is and how difficult it is to maintaine ones selfe in any reasonable ranke 

when wee are in public imploiments”.126 This moment of anger reveals the real 

reason for Dury’s frustration: he was agitated at how difficult it was to look after his 

sister when relying on the support of others. Despite these obstacles, he felt his 

work was a vocation that could not be abandoned, and went on to explain his 

position in the hope that it would convince his sister of his financial limitations: 

“haue no such libertys to vse industrie but [we] are bound by the serving Publick to 

depend vpon public favours which are now restrained because Charity is waxen 

cold”.127 By drawing on Matthew 24: 12 — “And because iniquity shall abound, the 

love of many shall wax cold” — Dury highlighted his awareness that, because of the 

rising corruption and violence that the entire network believed was engulfing 

Europe, charity was currently less available.128 The manner in which he went about 

making this argument suggests that he had solidified his negative view of his sister’s 

uncompromising nature. He again emphasised his belief that, because of his chosen 

vocation, he was unable to engage in trades and was thus reliant on the support of 

others. He then followed this up by asserting that Jean was not confined by any 

such calling and thus could “use some industry to maintain” herself, yet chose not 

too. Despite this, he still needed to assert explicitly that he was not abandoning her: 

“I haue said once for all that when God doth prouide a certainty for mee you shal 

not want necessaries so far as j am able to helpe you”.129 All of this combines to 

highlight that Dury’s perception of his sister was complex and even contradictory. 

On one level, he perceived her as lazy and burdensome, as he was aggravated by her 

active decision not to seek work. On the other hand, he perceived her as a victim of 

circumstance; he understood her grievances, as he knew that after the death of their 
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mother, it was his responsibility to look after her. This resulted in the underlying 

guilt evident in both of these letters: he understood that it was his vocation that was 

stopping him getting other (perhaps more profitable) work.  

 
Dorothy Moore’s Antithesis 

 

The other person to write about Jean at this time was Dorothy Moore. 

Moore’s receptions occur in late 1644 and early 1645 (after she had married Dury). 

During this time, Moore wrote about Jean on a frequent basis. Each time, she gave 

her opinion on the woman’s personality and in all instances the tone of these 

receptions was one of contempt and disgust.  

While Moore’s representation of Jean never portrayed her in a positive light, 

this perception became most evident in 1645.130 By this stage Moore considered her 

sister-in-law to be disrespectful and brazen, and even presented her as a gossip and 

swindler. Writing to Hartlib she stated that:   

hee hath such a sistir as is soe intollerable, and ^hee^ is soe 
wrought vpon her impudence as it were a meere maddnes to 
put one selfe in danger of liuing in one contry with her; shee 
hath made mee [sic] the whol towne talke alreadie for my being 
heere ^a^ while, and raiseth strange thinges; but all that 
I value not, but I cannot apprehend less then that shee will 
make my whole life vnhapie and vnserviceable to mr Durey and 
others if I must liue neere her … I wish you could take notice 
of the lowdnes of her toungue against mee as hauing heard of it 
from hence that hee may consider her hee hath payd 40l almost 
for her to mrs Crisp between whom and her selfe there is such 
apparent cheating of her brother as it is not imaginable; which 
discouers soe much vngodly basnes as I am directly affrayd of 
her, … keep mee from that hell which I apprehend shee may 
bringe mee vnto.131  

This resonates with the previous rumours to which Moore was victim. Earlier, I 

argued that the rumours spread by Rivet and his son in 1642 ensured two things: 

Moore did not get a position at the Princess Mary’s court and she was unable to 

build up a rapport with Rivet himself.132 With this in mind, it is no surprise that 

during the three intervening years Moore became extremely wary of the power of 

rumour to hinder a religious mission. Furthermore, it was only after these failures 
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that Moore came to the belief that marriage to Dury gave her the most 

opportunities to be of service to God. Having made this decision, only to have new 

rumours circulate, Moore feared that she would never be able to achieve her 

religious aims, and understandably, sought to distance herself from these rumours. 

Thus, Moore believed that she had to be separate from her sister-in-law to have any 

chance of achieving her religious aims in marriage. This particular representation 

would have accentuated the belief among Dury’s friends that his sister was not to be 

trusted financially, nor verbally. This is because the trustworthy Moore explicitly 

suggested that Jean was working with “mrs Crisp” to cheat her brother. This would 

have resonated with and possibly answered Moriaen’s scathing question regarding 

Jean’s estate. Additionally, by suggesting that proximity to Jean would bring her 

closer to hell, Moore compounded the fear raised by the other members that Jean 

would damage godly missions.  

In another letter to Hartlib, Moore took this a step further by explicitly 

confirming these overarching fears while simultaneously drawing on her own 

reputation to represent Jean as her antithesis:  

but truly mr Durey his sistir is such an inward and outward 
burthen as it is very evident, the Divill looseth not his 
opertunity to make her serviceable to his malicious designes: 
^mr Durey not being gott into the hartes of most of his poeple 
[sic], who indeed watch for his halting, they readily take up 
preiudice vpon all reportes, and all her malice to mee reflects 
vpon him, even to the hinderance of the effectuall working of 
the gospell^ ... shee is certainly in the snare of the Divill.133  

The contemptuous tone is plain to see, as the extremely religious Moore called Jean 

a burden, a term that Dury also applied to his sister, and followed this up by twice 

aligning her sister-in-law with the devil. She even validated the fears of others by 

asserting that Jean’s actions had in fact impeded Dury’s mission. As this 

confirmation came from Moore, the one woman whom Dury explicitly stated 

would further his religious mission, Hartlib and the other members of the network 

would have seen the direct contrast between Dorothy and Jean. On one hand, they 

envisioned the pious, humble and erudite Dorothy Moore. On the other, the 

materialistic, immodestly dressed Jean Appelius. This juxtaposition was drawn from 

previously held beliefs about both women, and Moore’s words confirmed these 

differences, thus solidifying Jean’s negative reputation.  
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This overall representation of Jean is extremely important, as it was coming 

from a woman who herself wanted to live independently. She, more than anyone 

else, would have known whether Jean was being unreasonable in her demands. At 

no point was she sympathetic to Jean’s situation, which in turn adds more weight to 

the argument that Dury’s frustration was reasonable, rather than a patriarchal 

reaction to a woman defying his orders.  In fact, in a letter to Hartlib, likely written 

in 1645, Moore portrayed herself as being actively against giving Jean more money, 

because of the way she was treated by her sister-in-law. Instead, Moore was more 

concerned with her own welfare:  

she now fawns againe and most impudently wrights for more 
money and mr Durey is ready to furnish her I shall not hinder, 
but I doe profess I will part out of the contry from him; if hee 
bringe her to torment mee for shee hath enough already begun 
to devide our affections.134  

Moore did not believe that her sister-in-law was justified in her request for money. 

She would have been willing to give Jean the financial aid if it meant not living with 

her. This resonates with Moore’s previous letter, in which she asserted her belief 

that she had to be free of her sister-in-law to have any chance of serving to god. In 

the intervening time, this opinion must have cemented as Moore explicitly stated 

here that she would leave her husband if Dury brought his sister to them.  

 
The Burdensome Sister 

 

It was after these threats that Dury’s guilt dissipated and he began to write 

about his sister differently. In his letters to Hartlib, he continued to vent his 

frustration about her drain on his finances, despite her now being married to 

Heinrich Appelius, who was an associate of Dury’s based in Amsterdam: 

What yow intend for my Sister must bee taken as shee is ioyned 
to Appelius & if yow can fitte him with a place of employment 
wherby hee may subsist either there or elsewhere, & that a call 
may bee giuen him to that effect; that will take hir off from 
beeing a burden to me or a distraction which certainly shee hath 
beene hitherto more by reason of hir self will & euill humour 
then for any thing else.135 
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By this stage Dury was so frustrated that he had given up trying to help her. This is 

evident as he was asking Hartlib to get her new husband a job so that she would no 

longer be his responsibility financially. Their relationship had disintegrated to the 

point that an element of disgust became apparent in his receptions of her, 

epitomised through his expression of her perceived personality flaws. Dury did not 

agree with his sister’s claims, was angry that she continuously refused to listen to 

him, and was irritated that she got in the way of his calling. While we do not have 

any information from Jean’s point of view, it is clear that she was a self-determined 

woman who relied on her brother financially, yet refused to have her life dictated by 

him, which resulted in her being perceived as evil by her sibling. Cristina León Alfar 

argues that women in Shakespearean tragedy are perceived to become evil by 

“transgressing orthodox notions of gender and power”.136 This is also true for Jean; 

she was only perceived as evil when she did not conform to her brother’s or the 

network’s ideals and when she was seen to be financially shady. Unlike Moore, Jean 

did not act in a pious and erudite manner, and she did not play an active role in the 

network’s activities. Instead, she explicitly challenged Dury’s desire to prioritise the 

greater good and openly drew attention to her own material desires (encapsulated by 

her satin dress), much to the chagrin of her brother.   

This change of perception was then cemented in a letter Dury wrote to 

Hartlib on 8/18 May 1645. How he wrote about his sister is comparable with 

Moore’s letter of 18/28 March 1645. While both describe the negative effects that 

Jean had on their activities, Dury was much more scathing. Moore’s letter implied 

that Jean was not in full control of her actions, and thus, while Moore did not like 

her sister-in-law, she granted her a potential reprieve by stressing Jean’s possible 

lack of agency. Dury did not grant such a pardon, as he clearly attributed agency to 

Jean by calling her perverse and malicious: 

I see not that I shall bee ridde of hir trouble & insupportable 
annoyance; I neuer could haue imagined hir spirit to haue beene 
so peruerse as I find it: the Lord forgiue hir malice to yow & my 
wife & grant hir repentance.137 

Here, Dury admitted that he would never be truly free of his sister, suggesting that 

he thought his financial and mental burden would be lifted once she married. The 

                                            
136 Cristina León Alfar, Fantasies of Female Evil: The Dynamics of Gender and Power in Shakespearean Tragedy 
(London: Associated University Presses, 2003), 25.  
137 HP 3/2/123A-124B, Letter: John Dury to Samuel Hartlib, 8/18 May 1645.  
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realisation that this was not the case resulted in him admitting what he really 

thought of her. His word choice is important, as it draws on, and even confirms the 

concerns expressed by Moriaen. For example, his assertion that she is an 

“insupportable annoyance” resonates with Moriaen’s concern that Jean would be “a 

burden for her brother”, and this confirmation would have solidified Moriaen’s 

negative perception of Jean. The second and third clauses are structured as a 

realisation followed by an apology on her behalf. The phrase “I neuer could have 

imagined” is an idiom which is meant to convey shock or surprise. Because of the 

way in which he wrote about his sister in previous letters, it is unlikely that he was 

truly surprised. Instead, he presented his observation as a revelation as he felt that 

he could not openly criticise his sister while she was his financial and moral 

responsibility. He believed that, because of her marriage to Appelius, this should no 

longer be the case, and therefore felt free to express his feelings this way so that he 

could belatedly apologise to his wife and friend for the way she treated them. While 

we do not know how she treated Hartlib, I have cited Moore’s belief that Jean was 

rude to her in Moore’s own home, and was actively attempting to damage Moore’s 

reputation by spreading rumours behind her back.138 Thus, because of his guilt at 

how his sister treated his wife and friends, Dury began to actively criticise Jean’s 

personality. He believed that a woman with a good spirit is charitable and virtuous’ 

neither of which he believed applied to his sister.  

Overall, one sees that, initially, Dury cared about his sister, and felt it was 

his responsibility to help. Over time, he became more and more frustrated with her 

demands for money that he could not afford to give her, and realised the damage 

she was doing to his public endeavours and his relationship with Moore. This 

caused him to change his perspective and he began to portray her as evil and 

perverse. This resulted in her reputation becoming wholeheartedly negative, as it 

was not only Dury portraying this view. Dorothy Moore described Jean as “evil” 

and Moriaen purposefully focused on her dress as a way to criticise her lack of 

modesty.  

This view is important; it highlights that the network did not always portray 

women positively and by contrast illuminates the positive way in which Moore and 

Ranelagh were portrayed. The depiction of Jean reveals the intense scrutiny women 

                                            
138  HP 21/5/21A-22B, Letter: Dorothy Moore to Samuel Hartlib, 20/30 January 1645; HP 
3/2/143A-144B, Letter: [Dorothy Dury] to Samuel Hartlib, [1644/5]. 
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in this network were subjected to, and helps us understand that, in order to forge an 

intellectual reputation, a woman had to conform to certain standards. She had to be 

modest, pious and moral, and her involvement had to be to the advancement of the 

network’s aims. Both Ranelagh and Moore matched this requirement: Ranelagh was 

celebrated as a religious leader whose ideas could reinvigorate the network’s 

Protestant mission, while there was a belief that Moore’s pious nature would be a 

positive influence on Dury’s religious aims. A woman also had to conform to the 

wider societal expectations of her class, especially to the belief that a gentlewoman 

should not be looking to earn money from professions associated with trade. While 

Ranelagh matched this requirement, Moore for a moment in time did not. While 

there was some criticism aimed at Moore, her venture did not work out, and there 

was no sustained impact on her reputation. Thus, if a woman conformed to these 

ideals, it was possible to forge a reputation and become truly respected, and even 

celebrated, by the members of the network. 
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Conclusion 
 

 Through the use of feminist, historicist, computational, and reception 

methodologies, this thesis has been able to interrogate the question of female 

participation in the intellectual culture of the 1640s and 1650s. These frameworks 

have enabled a more detailed study of Lady Ranelagh, Dorothy Moore and Jean 

Appelius’ involvement in the Hartlib circle and of how they were represented by 

Hartlib and his associates. This thesis has argued that women were able to become 

central to the network’s infrastructure provided their sexual “honesty” was not 

called into question and they were deemed useful to the network’s wider aims. From 

this position of privilege, there was the potential to use epistolary techniques 

associated with the familiar letter to simultaneously build up a rapport with an 

individual correspondent and the network as a whole; which in turn gave women 

agency to forge reputations that were constructed separately to conceptions of 

honour, and instead rooted in ideas presented in their writing. 

 Throughout this thesis, there have been examples of both Lady Ranelagh 

and Dorothy Moore experiencing privileged positions within the network. 

However, this is not to say that their experiences have not been negotiated through 

the intersections of gender, social class and economic status, especially if we recall 

Naomi Zach’s assertion that “all women are intersectional subjects, precisely 

because of the possibility that their womanhood (already a socially disadvantaged 

position) will intersect with other social positions to multiply disadvantage them.”1 

This is especially the case in the juxtaposition of Jean Appelius with Dorothy 

Moore, which brought the intersections between gender, class and status to the fore 

with regards to women’s participation in the Hartlib circle. 

 This juxtaposition also brings attention to how Dabhoiwala's conceptions of 

reputation tie in with an intercategorical approach to intersectionality. Considering 

gender alone, Dabhoiwala has argued that, “in an orthodox understanding of female 

reputation, there was a clear and absolute distinction between honest women and 

whores: the one was the defining antithesis of the other”, and when one compares 

Jean’s representation to Moore, one see this orthodox understanding in action.2 In 

                                            
1 Zach, Inclusive Feminism, 7. 
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the eyes of Hartlib and his colleagues, Moore is the pious, modest and chaste 

woman, while Jean is her immodest, untrustworthy, sexually ambiguous opposite. 

However, that is not to say that there were no other issues that intersected with 

gender for those who did conform to this orthodox view. Considering this, 

Dabhoiwala has highlighted that, “in normal circumstances and for the vast majority 

of women, chastity was essentially a prerequisite, rather than a measure of 

reputation”. He suggests that, “as long as her sexual ‘honesty’ was not called into 

question, a woman’s overall ‘honour’, [or] ‘reputation’ ... was linked to her social and 

economic position”. Thus, issues surrounding class and economics perceived in 

gendered ways had greater potential to damage a woman’s reputation. This is true of 

women’s involvement in the Hartlib circle. In Ranelagh’s case, this was fairly clear-

cut. She was a privileged figure who was able to navigate all points of intersection 

due to her social class and economic status. Due to this privilege, and her ability as a 

writer, she was able to become involved in activities generally deemed unacceptable 

for the female sex, and be celebrated as an exceptional patron and religious leader 

whose ideas could reinvigorate the network’s Protestant mission. 

 In Moore’s case, issues surrounding gender were more complex. Due to the 

rumours that circulated about her and Dury in the early 1640s her sexual honesty 

was called into question, which impacted on her ability to secure a position at 

Princess Mary’s court. However, those within the network knew these rumours to 

be unfounded and so her “honour” or “reputation” among her closest advocates 

was unaffected. For these members, Moore’s reputation was tied to her social and 

economic position, which led to intercategorical issues perceived in gendered ways 

in the mid-1650s.3 At this time, Moore was experiencing severe financial difficulties, 

leading her to attempt to sell chemicals and medicines as a way to earn money. 

Members such as Worsley and Hamilton placed more emphasis on her social 

position than her economic needs, resulting in the gendered assertion that a woman 

of Moore’s position should not benefit financially from the distribution of medicine, 

but rather it should be a charitable act. In Jean Appelius’ case, we are introduced to 

a woman who was discriminated against at all points of intersection. She was from a 

lower class, had financial issues and was not involved in any of the network's 

activities. This resulted in her being perceived as a burden to her brother, and by 

extension the network as a whole. The way in which the network perceived Jean’s 
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burdensome nature was also drawn from the various points of intersection and was 

epitomised by Moriaen’s reaction to her dress. In this instance, his critique attacked 

her on the grounds of her gender (the insinuation that she was not sexually honest); 

her class (that she was wearing a dress that was above her station); and her 

economic status (the claim that she shouldn't have been able to afford a dress of 

that quality), resulting in a negative reputation being constructed.     

 The study of these three women helps re-evaluate how women navigated 

intercategorical gender issues in the Hartlib circle. It has shown that, in order to be 

able to forge a reputation, a woman had to be perceived to be conforming to certain 

standards. As a minimum requirement, she had to be seen to modest, pious and 

moral, but most importantly, she must be seen as being “useful” to the network, in 

that her involvement had to be seen to be adding to the advancement of the 

network’s aims.  

 This perception of usefulness is intrinsically linked to what Koji Yamamoto 

defines as the Hartlib circle’s pursuit of “useful knowledge.”4 In his introduction, 

Yamamoto highlights that “what we nowadays call ‘science’ and ‘technology’, or 

‘inquiry’ and ‘invention’, or ‘knowledge’ and ‘technical ingenuity’ were closely 

intertwined during this period.” He argues that the knowledge linked to these 

practises could be classed as “useful knowledge” in that it draws upon “technical 

knacks, ingenuities, know-how, observations, and more ‘scientific’ hypotheses” 

which, if open and accessible, could be used to further reform and economic 

development.5 Later, in his chapter on the Hartlib circle, he argues that for Hartlib, 

Dury and Culpeper, the search for this useful knowledge was intrinsically tied to 

their reforming impulses, which led to their belief that this knowledge should be 

imparted to a wide audience for no financial reward.6 However, the reality was 

slightly different in that Hartlib and his colleagues were “never altogether removed 

from the monetary concerns that they occasionally censured.” Yamamoto argues 

that this is because the network “could not promote useful knowledge without 

drawing on a wider ring of collaborators,” like Benjamin Worsley and Cressy 

Dymock, who could not afford to opt out of profit and patronage.7 This led to the 

                                            
4 Koji Yamamoto, Taming Capitalism Before its Triumph: Public Service, Distrust, and ‘Projecting’ in Early 
Modern England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 104-31. 
5 Yamamoto, Taming Capitalism, 12. See also Joel Mokyr, The Gifts of Athena, Historical Origins of the 
Knowledge Economy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), 3-7.  
6 Yamamoto, 130. 
7 Yamamoto, 122. 
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emergence of an “untidy” pursuit of useful knowledge, where the ideal was the 

charitable sharing of knowledge for the public good, but the reality included 

members profiteering from their knowledge.8 However, while male members were 

able to negotiate this grey space between charity and the development of 

knowledge, women were not. In order to be seen as useful, and therefore accepted, 

women had to uphold the ideal and share their ideas and their knowledge for purely 

reformist reasons. Thus, the Hartlib circle was not a space where issues of gender 

were ignored, as one might hypothesise if one were to consider Ranelagh alone. 

Instead, it was a space in which women had to navigate the interconnected issues of 

social class and economic status in a distinctively gendered way. However, if they 

were deemed useful and were able to navigate these intercategorical issues, they 

could use epistolary rhetoric to simultaneously develop rapport with individual 

correspondents and the network as a whole. This in turn aided the perception of 

usefulness, while facilitating the forging of a reputation that is separate to and 

distinct from their “honour”. Instead, this separate form of reputation was rooted in 

the intellectual ideas put forward by the woman and brings attention to what it 

meant to be classed as an intellectual within the Hartlib circle. In this instance, one 

had to have a wide breath of knowledge, and have a knowledge base that was 

rooted in religious teachings, but also included an interest in political theory and 

natural philosophy. However, the distinction is that one could not keep this 

information to oneself. One had to convey this knowledge, while also encouraging 

and participating in a collaborative conception of knowledge production and 

interpretation. Thus, to be an intellectual in this network, one had to buy into and 

construct an identity around the ideal view that one should share “useful 

knowledge” for the betterment of society, something that Ranelagh successfully 

achieved.     

 It is evident from this thesis that Moore and Ranelagh were involved in 

more than one network throughout their lives. Both engaged with familial networks, 

political networks, and other intellectual networks. Colin Burrow has argued that, 

while an author may approach one network or “project” from a particular position, 

s/he may approach a different network or “project” from an entirely different 

perspective. 9  This means that, just because Ranelagh and Moore presented 

                                            
8 Yamamoto, 130. 
9 Colin Burrow, “Reading Tudor Writing Politically: The Case of ‘2 Henry IV’”, The Yearbook of 
English Studies 38 (2008): 235-6. 
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themselves in a particular way to influence how they were represented in the Hartlib 

circle, this does not mean they used the same techniques in their other networks. 

Thus, in order to understand how these women went about constructing their 

reputations more broadly, a detailed study of their other networks should be 

undertaken.  

 As Moore died soon after the Restoration, such an exploration would focus 

on the early part of her life, namely the 1630s. As little is known about this time in 

her life, this investigation would involve significant archival research that could 

focus on her first husband’s connections to the Low Countries, and Moore’s Irish 

network, which included Ussher and Gerard Boate.  

 In Ranelagh’s case, the range of possibility is much wider in scope. This 

would require a study of Ranelagh’s early life and her interactions with the Great 

Tew circle, focusing on her friendship with Lucius Cary, 2nd Lord Falkland; one 

could focus on her involvement in Robert Boyle’s intellectual circle from the 

Restoration up until her death; and one could investigate her role within her familial 

network. This last avenue is especially ripe for further study as the vast majority of 

Ranelagh’s letters and receptions are extant in the various Boyle-related 

collections. 10  In this instance, it would be possible to use the same method 

employed in this thesis. It would be possible to analyse whether Ranelagh uses 

similar or different strategies to solidify her reputation at different points in her life, 

and analyse whether members of her familial network use similar language as those 

in the Hartlib circle in order to represent Ranelagh’s reputation. Only by asking 

these questions would it be possible to get this wider sense of Ranelagh’s practice, 

and truly understand how she forged a reputation.  

 Finally, this thesis shows that more work needs to be done on how Lady 

Ranelagh and Dorothy Moore actively went about forging their reputations, the 

same can be said of other women. The clear dominance of the concept of rapport 

within Ranelagh and Moore’s letters highlights the need for further exploration 

across the epistolary culture of the seventeenth-century. Such an investigation 

should gauge whether the ability to develop and maintain rapport was an integral 

strategy for a wider array of female letter-writers, or whether expressions of rapport 

were unique to Ranelagh and Moore’s intellectual correspondence. Moreover, it is 

                                            
10 See the various Boyle collections held in Chatsworth House, the British Library, the Royal Society 
library, the National library of Ireland, and the West Sussex Record Office. 
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only through a study of the wider epistolary techniques used by women letter-

writers, and the way in which they were represented in the writings of their 

recipients, that we will be able to comprehend how women went about forging 

reputations that enhanced their participation in the intellectual culture of the period. 

Only once this question is answered will we be able to analyse whether the 

approaches and techniques used by Moore and Ranelagh were truly 

“incomparable”.  
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Appendix A1: Hartlibian Women’s Letters  
 
 
Lady Ranelagh  
 
Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) Language 

1 Ranelagh Hartlib Mar. 1658 science 60/4/20A Y   

2 Ranelagh Sadler 1648 Politics 46/9/12A Y   

3 Ranelagh Hartlib Undated Politics 26/13/1A Y   

4 Ranelagh Hartlib Apr. 1659 Science Doc. 38 N   

5 Ranelagh Worsley Jan. 1657 Religion 39/2/57B Y German 

6 Ranelagh Worsley Oct. 1656 Religion 39/2/56A Y German 

7 Ranelagh Worsley Feb. 1657 Religion 39/2/60A Y German 

8 Ranelagh Worsley Nov. 1656 Religion 39/2/56A Y German 

9 Ranelagh Worsley Dec. 1656 Religion 39/2/56B Y German 

10 Ranelagh Hartlib Apr. 1658 Politics Boyle Letters 6 (HP18) N   

11 Ranelagh Hartlib Sept. 1658 science 66/8/1 Y   

 
 
Person No of Letters % 

Hartlib 5 45.45% 

Worsley 5 45.45% 

Sadler 1 9.09% 

 
 
Year No of Letters % 

1648 1 9.09% 

1656 3 27.27% 

1657 2 18.18% 

1658 3 27.27% 

1659 1 9.09% 

Undated 1 9.09% 

 
Copy letter 9 81.81% 

Autograph 2 18.18% 

 
Dorothy Moore 
 
Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) Language 

1 Moore Hartlib Aug. 1642 religion and politics 21/5/1A N   

2 Moore Dury Sept. 1642 politics 2/11/10A N   

3 Moore Joachimi 1642 religion  21/4A Y French 

4 Moore Hartlib Mar. 1643 religion and politics 21/5/3A N   

5 Moore Ranelagh Jul. 1643 religion  21/7/1A Y   
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Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) Language 

6 Moore Rivet Sept. 1643 religion  21/3/1A Y French 

7 Moore Rivet Oct. 1643 religion  21/3/7A Y French 

8 Moore Rivet Oct. 1643 religion  21/3/10A Y French 

9 Moore Hartlib Feb. 1644 social circle (friends) 21/5/7A N   

10 Moore Ranelagh Apr. 1644 religion  8/52/1A Y   

11 Moore Hartlib May 1644 Politics (finances) 21/5/11A N   

12 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1644 Politics (finances) 21/5/13A N   

13 Moore Hartlib Jul. 1644 social circle (friends) 21/5/9A N   

14 Moore Hartlib Jul. 1644 religion  21/5/14A N   

15 Moore Elector Sept. 1644 politics 21/6A Y   

16 Moore Hartlib Sept. 1644 politics 21/5/16A N   

17 Moore Hartlib Oct. 1644 religion and politics 21/5/17A N   

18 Moore Ranelagh Nov. 1644 religion  21/7/7A Y   

19 Moore Ranelagh Dec. 1644 religion  21/7/3A Y   

20 Moore Hartlib Dec. 1644 social circle (people + fam) 3/2/81A N   

21 Moore Ranelagh Jan. 1645 religion  21/7/5A Y   

22 Moore Hartlib Jan. 1645 social circle (people + fam) 21/5/19A N   

23 Moore Hartlib Jan. 1645 religion  21/5/21A N   

24 Moore Ranelagh Feb. 1645 religion  7/33/1A Y   

25 Moore Ranelagh Feb. 1645 religion  3/2/95A Y   

26 Moore Hartlib Mar. 1645 religion  3/2/103A N   

27 Moore Hartlib Apr. 1645 politics 3/2/112A N   

28 Moore Ranelagh May 1645 religion  3/2/118A Y   

29 Moore Hartlib May 1645 social circle (people + fam) 3/2/122A N   

30 Moore Hartlib May 1645 social circle (friends) 3/2/126A N   

31 Moore Ranelagh Jun. 1645 religion  3/2/131A Y   

32 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1645 politics 3/2/133A N   

33 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1645 social circle (travel) 3/2/134A N   

34 Moore Ranelagh Jul. 1645 religion  3/2/138A Y   

35 Moore Hartlib Jul. 1645 social (printing) / religion 3/2/143A N   

36 Moore Hartlib Aug. 1645 Politics (finances) 4/1/7A N   

37 Moore Lord Sept 1645 politics 3/3/1A Y   

38 Moore Hartlib undated Politics (finances) 3/3/69A N   

39 Moore Hartlib 1646 politics 3/3/70A N   

40 Moore Hartlib 1646 politics 3/3/72A N   

41 Moore Ranelagh 1650 politics (education of girls) sloane 649 N   

42 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1654 religion / science 21/5/23A N   

43 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1656 politics 2/11/1A N   

44 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1656 social circle (friends) 2/11/2A N   

45 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1656 social circle (business) 2/11/3A N   

46 Moore Hartlib Jun. 1656 religion  2/11/4A N   

47 Moore Hartlib Jul. 1656 social circle (travel) 2/11/6A N   

48 Moore Hartlib Aug. 1656 social circle (friends) 2/11/8A N   

49 Moore Hartlib Sept. 1661 social circle (friends) 4/4/34A N   
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Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) Language 

50 Moore Hartlib Oct. 1661 social circle (finances) 4/4/37A N   

51 Moore Hartlib May 1644 distribution of material 21/5/5A N   

52 Moore Hartlib 1656 social 2/11/7A N   

 
Person No of letters %  Year No of letters % 

Hartlib 34 65.1%  1642 3 5.7% 

Dury 1 2%  1643 5 9.5% 

Joachimi 1 2%  1644 13 25% 

Ranelagh 11 21.2%  1645 17 32.7% 

Rivet 3 5.7%  1646 2 3.8% 

Elector 1 2%  1650 1 2% 

lord 1 2%  1654 1 2% 

total 52    1656 7 13.4% 

    1661 2 3.9% 

    undated 1 2% 

    total 52   

Topic No of letters %     

religion 23 40.3%     

politics 17 29.8%     

social 15 26.4%     

science 1 1.75%     

distribution 1 1.75%     

       

Copy Letter 16 30.8%     

Autograph 36 69.2%     
 
 
Lady Clotworthy: 
 
Person Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no 

Clotworthy 1 Clotworthy Dury June 1643 politics 2/10/3A 
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Appendix A2: Hartlibian Letters to Women 
 
Lady Ranelagh 
 
Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) Location 

1 Beale Ranelagh Undated Religion 27/16/1A Y  Hereford 

2 Beale Ranelagh June 1659 Religion 27/17/1A Y  Hereford 

3 Hartlib Ranelagh Oct. 1644 Social circle and Politics 7/27/18 Y  London 

4 Sadler Ranelagh Nov. 1648 Politics 46/9/12 Y  London 

5 Dymock Ranelagh Apr. 1653 Politics 62/19/1 Y  Wadworth 

6 Worsley Ranelagh 1659 Religion 33/2/13 Y  Dublin 

7 Moore Ranelagh July 1645 Religion 3/2/138A Y  Hague 

8 Moore Ranelagh July 1643 Religion 21/7/1A Y  Utrecht 

9 Moore Ranelagh Apr. 1644 Religion 8/52/1 Y  Delft 

10 Moore Ranelagh Undated Religion 21/7/7A Y  Hague 

11 Moore Ranelagh Jan. 1645 Religion 21/7/5A Y  Rotterdam 

12 Moore Ranelagh Feb. 1645 Religion 7/33/1A Y  Hague 

13 Moore Ranelagh Feb. 1645 Religion 3/2/95A Y  Hague 

14 Moore Ranelagh May 1645 Religion 3/2/118A Y  Rotterdam 

15 Moore Ranelagh June 1645 Religion 3/2/131 Y  Rotterdam 

16 Moore Ranelagh Dec. 1644 Religion 21/7/3A Y  Hague 

17 Moore Ranelagh 1650 Politics Mss 649 N  London 

18 Fountaine Ranelagh Undated Science 60/4/201A N   

19 Dury Ranelagh Dec. 1644 Religion 3/2/92A Y  Rotterdam 

20 Dury Ranelagh Apr. 1645 Religion 3/2/111A Y  Rotterdam 

21 Dury Ranelagh Undated Religion 3/2/145A Y   

22 Beale Ranelagh 1660 Religion 66/29/1 Y  Hereford 

 
People No of Letters %  Year No of lettters % 

Beale 3 13.625%  1643 1 4.55% 

Hartlib 1 4.55%  1644 4 18.17% 

Sadler 1 4.55%  1645 7 31.81% 

Dymock 1 4.55%  1648 1 4.55% 

Worsley 1 4.55%  1650 1 4.55% 

Moore 11 50%  1653 1 4.55% 

Dury 3 13.625%  1659 2 9.1% 

Fountaine 1 4.55%  1660 1 4.55% 

Total 22    undated 4 18.17% 

    total 22   

Topics No of Letters %     

Religion 17 73.91%     

Social 1 4.35%     

Politics 4 17.39%     
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Science 1 4.35%     

       

Copy 20 90.9%     

Sender’s hand 2 9.1%     
 
 
Dorothy Moore 
 
Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) Language 

1 Dury Moore July 1641 Social and Religion 2/5/1A-2B N  Rotterdam 

2 Dury Moore July 1641 Social and Politics 68/7/1A-2B N Utrecht 

3 Dury Moore Aug. 1641 Politics 2/5/5A N  Amsterdam 

4 Rivet Moore Sep. 1643 Religion 21/3/3A N French Hague 

5 Rivet Moore Oct. 1643 Religion 21/3/12A N French Hague 

6 Dury Moore Apr. 1644 Religion and Politics 3/2/19A Y  Hague 

7 Dury Moore May 1644 Religion and Politics 3/2/23A Y  Hague 

8 Dury Moore May 1644 Politics 3/2/28A Y   

9 Hartlib Moore Jan. 1661 Social 7/5A Y  London 

10 Hartlib Moore undated Science 65/9A Y   

 
Person No of letters %  Year No of letters % 

Dury 6 60%  1641 3 30% 

Rivet 2 20%  1643 2 20% 

Hartlib  2 20%  1644 3 30% 

Total 10    1661 1 10% 

    undated 1 10% 

Topic no of letters %  total 10   

social 3 21.44%     

religion 5 35.71%  Copy 5 50% 

politics 5 35.71%  Senders Hand 5 50% 

science 1 7.14%     
 
Lady Barrington 
 
Person Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) 

Barrington 1 Hartlib Barrington Aug. 1640 Science 7/49/1A Y 

 
Jean Appelius 
 
Person Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) 

Jean Appelius 1 Dury Jean Appelius Nov. 1638 social 6/4/19A y 

Jean Appelius 2 Dury Jean Appelius Oct. 1642 social 2/9/33A Y 

Jean Appelius 3 Dury Jean Appelius Oct. 1643 social 3/1/11A Y 

Jean Appelius 4 Dury Jean Appelius  July 1644 social 3/2/41A Y 
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Judith Barrington and Mary Stoughton  
 
Person Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) 

Ju Barrington 1 Hartlib Barrington/Stoughton Oct. 1648 Religion 7/17/1 Y 

 
Lady Blount 
 
Person Letter No. From To Date Topic Archive no Copy (Y/N) 

Blount 1 Worsley Blount Sept. 1654 Religion 65/15/1A N 
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Appendix A3: Hartlibian Receptions of Women 
 
Reception 
Number Shelfmark Receiver 

Woman 
Mentioned Date Reception Type 

1 Document 32 Petty Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

2 8/23/1 Petty Lady Ranelagh 16 Dec 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

3 Document 29 Petty  Lady Ranelagh 5 November 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

4 Document 24 Petty  Lady Ranelagh 1 March 1653 
Reference to 
woman/text 

5 Document 23 Petty Lady Ranelagh 23 October 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

6 9/17/51 Figulus Lady Ranelagh 29 November 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

7 42/10/1 Rand Lady Ranelagh 15 August 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

8 33/1/11 Wood Lady Ranelagh 3 March 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

9 33/1/21 Wood  Lady Ranelagh 27 July 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

10 33/1/45 Wood Lady Ranelagh 2 March 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

11 33/1/50 Wood Lady Ranelagh 2 April 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

12 33/1/13 Wood Lady Ranelagh 8 April 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

13 33/1/15 Wood Lady Ranelagh 27 May 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

14 33/1/20 Wood Lady Ranelagh 8 July 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

15 33/1/23A Wood Lady Ranelagh 1 August 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

16 33/1/19A Wood Lady Ranelagh 1 July 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

17 33/1/56 Wood Lady Ranelagh 11 May 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

18 33/1/17 Wood Lady Ranelagh 17 June 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

19 33/1/1 Wood Lady Ranelagh 13 May 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

20 15/4/6A Wood Lady Ranelagh 16 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

21 33/1/60 Wood Lady Ranelagh 29 June 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

22 33/1/30 Wood Lady Ranelagh 3 November 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

23 33/1/3 Wood Lady Ranelagh 10 June 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

24 15/4/5A Wood Lady Ranelagh 26 May 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

25 33/1/44 Wood Lady Ranelagh February 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

26 33/1/69 Wood Lady Ranelagh 5 December 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

27 33/1/5 Wood Lady Ranelagh 24 June 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

28 33/1/77 Wood Lady Ranelagh 1 January 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

29 15/4/8A Wood Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

30 33/1/63 Wood Lady Ranelagh 31 August 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

31 33/1/29 Wood Lady Ranelagh 14 July 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

32 7/116/1 Wood Lady Ranelagh 13 October: 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

33 15/4/3A Wood Lady Ranelagh 5 May 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

34 33/1/48 Wood Lady Ranelagh 21 March 1659  
Reference to 
woman/text 

35 3/2/143A Moore Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

36 4/4/37A Moore Lady Ranelagh 13 October 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

37 3/2/112 Moore Lady Ranelagh 20 April 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

38 3/2/122 Moore Lady Ranelagh 5 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

39 3/2/126 Moore Lady Ranelagh 27 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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40 3/2/134 Moore Lady Ranelagh 22 June 
Reference to 
woman/text 

41 3/3/69A Moore Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

42 21/5/16A Moore Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

43 21/5/16B Moore Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

44 3/2/133 Moore Lady Ranelagh 21 June 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

45 3/2/103 Moore Lady Ranelagh 28 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

46 39/3/25 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 5 July 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

47 39/3/33 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 9 August 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

48 39/3/37 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 24 September 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

49 39/3/11 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 15 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

50 39/3/14 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 3 July 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

51 39/3/12 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 29 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

52 39/3/28 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 12 July 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

53 39/3/9 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 12 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

54 39/3/6 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 16 February 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

55 39/3/13 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 27 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

56 39/3/29 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 26 July 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

57 39/3/5 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 19 January 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

58 39/3/34 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 23 August 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

59 39/3/17 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 1 August 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

60 39/3/18 Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 12 September 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

61 39/3/45A Oldenburg Lady Ranelagh 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

62 4/4/43A Dury Lady Ranelagh June 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

63 3/2/88A Dury Lady Ranelagh 23 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

64 3/3/34A Dury Lady Ranelagh 8 September 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

65 3/3/40A Dury Lady Ranelagh 13 October 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

66 12/23A Dury Lady Ranelagh 25 September 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

67 3/2/67A Dury Lady Ranelagh 19 October 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

68 3/2/100A Dury Lady Ranelagh 17 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

69 3/2/125 Dury Lady Ranelagh 24 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

70 3/2/127 Dury Lady Ranelagh 30 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

71 3/3/42A Dury Lady Ranelagh 26 October 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

72 4/1/8A Dury Lady Ranelagh 15 September 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

73 3/2/137 Dury Lady Ranelagh 7 July 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

74 3/2/116 Dury Lady Ranelagh 28 April 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

75 3/2/102 Dury Lady Ranelagh 23 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

76 3/2/97A Dury Lady Ranelagh 27 February 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

77 3/2/99A Dury Lady Ranelagh 2 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

78 3/2/82A Dury Lady Ranelagh 16 December 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

79 3/3/32A Dury Lady Ranelagh 31 August 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

80 4/2/27A Dury Lady Ranelagh 29 June 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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81 3/2/141 Dury Lady Ranelagh 27 July 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

82 3/2/58A Dury Lady Ranelagh 22 September 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

83 4/3/135 Dury Lady Ranelagh 11 December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

84 4/3/34A Dury Lady Ranelagh 23 September 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

85 4/3/123 Dury Lady Ranelagh 4 September 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

86 25/5/1A Beale Lady Ranelagh 28 May 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

87 51/102 Beale Lady Ranelagh 26 March 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

88 25/6/1A Beale Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

89 31/1/29A Beale Lady Ranelagh 14 August 
Reference to 
woman/text 

90 51/35A Beale Lady Ranelagh 23 November 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

91 62/18/1A Beale Lady Ranelagh 24 August 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

92 51/4A Beale Lady Ranelagh 6 August 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

93 51/21A Beale Lady Ranelagh 27 September 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

94 31/1/61A Beale Lady Ranelagh 9 January 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

95 13/167A Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 1 March 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

96 13/202 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 10 November 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

97 13/243 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 4 October 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

98 13/244 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 11 October 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

99 13/250 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 28 February 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

100 12/23A Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 25 September 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

101 13/124 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 27 November 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

102 13/128 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 17 February 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

103 13/115 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 31 October 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

104 13/131 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 23 Febuary 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

105 28/1/32A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh July to December 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

106 28/1/32B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh July to December 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

107 28/1/33A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh July to December 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

108 28/1/50A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh Feb to May 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

109 28/1/50B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh Feb to May 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

110 28/1/54A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh Feb to May 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

111 28/1/59A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh Feb to May 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

112 29/8/9A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

113 29/8/9A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

114 28/1/74B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh October to December 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

115 28/1/76B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh October to December 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

116 28/1/83A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh October to December 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

117 29/4/14A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

118 29/4/14A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

119 29/5/46B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh August to December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

120 29/5/58A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh August to December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

121 31/22/35A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh July to December 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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122 28/2/72B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 
September to Decemeber 
1653 

Reference to 
woman/text 

123 28/2/76A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 
September to Decemeber 
1653 

Reference to 
woman/text 

124 28/2/82A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 
September to Decemeber 
1653 

Reference to 
woman/text 

125 29/4/6B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to April 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

126 29/5/19A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh February to April 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

127 66/8/1A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 11 September 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

128 28/2/29A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to October 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

129 28/2/30A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to October 1653 
Reference to 
woman/text 

130 28/2/34A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to October 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

131 60/4/13A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 14 February 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

132 28/2/49A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to March 1653 
Reference to 
woman/text 

133 29/5/29A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

134 29/5/35B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

135 29/5/35B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

136 29/5/38A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

137 28/2/14A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April 1651 
Reference to 
woman/text 

138 28/2/17A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April 1651 
Reference to 
woman/text 

139 31/22/14A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh June/ July 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

140 31/22/40A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh July to December 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

141 47/9/4 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

142 28/1/24A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh April to August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

143 28/1/2A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to April 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

144 7/7/1A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 16 March 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

145 Ms 4279  Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 3 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

146 s373 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 20 August 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

147 7/5A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 4 January 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

148 Ms 32498 (HP 11) Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 30 January 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

149 Ms 32498 (HP 19) Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 22 October 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

150 Ms 32498 (HP 57) Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 5 September 1661  
Reference to 
woman/text 

151 Boyle 28 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 19 April 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

152 Boyle 33 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 21 May 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

153 Boyle 17 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 29 May 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

154 Boyle 21 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 8 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

155 Boyle 34 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 31 May 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

156 Boyle 1 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 16 November 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

157 Boyle 26 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 12 April 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

158 Boyle 18 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 13 May 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

159 26/33/1A Worsley Lady Ranelagh 22 June 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

160 33/2/1A Worsley Lady Ranelagh 13 August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

161 27/40/2A Corsellis Lady Ranelagh 24 September 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

162 27/40/1A Corsellis Lady Ranelagh 2 June 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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163 Ms 32498 (HP18 Worthington Lady Ranelagh October 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

164 Ms 32498 (HP25 Worthington Lady Ranelagh December 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

165 46/7/4A Spenser Lady Ranelagh 21 October 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

166 46/7/15A Spenser Lady Ranelagh 5 June 1651 
Reference to 
woman/text 

167 15/8/22A Hartlib Jr Lady Ranelagh 12 October 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

168 62/45/1A Symner Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

169 21/5/19A Moore Lady Ranelagh 28 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

170 4/1/24A Dury Lady Ranelagh 26 March 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

171 46/7/9A Spenser Lady Ranelagh 9 December 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

172 Boyle 16 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 27 April 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

173 33/1/39A Wood Lady Ranelagh 4 January 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

174 51/77B Beale Lady Ranelagh 11 March 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

175 33/1/65 Wood Lady Ranelagh 29 October 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

176 33/1/71A Wood Lady Ranelagh 19 January 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

177 31/1/75A Beale Lady Ranelagh 28 September 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

178 ADD6271/10 Beale Lady Ranelagh 14 January 1662 
Reference to 
woman/text 

179 55/14/29A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

180 27/9/3A Schelzer  Lady Ranelagh 23 March 1660 
Reference to 
woman/text 

181 Boyle 5 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 8 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

182 Boyle 4 Hartlib Lady Ranelagh 24 January 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

183 31/1/66A Beale Lady Ranelagh 12 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

184 13/188 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 15 September 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

185 13/192 Culpeper Lady Ranelagh 22 September 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

186 28/1/2A Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to April 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

187 28/1/2B Hartlib Lady Ranelagh January to April 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

188 
60/4/20A 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
March 1658 

Transcription 

189 
46/9/12A 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
1648 

Transcription 

190 
26/13/1A 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
Undated 

Transcription 

191 
39/2/57B 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
January 1657 

Transcription 

192 
39/2/56A 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
October 1656 

Transcription 

193 
39/2/60A 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
February 1657 

Transcription 

194 
39/2/56A 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
November 1656 

Transcription 

195 
39/2/56B 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
December 1656 

Transcription 

196 
66/8/1 

Scribe Lady Ranelagh 
September 1658 

Transcription 

197 2/9/1A Dury Dorothy Moore 30 May 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

198 2/9/6A Dury Dorothy Moore 27 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

199 3/2/32A Dury Dorothy Moore 20 May 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

200 3/2/36A Dury Dorothy Moore 21 June 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

201 3/2/43A Dury Dorothy Moore 21 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

202 3/2/45A Dury Dorothy Moore 28 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

203 3/2/76A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 November 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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204 3/2/92A Dury Dorothy Moore 14 December 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

205 3/2/91A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 February 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

206 3/2/111A Dury Dorothy Moore 14 April 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

207 3/2/145A Dury Dorothy Moore Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

208 3/3/42A Dury Dorothy Moore 26 October 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

209 1/7/1A Dury Dorothy Moore 26 January 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

210 4/3/7A Dury Dorothy Moore 27 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

211 4/3/13A Dury Dorothy Moore 1 July 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

212 4/3/55A Dury Dorothy Moore 7 November 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

213 4/3/89A Dury Dorothy Moore 1 April 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

214 3/2/54A Dury Dorothy Moore 29 August 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

215 3/2/34A Dury Dorothy Moore 16 June 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

216 3/2/69A Dury Dorothy Moore 28 October 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

217 2/9/12A Dury Dorothy Moore 24 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

218 3/2/33A Dury Dorothy Moore 1 June 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

219 3/2/67A Dury Dorothy Moore 19 October 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

220 3/2/57A Dury Dorothy Moore 8 September 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

221 2/9/11A Dury Dorothy Moore 21 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

222 2/9/3A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

223 3/2/96A Dury Dorothy Moore 27 February 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

224 3/2/86A Dury Dorothy Moore 17 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

225 2/9/5A Dury Dorothy Moore 27 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

226 2/9/13A Dury Dorothy Moore 20 August 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

227 3/2/14A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 April 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

228 2/10/17A Dury Dorothy Moore 17 September 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

229 3/2/52A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 August 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

230 3/2/58A Dury Dorothy Moore 22 September 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

231 3/2/84A Dury Dorothy Moore 2 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

232 2/9/17A Dury Dorothy Moore Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

233 3/2/18A Dury Dorothy Moore 28 April 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

234 2/9/41A Dury Dorothy Moore 30 October 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

235 3/2/16A Dury Dorothy Moore 27 April 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

236 3/2/51A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 August 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

237 3/2/21A Dury Dorothy Moore 5 May 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

238 4/3/135 Dury Dorothy Moore 11 December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

239 2/12/3B Dury Dorothy Moore 15 October 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

240 3/3/14A Dury Dorothy Moore 28 April 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

241 4/3/46A Dury Dorothy Moore 10 October 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

242 4/3/119 Dury Dorothy Moore 18 August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

243 4/2/10A Dury Dorothy Moore 29 March 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

244 4/3/82A Dury Dorothy Moore 20 February 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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245 3/2/137A Dury Dorothy Moore 7 July 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

246 4/3/77A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 Febuary 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

247 4/4/19A Dury Dorothy Moore 17 May 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

248 4/4/6A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 March 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

249 4/1/25A Dury Dorothy Moore 2 May 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

250 4/2/18A Dury Dorothy Moore 22 April 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

251 4/3/30A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 September 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

252 4/3/1A Dury Dorothy Moore 24 April 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

253 3/2/116 Dury Dorothy Moore 28 April 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

254 4/3/8A Dury Dorothy Moore 3 June 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

255 4/2/29A Dury Dorothy Moore 24 April 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

256 3/2/109A Dury Dorothy Moore 14 April 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

257 3/3/30A Dury Dorothy Moore 25 August 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

258 3/2/127A Dury Dorothy Moore 30 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

259 4/3/118A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

260 4/3/57A Dury Dorothy Moore 14 November 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

261 4/4/33A Dury Dorothy Moore 15 September 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

262 4/3/5A Dury Dorothy Moore 26 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

263 3/3/55A Dury Dorothy Moore 17 November 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

264 4/3/109A Dury Dorothy Moore 21 July 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

265 4/3/132A Dury Dorothy Moore 26 November 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

266 4/3/128A Dury Dorothy Moore 6 November 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

267 4/3/38A Dury Dorothy Moore 3 October 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

268 3/2/98A Dury Dorothy Moore 2 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

269 3/3/32A Dury Dorothy Moore 31 August 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

270 3/2/105A Dury Dorothy Moore 29 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

271 4/3/25A Dury Dorothy Moore 15 August 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

272 4/3/83A Dury Dorothy Moore 4 March 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

273 4/2/27A Dury Dorothy Moore 29 June 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

274 3/2/141A Dury Dorothy Moore 27 July 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

275 3/2/123A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

276 4/3/72A Dury Dorothy Moore 6 January 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

277 4/4/5A Dury Dorothy Moore 11 March 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

278 4/3/6A Dury Dorothy Moore 21 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

279 4/4/35A Dury Dorothy Moore 30 September 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

280 4/4/25A Dury Dorothy Moore 8 July 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

281 4/3/117A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

282 2/9/43A Dury Dorothy Moore 30 October 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

283 4/4/2A Dury Dorothy Moore 2 February 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

284 4/4/32A Dury Dorothy Moore 2 September 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

285 4/3/52A Dury Dorothy Moore 18 October 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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286 3/2/125A Dury Dorothy Moore 24 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

287 3/3/22A Dury Dorothy Moore 4 Sugust 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

288 4/2/22A Dury Dorothy Moore 29 May 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

289 4/4/8A Dury Dorothy Moore 1 April 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

290 4/2/9A Dury Dorothy Moore 24 March 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

291 4/4/41A Dury Dorothy Moore 31 December 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

292 4/3/47A Dury Dorothy Moore 14 Octber 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

293 4/4/42A Dury Dorothy Moore 9 January 1662 
Reference to 
woman/text 

294 4/1/12A Dury Dorothy Moore Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

295 2/14A Dury Dorothy Moore Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

296 4/3/97A Dury Dorothy Moore 13 May 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

297 4/3/15A Dury Dorothy Moore 8 July 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

298 4/3/126A Dury Dorothy Moore 20 October 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

299 4/4/4A Dury Dorothy Moore 22 February 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

300 4/3/142A Dury Dorothy Moore 1 January 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

301 4/3/37A Dury Dorothy Moore 30 Septemebr 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

302 3/2/100A Dury Dorothy Moore 17 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

303 4/3/4A Dury Dorothy Moore 16 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

304 4/3/84A Dury Dorothy Moore 11 March 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

305 4/3/167A Dury Dorothy Moore 15 July 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

306 4/1/14A Dury Dorothy Moore Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

307 2/5/6A Dury Dorothy Moore 8 August 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

308 2/10/9A Dury Dorothy Moore 6 August 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

309 3/2/25A Dury Dorothy Moore 12 May 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

310 2/9/38A Dury Dorothy Moore 23 October 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

311 2/5/4A Dury Dorothy Moore 1 August 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

312 2/9/8A Dury Dorothy Moore 4 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

313 2/10/11A Dury Dorothy Moore 13 August 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

314 7/27/19A Hartlib Dorothy Moore 17 October 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

315 29/5/104 Hartlib Dorothy Moore September - December 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

316 31/22/1A Hartlib Dorothy Moore January - June 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

317 31/22/15 Hartlib Dorothy Moore June - July 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

318 31/22/38A Hartlib Dorothy Moore July - December 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

319 28/1/59A Hartlib Dorothy Moore February - March 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

320 31/22/9A Hartlib Dorothy Moore January - June 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

321 29/4/5A Hartlib Dorothy Moore January - April 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

322 28/1/32A Hartlib Dorothy Moore July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

323 28/1/35A Hartlib Dorothy Moore July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

324 28/1/24A Hartlib Dorothy Moore July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

325 28/1/9A Hartlib Dorothy Moore July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

326 28/1/78A Hartlib Dorothy Moore October - December 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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327 2/10/3A Clotworthy Dorothy Moore 30 June 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

328 33/2/9A Worsley Dorothy Moore 26 May 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

329 9/11/18A Hamilton Dorothy Moore 17 Decemeber 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

330 9/11/25A Hamilton Dorothy Moore 13 October 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

331 39/3/28A Oldenburg Dorothy Moore 12 July 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

332 39/3/5A Oldenburg Dorothy Moore 19 January 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

333 13/124 Culpeper Dorothy Moore 27 November 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

334 13/128 Culpeper Dorothy Moore 17 February 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

335 13/115 Culpeper Dorothy Moore 31 October 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

336 13/131 Culpeper Dorothy Moore 23 Febuary 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

337 8/7/1A M.M Dorothy Moore 19 August 1651 
Reference to 
woman/text 

338 8/7/4A M.M Dorothy Moore 27 October 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

339 42/15/3 Culpeper Dorothy Moore 13 July 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

340 Boyle 16 Hartlib Dorothy Moore 27 April 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

341 Boyle 22 Hartlib Dorothy Moore 10 Aug 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

342 26/33/1 Worsley Dorothy Moore 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

343 8/31/4 Culpeper Dorothy Moore 11 February 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

344 21/4A Scribe Dorothy Moore 1642 Transcription 

345 
21/7/1A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore 
July 1643 

Transcription 

346 
21/3/1A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore 
September 1643 

Transcription 

347 
21/3/7A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore 
October 1643 

Transcription 

348 
21/3/10A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore 
October 1643 

Transcription 

349 8/52/1A Scribe Dorothy Moore April 1644 Transcription 

350 
21/6A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore September 1644 Transcription 

351 
21/7/7A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore November 1644 Transcription 

352 
21/7/3A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore December 1644 Transcription 

353 
21/7/5A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore January 1645 Transcription 

354 
7/33/1A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore February 1645 Transcription 

355 
3/2/95A 

Scribe Dorothy Moore February 1645 Transcription 

356 3/2/118A Scribe Dorothy Moore May 1645 Transcription 

357 3/2/131A Scribe Dorothy Moore June 1645 Transcription 

358 3/2/138A Scribe Dorothy Moore July 1645 Transcription 

359 3/3/1A Scribe Dorothy Moore September 1645 Transcription 

360 30/4/77A Hartlib Joan Barrington 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

361 30/4/77A Hartlib Joan Barrington 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

362 30/4/27A Hartlib Joan Barrington 1639 
Reference to 
woman/text 

363 30/4/67A Hartlib Joan Barrington 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

364 30/4/68A Hartlib Joan Barrington 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

365 30/4/51A Hartlib Joan Barrington 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

366 33/1/23A Wood Judith Barrington 1 August 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

367 2/9/12A Dury Margaret Clotworthy 24 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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368 2/9/6A Dury Margaret Clotworthy 27 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

369 2/9/41A Dury Margaret Clotworthy 30 October 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

370 2/9/43A Dury Margaret Clotworthy [post] 30 October 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

371 21/5/1A Moore Margaret Clotworthy August 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

372 30/4/77A Hartlib Margaret Clotworthy 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

373 3/2/54A Dury Caulfield 29 August 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

374 3/2/43A Dury Caulfield 21 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

375 21/5/9A Moore Caulfield Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

376 3/2/45A Dury Caulfield 28 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

377 3/2/125A Dury Caulfield 25 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

378 29/5/42A Hartlib Lady Ogleby April - August 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

379 29/5/45A Hartlib Lady Ogleby August - December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

380 29/5/46A Hartlib Lady Ogleby August - December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

381 27/1/48A Hartlib Makin 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

382 27/1/48A Hartlib Makin 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

383 3/1/3A Dury Auerie 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

384 2/10/11A Dury Auerie 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

385 3/3/68A Dury Skinner Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

386 3/3/72A Moore Skinner Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

387 3/3/70A Moore Skinner Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

388 4/4/23A Dury Lady Struce 23 June 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

389 4/4/15A Dury Lady Struce 21 April 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

390 4/4/14A Dury Lady Struce 15 april 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

391 8/7/3A M.M Lady Struce 27 October 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

392 4/4/31A Dury Lady Struce 26 August 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

393 4/4/29A Dury Lady Struce 5 August 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

394 4/4/43A Dury Lady Struce undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

395 4/4/9A Dury Lady Struce 8 April 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

396 4/4/16A Dury Lady Struce 29 April 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

397 28/1/78A Hartlib Lady Struce October - December 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

398 28/2/35A Hartlib Lady Struce January - October 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

399 8/7/2A M.M Lady Struce 16 December 1651 
Reference to 
woman/text 

400 30/4/77A Hartlib Countess of Kent 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

401 30/4/77A Hartlib Countess of Kent 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

402 62/25/1A Beale Countess of Kent 15 November 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

403 28/1/50A Hartlib Countess of Kent February - March 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

404 28/1/32A Hartlib Countess of Kent July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

405 28/1/32A Hartlib Countess of Kent July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

406 28/1/33A Hartlib Countess of Kent July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

407 28/1/34A Hartlib Countess of Kent July - August 1649 
Reference to 
woman/text 

408 28/2/61A Hartlib Countess of Kent March 1653 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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409 28/2/61B Hartlib Countess of Kent March 1653 
Reference to 
woman/text 

410 28/1/45B Hartlib Countess of Kent January - February 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

411 28/1/74A Hartlib Countess of Kent January - February 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

412 28/1/76B Hartlib Countess of Kent January - February 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

413 28/1/78B Hartlib Countess of Kent January - February 1650 
Reference to 
woman/text 

414 23/2/13b Hartlib Countess of Kent 1639 
Reference to 
woman/text 

415 23/2/7B Pullein Countess of Kent 17 July 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

416 16/1/2A Apellus Mrs. Kuffler 26 August 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

417 13/217 Culpeper Mrs. Kuffler 9 May 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

418 29/5/88A Hartlib Mrs. Kuffler June - September 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

419 29/5/88B Hartlib Mrs. Kuffler June - September 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

420 45/1/33 Apellus Mrs. Kuffler 26 August 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

421 33/1/30A Wood Lady Parsons 3 November 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

422 33/1/39A Wood Lady Parsons 4 January 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

423 65/15/1A Wood Lady Parsons 27 September 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

424 15/4/5A Wood Lady Parsons 26 May 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

425 7/116/1A Wood Lady Parsons 13 October 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

426 2/2/26A Dury Jean Appelius  3 July 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

427 2/6/4A Dury Jean Appelius  2 November 1638 
Reference to 
woman/text 

428 2/9/12A Dury Jean Appelius  24 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

429 23/21A Dury Jean Appelius  [October/ November] 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

430 3/2/67A Dury Jean Appelius  19 October 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

431 2/9/24A Dury Jean Appelius  18 September 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

432 5/37/1A Borthwick Jean Appelius  24 May 1633 
Reference to 
woman/text 

433 3/2/36A Dury Jean Appelius  21 June 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

434 3/2/57A Dury Jean Appelius  8 September 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

435 3/2/101A Dury Jean Appelius  23 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

436 3/1/3A Dury Jean Appelius  1 June 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

437 2/6/18A Dury Jean Appelius  14 December 1638 
Reference to 
woman/text 

438 3/3/22A Dury Jean Appelius  4 August 1646 
Reference to 
woman/text 

439 2/10/19A Dury Jean Appelius  23 September 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

440 45/1/12A Apellus Jean Appelius  13 August 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

441 2/6/6A Dury Jean Appelius  6 November 1638 
Reference to 
woman/text 

442 3/2/45A Dury Jean Appelius  28 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

443 2/2/22A Dury Jean Appelius  12 June 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

444 3/2/4A Dury Jean Appelius  17 March 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

445 2/5/6A Dury Jean Appelius  8 August 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

446 2/2/36A Dury Jean Appelius  21 August 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

447 3/2/34A Dury Jean Appelius  16 June 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

448 2/10/9A Dury Jean Appelius  6 August 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

449 2/9/34A Dury Jean Appelius  16 October 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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450 3/2/39A Dury Jean Appelius  13 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

451 2/10/15A Dury Jean Appelius  10 Septmeber 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

452 3/2/77A Dury Jean Appelius  1 December 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

453 3/2/85A Dury Jean Appelius  9 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

454 3/2/76A Dury Jean Appelius  18 November 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

455 2/9/15A Dury Jean Appelius  5 September 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

456 2/2/40A Dury Jean Appelius  20 October 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

457 3/2/96A Dury Jean Appelius  [27] February 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

458 3/2/98A Dury Jean Appelius  2 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

459 3/1/9A Dury Jean Appelius  22 October 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

460 2/2/16A Dury Jean Appelius  8 May 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

461 2/9/19A Dury Jean Appelius  16 September 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

462 2/9/10A Dury Jean Appelius  10 July [1642] 
Reference to 
woman/text 

463 3/2/123A Dury Jean Appelius  18 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

464 9/1/76A Dury Jean Appelius  13 March 1639 
Reference to 
woman/text 

465 2/6/5A Dury Jean Appelius  2 November 1638 
Reference to 
woman/text 

466 9/1/73A Dury Jean Appelius  21 February 1639 
Reference to 
woman/text 

467 2/10/5A Dury Jean Appelius  23 July 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

468 3/2/114A Dury Jean Appelius  21 April 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

469 2/9/6A Dury Jean Appelius  [27 June 1642] 
Reference to 
woman/text 

470 2/10/17A Dury Jean Appelius  17 September 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

471 2/9/1A Dury Jean Appelius  30 May 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

472 3/2/52A Dury Jean Appelius  18 August 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

473 3/2/58A Dury Jean Appelius  22 September 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

474 3/2/117A Dury Jean Appelius  4 May 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

475 3/2/84A Dury Jean Appelius  2 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

476 2/5/4A Dury Jean Appelius  1 August 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

477 2/9/8A Dury Jean Appelius  4 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

478 2/9/17A Dury Jean Appelius  Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

479 3/2/90A Dury Jean Appelius  6 February 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

480 3/2/91A Dury Jean Appelius  12 February 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

481 3/2/74A Dury Jean Appelius  3 November 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

482 2/10/11A Dury Jean Appelius  13 August 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

483 3/2/100A Dury Jean Appelius  17 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

484 3/2/32A Dury Jean Appelius  20 May 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

485 2/9/26A Dury Jean Appelius  25 September 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

486 2/10/13A Dury Jean Appelius  27 August 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

487 45/1/7A Apellus Jean Appelius  13 June 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

488 45/1/22 Apellus Jean Appelius  26 November 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

489 37/56A Morian Jean Appelius  6 February 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 

490 37/62 Morian Jean Appelius  5 April 1640 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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491 21/5/17A Moore Jean Appelius  13 October 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

492 21/5/21A Moore Jean Appelius  30 January 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

493 3/2/143 Moore Jean Appelius  Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

494 3/2/81A Moore Jean Appelius  14 December 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

495 3/2/103 Moore Jean Appelius  28 March 1645 
Reference to 
woman/text 

496 41/1/121A Austen Lady Fleetwood 9 February 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

497 41/1/90A Austen Lady Fleetwood 19 June 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

498 41/1/104A Austen Lady Fleetwood 10 December 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

499 41/1/110A Austen Lady Fleetwood 1 June 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

500 9/17/2A Figulus Maria Hartlib 21 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

501 9/17/3A Figulus Maria Hartlib 16 March 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

502 9/17/4A Figulus Maria Hartlib 27 March 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

503 9/2/2A Sanderson Maria Hartlib 3 April 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

504 11/1/6B Streso Mary Hartlib 19 October 1634 
Reference to 
woman/text 

505 11/1/135A Streso Mary Hartlib Undated 
Reference to 
woman/text 

506 23/21A Dury Mary Hartlib [October/ November] 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

507 45/1/33A Apellus Mary Hartlib 26 August 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

508 1/33/39A Kinner Mary Hartlib 23 July 1648 
Reference to 
woman/text 

509 10/5/3A Grundman Mary Hartlib 3 September 1652 
Reference to 
woman/text 

510 27/3/2A Huss Mary Hartlib 12 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

511 10/5/6A Grundman Mary Hartlib 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

512 4/3/61A Dury Mary Hartlib 21 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

513 26/89/3A Rasch Mary Hartlib 30 January 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

514 2/9/6A Dury Lady Roxburgh [27 June 1642] 
Reference to 
woman/text 

515 2/9/5A Dury Lady Roxburgh 27 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

516 2/9/10A Dury Lady Roxburgh 10 July [1642] 
Reference to 
woman/text 

517 3/1/1A Dury Lady Roxburgh 13 May 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

518 Worth/9 Hartlib Lady Conway 20 July 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

519 4/3/3A Dury Mary Clodius 6 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

520 31/1/51A Beale Mary Clodius 15 September 1657 
Reference to 
woman/text 

521 4/3/3A Dury J. Clodius 6 May 1654 
Reference to 
woman/text 

522 60/4/20 
Lady 
Ranelagh Margaret Boyle 13 March 1658 

Reference to 
woman/text 

523 
SP 16/463, 225r-
227v Hartlib Anne Waller 10 August 1640 

Reference to 
woman/text 

524 4/4/4A Dury Nan Rothe 22 February 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

525 4/4/16A Dury Nan Rothe 29 April 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

526 4/4/41A Dury Nan Rothe 31 December 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

527 3/1/3A Dury Elizabeth Avery 1 June 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

528 6/4/153A Dury Elizabeth Avery 12 June 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

529 3/2/39A Dury Elizabeth Avery 13 July 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

530 46/11/1A Stoughton Mary Vere 22 July 1636 
Reference to 
woman/text 

531 2/10/3A Clotworthy Mary Vere 30 June 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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532 4/3/167A Dury Mrs. Gold 15 July 1656 
Reference to 
woman/text 

533 59/5/1A Palmer Mrs. Peake 14 December 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

534 14/4/20A Rowe Elizabeth of Bohemia 10 May 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

535 13/28A Culpeper Elizabeth of Bohemia 9 January 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

536 4/4/14A Dury Elizabeth of Bohemia 15 April 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

537 11/1/114A Streso Elizabeth of Bohemia 13 December 1636 
Reference to 
woman/text 

538 43/23A Rulice Elizabeth of Bohemia 22 February 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

539 5/5/1A Dineley Elizabeth of Bohemia 28 March 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

540 20/4/29A Rulice Elizabeth of Bohemia 22 February 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

541 14/4/40A Rowe Elizabeth of Bohemia 16 December 1635 
Reference to 
woman/text 

542 9/1/17A Dury Elizabeth of Bohemia 20 August 1635 
Reference to 
woman/text 

543 Mede/17 Mede Elizabeth of Bohemia 3 April 1637 
Reference to 
woman/text 

544 Worth/77 Hartlib Elizabeth of Bohemia 14 April 1662 
Reference to 
woman/text 

545 Worth/42 Worthington Elizabeth of Bohemia 20 May 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

546 Worth/45 Hartlib Elizabeth of Bohemia 4 June 1661 
Reference to 
woman/text 

547 5/44/1A Godemann Sister of Godemann 27 March 1631 
Reference to 
woman/text 

548 5/37/1A Borthwick Wife of Godemann 24 May 1633 
Reference to 
woman/text 

549 2/9/3A Dury Lady Dungarvan 18 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

550 2/9/12A Dury Lady Dungarvan 24 July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

551 2/9/11A Dury Lady Dungarvan 21  July 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

552 2//9/5A Dury Lady Dungarvan 27 June 1642 
Reference to 
woman/text 

553 16/1/2A Appelius Sister of Appelius 26 August 1647 
Reference to 
woman/text 

554 4/3/82A Dury Franc King 20 February 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

555 4/3/125A Dury Sarah Ludwig 13 October 1655 
Reference to 
woman/text 

556 9/17/2A Figulus Wife of Smart 21 June 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

557 60/12/5A Hoyer Elizabeth Schlezer 22 April 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

558 60/12/5A Hoyer Sara Schlezer 23 April 1659 
Reference to 
woman/text 

559 34/3/9A Worsley Lady Trenchard Unknown 
Reference to 
woman/text 

560 68/7/1A Dury Van Schurman 29 July 1641 
Reference to 
woman/text 

561 2/10/3A Clotworthy Mary Stuart 30 June 1643 
Reference to 
woman/text 

562 29/7/11A Hartlib Lady Stanhope 1658 
Reference to 
woman/text 

563 3/2/2A 
Dury 

Lady Stanhope 3 March 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 

564 3/2/1A 
Dury 

Lady Stanhope 3 March 1644 
Reference to 
woman/text 
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Appendix B1 
 

Letter: Katherine Jones, Lady Ranelagh to Samuel Hartlib   
5 April 1659 

From Holograph in Yale University Library, Osb. Mss FILE 16789, 2° 

 

What I know of Buttlers1 story who was soe famous for a splendid way of liueing 

without any visible estate, & for some Medecins is this.  

That my Father has told me that he was a poore Glouers sonn, who liued neere 

Bandon bridg in Ireland in which Country this man was borne. And also that Dr 

Daniel Higgins2 an Irish man & a Physitian has himselfe related to me, That when 

he was a youth & studdyed at Paris in order to the attainment of his proffession, this 

Buttler liued there, in the Part of a great Noble man, haueing a braue House wel 

furnished being attended with a dousen Gentlemen, keepeing a steward & other 

Officers & a great Table. That it was then soe generally thought that this Buttler had 

the Philosophers stone, that to get the skil of that great secret from him Higgins was 

content to become his seruant & he entertained him vpon the condition of teaching 

him his skil, that some time after he had liued with him in his House Buttler told 

him a part that his mony grew low, & that he must absent himselfe to vse some 

Meanes ^to^ recruite his stock. that therefore he meant to goe out of Towne & to 

take him onely with him & to leaue mony with his steward to keepe his Familly 

together dureing his absence. 

That before they began this Iorney Buttler goeing thorough a streete at Paris with 

his traine after him was Encountred by some Slaues that had binn taken in Barbary, 

who begged something of him & with whom he talked as if they had binn formerly 

acquainted & gaue his Steward order to take them home to his house & buy them 

cloaths & giue them meate, That Higgins had a great curiosety to learne from these 

men, what they knew of his new Master & accordingly vsed them very kindly & 

inquired of them how & where they grew acquainted, who told him that this Buttler 

had binn taken by some Pirats belonging to their coasts & when he was a boy sold 

                                            
1 Dr. Butler was a famed chemical adept who was believed to have the philosophers’ stone. 
Throughout the 1640s, 50s and early 60s several stories about Butler circulated throughout Europe 
including a famous account by Jan Baptista Van Helmont (1577-1644), who included an account of 
Dr. Butler in his Ortus Medicinae (1648).  
2 Dr. Daniel Higgins has not been properly identified. 
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to the Basha of Tunis, who was himselfe a great Philosopher, & tooke this Buttler to 

make his fier & blow his bellows presumeing that his Ignorance would keepe him 

from stealeing his Art from him, that Buttler had watched his time & stolen away a 

box of that powder with which he had obserued his Lord had giuen the tincture to 

the gold he made, & rann away with that into a ship comeing towards these parts. 

with which it was conceaued he made the Gold that kept him at soe high a rate. 

They tooke their Iorney to Orleance & there Buttler purchased of some sexton or 

Clearke 300 weight of lead off ^of^[sic] a Church. with which they fell to worke in a 

low rome in a farme-house where he had taken Lodgings neere Orleance, & ^in^ 

that roome they had digged a pretty deepe hole in the midst of which they vsed to 

hide their workeing Instruments [...] al day. & soe covered it that it could not be 

perceiued. Their houre to begin to worke at was about midnight, & lasted til breake 

of day. then they hid all & went to sleepe 

Higgins assured me, that he did soe melt & refine & order the lead that he brought it 

to be very pure siluer & malleable, & then nothing wanted but to adde the tincture 

which Higgins greedely longed to see giuen. When his Lord called him & told him in 

what condition hee had left his Familly at Paris How vtterly he should be disgraced 

if that should dureing his absence for want of mony ^breake up^ & deliuering him a 

diamond ring of good valew, desiered him, to goe vp, & giue that to his steward, to 

be pawned, or sold, for the supply of the Familly til he returned, which hee assured 

him should be speedely. 

Higgins who presently suspected why he was sent of this arrant told him he knew it 

was to get rid of him whilst he should doe his great worke minded him what 

condition he came to him vpon & contested against his goeing to Paris. But Buttler 

swore many oaths that that [sic] was not his Ayme in sending him & to secure ^him^ 

from his feares swore to him that he would not worke til hee returned & soe hee 

seemed to yeeld to goe, but resolued to be as crafty as his Master & soe went about 

a mile of & set vp his Horse & slept al day that hee might be ready to watch his 

master at midnight haueing prepared his Hostess to let him in when he should come 

& place him in a litle roome thorough the partition whereof he had made a hole by 

which hee could looke into his Masters workeing roome, who ^at^ his vsual houre 

came thether & set to worke Higgins seeing him al the while prepareing his siluer to 

receiue the tincture & then goe to a box he had & there in a litle paper which he 

opened he saw the Powder, which he sayd was the gloryousest thing he euer saw, & 
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then his Master goeing about something out of the view of his peepeing place, he to 

assist himselfe thought to take the help of a stoole to stand higher which attempting 

to take without makeing a noyse his feete slipped & he tumbled downe & in the fall 

broke 2 of his ribs makeing also noyse enough to Alarum his Iealous Master who 

made all the haste hee could to gather vp his Instruments & to put them into his 

concealed place which whilst he was a doeing Higgins crept out to his Hostess who 

hid him from his Mast[er] who presently suspected, it was he & swore he would kill 

her, if she discouered him not & him if he could get him yet she proued true to him, 

& as soone as he was recouered he went to Paris & there accused & soe closely 

followed his Master that he had him seized & some of his Gold was found in his 

Pockets, made into Portugues peece of 4s it was tryed & found perfectly good; 

After this he quitted France & went into Spaine & in his coming from thence againe 

was as Higgins told me he heard shipwracked & in seekeing to saue him selfe by 

swiming was dashed against a rock & soe died. 

   K Ranalaugh/ 

 

Good Mr. Hartlib 

I here send you the Relation you were pleased to desire of me about Buttler with the 

Authority from which I receiued it, He liued even in this place at a huge rate & was 

very neere marrying my Lady Margarett Stuart3 a Cousen of the late kings, 

I send you also the other two letters open as Iudging it fit that Mr Wood should see 

what I haue written to my Lord Chief Baron4 that he may accordingly proceed in his 

dealeing with him. you may please when you haue read myne to Mr Wood, to seale it 

& to desier he would seale the other before he giue it My Lord & make himselfe the 

beror of it. I am Sir your much obliged & affectionate freind & seruant in the Lord 

Christ KR 

 

[Address]          For My honored Friend 

                 Mr Samuel Hartlib 

               the Elder these in 

               Axe yard Kingstreete 

                                            
3 It is possible that she is referring to Margaret Howard (née Stuart), Countess of Nottingham 
(c.1591-1639), as her father James Stuart, 2nd Earl of Moray (c.1565-1592) was a distant relative of 
James I, which would make her a distant cousin of Charles I.  
4 Thomas Widdrington (d.1664), appointed Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer in 1658, a post he 
held until 1660. Lady Ranelagh’s letter to him referred to here is no longer extant.  
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               Westminster 

      [seal] 

 

^ [unknown hand:] The Phylosophers stone 

 [Hartlib’s Hand:] Narrative Of the famed Butler of Ireland written and attested by 
the Lady Vicountesse Ranalaugh to S.H. From St Iames 1659. April.5
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Appendix C1 

  

Letter: Johann Moriaen to  Samuel Hartlib: (Translated by Carla Lessing) 
6 February 1640 

From Hartlib Papers Online HP 37/56A-B 

 

My much esteemed Sir and very dear friend. Because I have to travel to the Maasz 

and the Briel tomorrow, this is only a short reply of his beloved  from the 17th of 

the past month, wherefrom I have grudgingly heard what happened to the latest 

tracts and the consignment of the same.  

My friend who I gave them to to pack did not check that his kontor was not to be 

opened, but both of us trusted most that the materia was not censurable and that it 

should be opened right away, that one did not have to fear anything doing so; also 

because my lord gave us to understand at the same time, that there should be no 

danger at this point, how ever that may be, it troubles me not little that my lord now 

has the disinclination and running after of it, although I did not doubt God will 

provide a good outcome, because the materia is contrary to any one or could be and 

should be, when he claims to be a Christian otherwise I desire to hear how it went 

with the next letter and I wish that I could help the lord like he helped my cousin 

wherefore we have to thank him. 

The letter to H Duraej’s sister, H Rulice will send her and he will write his own, if 

my way leads me through Rotterdam, which I will get to know this evening, I will 

take him him with me. Rulice says that she has asked him several time for money 

while proving that she can vouch for the money, the message was always delivered 

to him by young journeymen and such chaps, that the whole thing seemed very 

suspicious to him, hence it appears alarming to us to trust an unknown person, H 

Rulice cannot understand why she is not residing in England rather than here where 

everything is so expensive, she needs to be cautioned not to be a burden for her 

brother in his (current) condition.  

Regarding H Comenius and his maintenance, if this work shall be brought into right 

order, the subsidies should be put into a cash box or at the least be brought onto an 

account and from be dispensed from there, otherwise no one will know if they have 

abundance or scarcity.  
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In the case that his invention passes the tests and can last, it is not only advisable to 

him but to the whole thing whereof to my return further it pleases God.1 Like I said 

Rulice has letters from H. Bisterfeld: he still longs for these lands, he writes that 

soon an honest man shall come to Hamburg or maybe even Amsterdam, whether it 

will be him or another time will tell. 

Domini Dury’s letter is copied, will be send the lord at first convenience, because it 

will cost a lot by post, I finish this time with an official greeting and God’s 

recommendation and remain 

My lord’s 

Officious 

Ioh. Moriaen 

  

                                            
1 There is a verb missing in the second part of the sentence. It seems he is implying that they should 
wait for him. 
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Appendix C2 

  
Letter: Johann Moriaen to  Samuel Hartlib: (Translated by Carla Lessing) 

5 April 1640 

From Hartlib Papers Online 37/62A-B 

 

My highly honoured sir, very dear and trusted friend, I received his beloved on the 

6th March I have sent the attachment for H. Comenius with my letter to him, 

yesterday I received the attached with an envelope addressed to me ^No 4.^ the 

copy of which is also attached herewith, No. 1 and 2 will follow with the next if 

God wills it.  

Thereout, the lord will understand that the Motus Perpetuus does not persist in its 

big test, which I had feared and which I [Latin: in establishing Universal motion to 

set up multiple experiments] expressed in another letter to warn him. 

For now, I prefer that he made this resolution and let his senses rest in regard to 

this work, I want to hope the Conatus Pansophici will be continued with great zeal 

from now on.  

Although the invention is right and the motus exacte regularis is, how little force 

may be needed for it, it will have been worth the effort and time and will be of use 

to the discovery of the longituninis locorum, which the answer to my longer letter 

brings with it and will show. 

I would advise him not to publish his historia inventi Motus Perpetui or tell many 

people about it, because it would cause him disadvantage for his other intentions 

and discredit him. 

From H. Schlezer through H Rulice I received Gellibrand’s Discourse 

Mathematical, as well as Mersenne and Pell’s written exchange and Ichnographicam 

descriptionem and I like it very much and I do not doubt that every enthusiast will 

enjoy it and bring even more hope to the rest, now I am just short of the 

orthographia, the Scenographiae primum et [illeg. Word] 10 prima Capita I took 

myself, the others did not go through my hands. 

Today H Duraei’s sister came over and talked to me. If she did not let me know 

who she was, I would not have taken her for his sister, but rather for a noble 

[Dutch: damsel ] with an incarnate floral satin and damask underskirt with golden 
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passement, a satin floral black fabric for the overskirt and the rest with hanging hair, 

so that I was more annoyed and saddened than pleased with her. 

It is her opinion to go to East India to her brother, said she made 50 gulder debt in 

the lodging house, asked H Rulice how much paper money was intended for her to 

have for her equipment, said 100 gulder but the host’s daughter who was with her 

said 200. She also wants to take a maid with her, thus it is far from her serving 

others, as her brother suggested and I do not know what to say about it. 

I would just like to know how she is going to finance this estate and how she did it 

this far. Because of that which she got from her brother, it cannot be. Mr Rulice will 

write about all of this to her brother und evaluate it and wait for orders and we do 

not know what further to do. 

Dr Elichmans Catalogum will be published soon, as soon as I have it I will send it 

to him. I greet the Lord and his relatives as well as H Fundanium Haak and Pell 

officially and recommend myself godly and loyally as 

The lord’s obliging 

Ioh. Moriaen 

The count palatine should be on free foot and ordered a people quickly to him. My 

Lord is not allowed to use my bother-in-laws name H Abraham de Bra on my 

Letters, because I am now sufficiently well known. 
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